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Editorial Policy
We have issued our second integrated report to provide  
shareholders, investors, and other stakeholders with a broad 
understanding of initiatives to create economic and social value 
through ESG-driven management, aimed at realizing the Group’s 
Long-Term Vision for fiscal 2035. Also, we hope that this inte-
grated report will lead to additional opportunities for communi-
cation with stakeholders, thereby further enhancing our 
corporate value.

Reporting Period
From April 1, 2021, to March 31, 2022
(Information on initiatives prior to fiscal 2021 and the Company’s 
latest initiatives have also been included.)

Reporting Organizations
47 Keikyu Group companies centered on Keikyu Corporation

Report Issuance
December 2022

Guidelines Used
This integrated report has been prepared with reference  
to the following framework and guidelines:
•  International Integrated Reporting Framework, IFRS Foundation
•  Guidance for Collaborative Value Creation,  

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
•  Standard disclosure items based on the Sustainability 

Reporting Guidelines, Global Reporting Initiative
•  Environmental Reporting Guidelines (2018), Ministry of  

the Environment

We will create new value and contribute to  

the development of society by capitalizing on our  

collective strength as a corporate group that supports 

urban lifestyles.

Slogan

For the Keikyu Group, which is centered on railway operations, safety is a social mission.
Assured safety is everything because it provides peace of mind, and this peace of mind will  
allow the Group to reach new heights.
The slogan  which can be paraphrased as  
“soaring on peace of mind,” encapsulates our commitment to progress through the  
provision of peace of mind based on assured safety.
“Peace of mind” emphasizes that the Group will build the future together with customers,  
while “soaring” expresses an ambition to progress further still by suggesting an association  
with Haneda, which is a symbol of the Keikyu Group’s rapid progress.

Business 
Principles

Code of 
Conduct

•  The Keikyu Group will contribute to the development of society by  
creating new value through businesses that support urban lifestyles.

•  The Keikyu Group will rapidly advance its operations by utilizing its collective strength  
to pursue tradition-based innovation.

•  The Keikyu Group will align its prosperity with the happiness of everyone.

•  Give first priority to safety and security and, with gratitude and sincerity,  
earn the trust of customers.

•  Improve continuously and, with an enterprising attitude, realize new possibilities.

•  Build mutual trust by working with pride and responsibility.

Group Philosophy
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During a history of more than 120 years, the Keikyu Group has consistently adapted and catered to changes in society and 
daily life. Focusing on Tokyo and Kanagawa, we have evolved into a creator of urban lifestyles that is engaged in not only 
Transportation operations but also Real Estate, Leisure Services, Retailing, and Other operations. Our evolution and growth 
have been made possible by the support of local communities and by an enterprising spirit that has driven a series of ambi-
tious initiatives. Going forward, in accordance with our Group Philosophy, we will continue to grow and help society develop 
by tirelessly evolving our business model to reflect an ever-changing business environment. In this way, the Keikyu Group will 
remain a provider of services and lineside areas that are truly the preferred choice of customers.

At the beginning of the Meiji era, rickshaws and horse-drawn carriages were the main means of transportation in Japan’s 

cities. Later, as modernization progressed after the First Sino-Japanese War, the population and freight volumes gradually 

grew. Consequently, there was an increasing need for new transportation systems that would augment transportation 

capacity. To meet this demand, Keikyu forerunner Daishi Electric Railway was established. Subsequently, as well as expand-

ing our network of operating railway lines, we began supplying surplus electricity to nearby factories. This led to more facto-

ries locating in the Kawasaki area, thereby establishing the basis of the Keihin Industrial Zone.

After World War I, the Great Kanto Earthquake, the Second Sino-Japanese War, and World War II, the need for more trans-

portation and housing became pressing social issues during Japan’s post-war reconstruction period. Further, after the end 

of World War II the Miura Peninsula rapidly became a focus of attention with the lifting of its long-standing designation as a 

fortified zone in which there were restrictions on entry and photography. Amid Japan’s period of rapid economic growth,  

the peninsula saw its resident population increase, which was due to the development of large-scale housing areas, and 

attracted more tourists.

Keikyu Group History
Advancing with society for more than 120 years

1899 1952

1966

At the beginning of our history, the role of our line was very 
simple: to transport visitors to Kawasaki Daishi Temple.
 Convinced that mass transportation was necessary  
for the development of cities, our founder, the attorney 
and businessman Yujiro Tachikawa, set out to provide  
an example of a successful electric railway business.
 This led to the beginning of operations by Keikyu forerun-
ner Daishi Electric Railway in 1899. Yujiro Tachikawa was the 
representative of the new company, which had 17 employ-
ees, capital of ¥98,000, and five railcars and operated on a 
2-kilometer single line between Rokugobashi and Kawasaki 
Daishi. In the Kanto area, Daishi Electric Railway was the first 
company to operate commercial electric trains and the third 
such operator in Japan. After launching commercial opera-
tions, the Company changed its name to Keihin Electric 
Railway and began pursuing the major goal of establishing  
a line between Tokyo and Yokohama.

Full-Scale Development of Lineside Areas

Post-war Japan urgently needed to build more houses and develop 
local communities. Against this backdrop, in 1952 we established a 
business division tasked with the acquisition of land on which to build 
quality homes for those struggling to find suitable accommodation. 
We began by developing the Hananoki subdivision in Minami-ku, 
Yokohama, and launching sales of the subdivision’s housing in 1954. 
In the same year, we also began marketing the Gumyoji subdivision. 
Although only accounting for a combined total of 75 lots, the two 
subdivisions were noteworthy as the first projects in which all aspects, 
from the securing of land through to the sale of homes, were handled 
by the business division. Thereafter, Real Estate operations became a 
major pillar of the Keikyu Group alongside railway and bus operations.

Opening a Line from Shinagawa 
to Miurakaigan Station and a 
Connection to Downtown Tokyo

The Misaki Line (now the Kurihama Line) opened  
to Miurakaigan Station in 1966. This line extension 
shortened the trip from Shinagawa to Miurakaigan 
Station to just 70 minutes and transformed the 
Miura Peninsula’s economic and social landscape. 
To attract beachgoers, the coast along the 
Miurakaigan Line (which was between Nobi and 
Miurakaigan Stations at the time) was dubbed 
“Blue Daytona Beach,” and the Miurakaigan 
Festival was instituted. 
 Also, in 1968 the construction of a 1.2-kilometer 
line extension between Shinagawa and Sengakuji 
Stations enabled mutual through services with the 
Toei Subway Line 1 (now Toei Asakusa Line). Thus, 
a connection to downtown Tokyo was realized. 
Through services to downtown Tokyo had been 
initially proposed all of 61 years earlier in 1907.

One of our trains passing cherry blossom trees between Rokugobashi and Kawasaki Daishi

Miurakaigan Beach thronged with beachgoers thanks to the opening of the line extension between Tsukuihama and 

Miurakaigan Stations
Lot plan of Namamugi, our first housing subdivision

The Kamiooka subdivision and one of our trains

Changes in 
Society and 
Lifestyles

Changes in 
Society and 
Lifestyles

Our founder  

Yujiro Tachikawa

1914
The First Private Railway Company in the  
Kanto Area to Sell Housing

Having built a thermal power plant to operate trains self-sufficiently, Keihin 
Electric Railway began supplying the surplus electricity. Attracted by the 
electricity supply, factories were gradually established in the Kawasaki area, 
forming the foundations of the Keihin Industrial Zone. With this provision of 
electric light and power in lineside areas, people relocated to the areas in 
growing numbers. Moreover, we encouraged residents to use the electric 
railway by developing and selling housing in the Namamugi subdivision—the 
first housing subdivision in the Kanto area to be developed by a private electric 
railway operator.

Meiji Era

Taisho Era

Showa Era

Showa Era

Introduction

The Kanto Area’s First Electric Train
Beginning with the Transport of  
Visitors to Kawasaki Daishi Temple
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The Haneda Airport Station opening ceremony

The opening of Haneda Airport International Terminal Station

More Than 120 Years Since Our Foundation

No matter how drastically society changes, for many years to come we want to 

continue developing lineside areas that offer appealing lifestyles.

To give concrete form to this ambition, we will adhere to a management approach 

that emphasizes growing businesses by always staying abreast of and reflecting 

major changes in society and daily life.

While the effects of the pandemic linger, we will reexamine the mission and  

purpose that we should fulfill. We will then boldly advance into a new phase of 

growth with our sights set on fiscal 2035, the target year of our Long-Term Vision.

Our goal is to create a unique place in the world.

1998 
Opening of Haneda Airport Station

In 1993, we opened Haneda Station (now Tenkūbashi Station) as an 
important access point for those heading to Haneda Airport, which 
was being developed through offshore expansion. We then estab-
lished a direct service to Haneda Airport by extending a line to Haneda 
Airport Station (now Haneda Airport Terminal 1·2 Station) in 1998.

With growth in demand from non-Japanese tourists accompanying society’s globalization, attention has become increas-

ingly focused on access to Tokyo International Airport (Haneda Airport) as it is Japan’s domestic and international gateway. 

Just as excitement was building with respect to the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games, the COVID-19 pandemic 

emerged at the beginning of 2020 and transformed society and day-to-day life at a stroke.

Heisei Era

Heisei Era2010 
Opening of Haneda Airport International 
Terminal Station, Completion of Track 
Elevation near Keikyū Kamata Station

In response to the internationalization of Haneda Airport following its 
further expansion, in 2010 we launched Haneda Airport International 
Terminal Station (now Haneda Airport Terminal 3 Station) and began 
operating Keihin Kyuko Bus services to the international terminal.  
Since then, our transportation services have played an important role in 
providing direct access to Japan’s domestic and international gateway.
 In addition, near Keikyū Kamata Station, we completed the 
elevation of tracks and established underpasses for lines in both 
directions in 2012. By eliminating 28 grade crossings, the initiative 
improved safety and made airport access more convenient.

2020 – Present
Unwavering Sense of Mission amid the COVID-19 Pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in an urgent need to respond to dramatic changes in the 
business environment, including a decline in railway usage, contraction of the travel market, 
and changes in lifestyles and workstyles. Despite such conditions, we have demonstrated a 
strong sense of mission as the provider of an integral part of society’s infrastructure. While 
giving first priority to safety and reliability, the Keikyu Group has made concerted efforts to 
provide customers with services. In adapting to an ever-changing business environment,  
we will continue reforming our business structure. Also, viewing new demand associated  
with “workations” and micro-tourism as an opportunity, we will offer new value.

Reiwa Era

Infection countermeasures to provide customers with safety and peace of mind

Keikyu Group History

Introduction

Changes in 
Society and 
Lifestyles

With Our Sights Set on Fiscal 2035,

Advancing into a New Phase of Growth
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On Assuming the Office of President

To begin, allow me to introduce myself. I am Yukihiro 
Kawamata and have been president and representative direc-
tor since April 2022. The Keikyu Group’s business environ-
ment is currently undergoing dramatic changes due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. These changes have created a sense of 
uncertainty that has yet to be dispelled. At this major turning 
point in our corporate history, we must take appropriate 
action and rapidly build structures that will enable sustained 
development and partnerships with local communities.
 In April 2022, based on our Group Philosophy we formu-
lated the Basic Sustainability Policy. This policy includes a 
basic management policy: “aiming to create a better cycle  
of contributing to the sustainable growth of society and the 
sustainable growth of the Keikyu Group.” In accordance with 
this policy, we will conduct business management with the 
aim of adapting agilely to a volatile business environment 
while contributing to the sustainable advancement of lineside 
areas and communities through our continued development.

Realization of Our Long-Term Vision

The Long-Term Vision for fiscal 2035 calls on the Keikyu 
Group to “Position Shinagawa, Haneda, and Yokohama, 
which connect all of Japan and the world and are the driving 
force of Japan’s development, as a growth triangle zone, and 
realize in the districts along Keikyu Railway lines a rich and 
varied area that supports the livelihood and exchange of many 
people in Japan and overseas while developing sustainably.” 
To realize this vision, we are pursuing long-term management 
strategies comprising the Area Strategy and the Business 
Strategy as well as the Corporate Sustainability Strategy, 
which will support the first two.

　　　　  For details of Keikyu Group Integrated Management Plan

Area Strategy
The Area Strategy positions the aforementioned growth triangle 
zone as the engine of the Group’s growth. This zone includes 
the Keihin coastal area, which has long been the engine of 
Japan’s growth. Further, at the three points of the triangle are  
a “land gateway: Shinagawa,” an “air gateway: Haneda,” and  
a “sea gateway: Yokohama.” Specifically, Shinagawa will be a 
terminal of the Linear Chuo Shinkansen (SCMAGLEV) and is 
expected to see dramatic economic growth as the area under-
goes a major redevelopment. Meanwhile, Haneda will develop 
into Asia’s leading airport through further expansion of its func-
tions. Yokohama, the third gateway, is likely to see continued 
industrial conversion as well as the establishment of large pas-
senger ship terminals and entertainment facilities. Further, as the 
area where the Group was founded and developed, the center 
of this growth triangle zone is nothing less than the Group’s 
starting point. We will leverage the zone’s potential to advance 
the development and revitalization of lineside areas as far as the 
Miura Peninsula, thereby extending the scope of our value cre-
ation even further.

　　　　 For details of Long-Term Management Strategy

Business Strategy Based on Our Mobility and 
Community Creation Platforms
If pre-pandemic approaches to business management were 
simply resumed after containment of the pandemic, the Group 
would be unable to adequately cater to changes in lifestyles 
and other aspects of the social and business environment.
 With this in mind, we have categorized our business strat-
egy based on two business platforms: a mobility platform, 
including railway, bus, and taxi Transportation operations, and 
a community creation platform, mainly comprising Real Estate 
operations. Independently and in collaboration with outstand-
ing business partners, we realize value through these two 
platforms. The mobility platform provides seamless transpor-
tation services by rolling out Mobility as a Service (MaaS) and 
other high-value-added transportation services, while the 
community creation platform generates footfall by heightening 
the appeal of railway stations and their environs, which are the 
hubs of the mobility platform. Through the provision of mutu-
ally beneficial value, the platforms increase each other’s value, 
and expansion of this positive spiral to drive sustained devel-
opment is the essence of the Group’s business model.
 For example, as part of initiatives to construct Miura Urban 
Resort in accordance with the Medium-Term Management 
Plan, in the Jogashima, Aburatsubo, and Kannonzaki areas 
we are converting in-house managed facilities into joint ven-
tures or leasing them to branding experts.  
By promoting such collaboration, the Group will conduct area 
management aimed at establishing the Miura Peninsula as a 
communication hub. In conjunction with these efforts, we will 
also enhance the value of the area by using the innovativeness 
of outside business operators as a driving force. Ultimately, 
the provision of opportunities and the expansion of networks 
for collaborative value creation will lead to the provision of 
value to the mobility platform by increasing the number of 
people living and working in and visiting the surrounding area.

7

Shinagawa

Haneda

Yokohama

Shinagawa
•  One of Japan’s most  

important transportation hubs, 
including excellent access to 
Haneda Airport and selected 
to become a Linear Chuo 
Shinkansen terminal

•  Concentration of companies 
with advanced technologies 
and human resources with 
advanced skills Haneda

•  A gateway to Japan with the 
world’s fifth largest passenger 
traffic (according to the 
findings of the Airports 
Council International in 2018)

Yokohama
•  Innovative technologies that 

enable the realization of 
industrial spaces and exciting 
industrial tourism

•  One of the most densely 
populated areas in Japan

•  Outstanding transportation 
infrastructure in terms of railways, 
roads, and air and sea routes

Our Approach to the Growth Triangle Zone

The Keikyu Group will sustain 

development through the mutually 

beneficial value creation of its mobility 

and community creation platforms.

Yukihiro Kawamata
President
Keikyu Corporation

Keikyu Group Integrated Report 2022

A Message from the President

Introduction

P.17

P.18
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Two Business Structural Reform Pillars: Management 
Base Strengthening and Business Portfolio Reform
With a view to establishing foundations for developing the 
businesses of the platforms, the Medium-Term Management 
Plan calls on us to advance two core measures. The first 
entails strengthening the management base through business 
structural reform for the sustainable development of the 
Keikyu Group. The second measure involves reforming the 
business portfolio based on selection and concentration, 
starting with strengthening Real Estate operations. Our most 
pressing task is to overcome the current crisis and regain 
pre-pandemic profit levels by stepping up these measures.
 In terms of strengthening the management base, we are 
facilitating sustainable development by implementing business 
structural reform, which includes a fundamental revamping of 
duties in railway and bus businesses. Our steps to reduce 
operational costs are already producing benefits. In fully 

realizing business structural reform, however, we must intro-
duce changes that go even further. For this reason, while 
ensuring continued safety and convenience, we will continue 
drastically reforming the operational management methods of 
Transportation operations, focusing on railway and bus opera-
tions. At the same time, we will rigorously implement cost 
controls and downsize back-office divisions Groupwide.
 Similarly, we are stepping up measures aimed at reforming 
the business portfolio. We are considering which businesses 
and services we should pursue, with their ability to contribute 
to value creation in each platform as our criteria. We will select 
only the businesses that meet these criteria and then focus 
management resources on them, thereby improving 
Groupwide management efficiency.

　　　　  For details of Long-Term Management Strategy

　　　　  For details of Medium-Term Management Plan (A Message from 
the Office Manager of the Management Strategy Department)

Reform of Real Estate Operations
We will continue reforming our business portfolio to grow Real 
Estate operations into a mainstay of profits alongside railway 
operations. Currently under development, the Shinagawa 
Station area promises to become a highly competitive trans-
portation hub of the Tokyo metropolitan area. In the Shinagawa 
Station area, plans call for the opening of the Linear Chuo 
Shinkansen and the extension of the Tokyo Metro Namboku 
Line to Shinagawa Station.
 Among the development projects in the Shinagawa Station 
area, the Takanawa 3-chome development project has reached 
the stage of readjusting land lots in earnest. Using this prog-
ress as a timely juncture, we have merged the Shinagawa 
Development Department, which advanced the project in 
collaboration with other in-house organizations, and the 
Development and Administration of Facilities Headquarters, 
which is responsible for town development and other develop-
ment projects in all lineside areas. As a result, we have estab-
lished a business advancement system that incorporates 
personnel with development-related expertise cultivated  
over many years.

Toward Advancement of Sustainability Initiatives

Environment
Aware of the current global trend toward climate change coun-
termeasures, we aim to realize sustainable business manage-
ment. To this end, in November 2021 we announced our 
endorsement of the recommendations of the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) and began disclo-
sure in compliance with the recommendations in June 2022.  
In tandem with these efforts, we established “make Keikyu 
Group Carbon Neutral by 2050” as a long-term environmental 
target. Specifically, our aim is to realize net-zero greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions on a Groupwide basis by the end of 
fiscal 2050. Moreover, we have set an interim target of reduc-
ing GHG emissions 30.0% by the end of fiscal 2030 compared 
with those of fiscal 2019. To address climate change and meet 
Groupwide targets, we will take a range of different measures. 
For example, we will increase and enhance analysis and disclo-
sure and explore strategies for each business in relation to 
energy saving, energy generation, and renewable energy.
 
Society
Recognizing the importance of developing and coexisting with 
local communities in our lineside areas, we are partnering with 
industry, government, academia, and local communities so 
that our business activities address the issues of lineside 
areas, advance area management, and help society develop.
 Also, as human resources are an important form of man-
agement capital for us, we must develop and protect person-
nel. Accordingly, we will continue to conduct awareness 
surveys and other monitoring of employees while identifying 
and addressing issues related to our increasingly diverse 
personnel. Further, we will establish systems to support 
diverse personnel so that many different employees can real-
ize their full potential, work with a sense of pride and respon-
sibility, and find work appealing and rewarding regardless of 
their nationality, gender, age, affiliation, or career.

Governance
Governance forms the base of our businesses and manage-
ment. In April 2022, we transferred to the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange’s Prime Market, and we are endeavoring to 
heighten transparency and actively disclose financial and 
non-financial information, including disclosure pursuant with 
the principles of Japan’s Corporate Governance Code.  
In addition, the Sustainability Committee and the Risk 
Management Committee will enhance internal control and 
build a highly resilient business model by identifying risks and 
opportunities arising from internal and external changes, as 
well as changes in the business environment associated with 
social trends, and by continuing to enhance the effectiveness 
of crisis management and management issue resolution.

To Our Stakeholders

The continued steady implementation of a range of initiatives 
will sustainably develop both the Group and local communi-
ties. In laying foundations that will support these initiatives, we 
must reform our corporate culture. Therefore, we will tirelessly 
encourage employees and officers to embrace a new mindset 
that bases value judgments on the courses of action most 
likely to make us the preferred choice of stakeholders. In this 
way, our employees will focus on how best to remain a corpo-
rate group that contributes to the sustained advancement of 
lineside areas and society and then embark upon concerted 
efforts to implement initiatives accordingly.
 As we endeavor to remain a corporate group that earns 
the favor of stakeholders, I would like to ask all of our stake-
holders for their continued support.

Community Creation PlatformMobility Platform

MaaS Development
Heighten added value and manage mobility demand 
through the integrated coordination of transportation modes 
and various other services

Railway Bus Taxi, etc.

Link

Town Development
Conduct area management that leverages regional 
characteristics, resolves local issues, increases the appeal 
of regions, and establishes new bases by working with local 
communities, municipal authorities, and other stakeholders, 
and grow profit by developing diverse businesses

Real Estate Retailing Leisure 
Services

Lifestyle 
Support

Realize town development that creates flows of people and 
goods by increasing the appeal of mobility platform bases and 
their surrounding areas

Aim to become a local mobility platformer that provides 
comfortable, seamless mobility services connecting major 
lineside areas in the growth triangle zone with domestic and 
international bases 

P.18

P.21

Corporate Sustainability Strategy
As they are closely connected to local communities and enrich 
daily life, Transportation operations and other Group busi-
nesses that underpin the infrastructure of day-to-day life fit  
well with a management philosophy focused on environmental, 
social, and governance (ESG) priorities. The Keikyu Group 
Integrated Management Plan sets out the Corporate 
Sustainability Strategy as a long-term management strategy 
and positions ESG initiatives as the basis of business manage-
ment. With a view to sustaining the growth of the Group and 
enhancing corporate value over the medium to long term, we 
formulated the Basic Sustainability Policy in April 2022. Under 
this policy, we will actively and flexibly address sustainability 
issues not only as risks but also as profit-earning opportunities.

　　　　 For details of Approach to Sustainability
 

P.37

A Message from the President

Introduction
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To Shinjuku
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Tokyo

Akihabara

Kojimashinden

Airport 
Line Haneda Airport Terminal 1·2

Haneda Airport Terminal 3

Daimon

Takanawa
Gateway

Keikyū Kawasaki

Keikyū 
Kamata

The Keikyu Group is engaged in an array of 

businesses centered on a railway network that 

links Tokyo and Kanagawa Prefectures. In its 

lineside areas, the Group fully capitalizes on the 

potential that transportation hubs, industries, and 

beautiful scenery have to generate flows of people 

and goods. These lineside area assets include 

Japan gateways Shinagawa and Haneda, the 

government ordinance-designated cities 

Yokohama and Kawasaki, and the Miura 

Peninsula, which features the ocean, mountains, 

and an abundance of other tourism resources.

A Business Area with  
Diverse Potential

Kanagawa 
Prefecture

Miura

Yokosuka

Zushi Hayama

Kamakura

Kawasaki

Haneda

Yokohama

Shinagawa

Tokyo 
Prefecture

Lineside Areas

Population: 4.09 million*1

Households: 2.16 million*1

Area:  508 km2

Income index:  117.2 (national average = 100*2)

Areas covered
•  Tokyo Prefecture (103 km2) 

Minato-ku; Shinagawa-ku; Ota-ku
•  Kawasaki and Northern Yokohama  

(113 km2) 
Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki; Saiwai-ku, 
Kawasaki; Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama; 
Kanagawa-ku, Yokohama; Nishi-ku, 
Yokohama

•  Southern Yokohama (125 km2) 
Naka-ku, Yokohama; Hodogaya-ku, 
Yokohama; Minami-ku, Yokohama; 
Isogo-ku, Yokohama; Konan-ku, 
Yokohama; Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama

•  Yokosuka and Miura (167 km2) 
Zushi; Yokosuka; Miura; Hayama, 
Miura-gun

*1  Calculated by using data from the Basic Resident 

Register as of January 1, 2022

*2  Estimate based on the Population Census of 

Japan and the Housing and Land Survey of Japan

Wide-Ranging  
Business Development 

Rooted in Local 
Communities

Keikyu Premiere Point

We offer Keikyu Premiere Point, a point-awarding service that allows customers 

to earn and use points at affiliated commercial facilities in lineside areas, such as 

Keikyu Group facilities and stores, Haneda Airport, and Yokohama Porta.

In establishing a track record that stretches 

back more than 120 years, we have 

capitalized on the diverse potential of our 

lineside areas to develop businesses rooted 

in local communities. In this way, we have 

helped develop society and earned the trust 

of stakeholders.

2. A Rich Business Base

In developing businesses, we leverage a rich business base, which is centered on a railway 
network of 87 operating kilometers and also includes real estate, commercial facilities, 
supermarkets, and business hotels.

3.  Comprehensive Strength Based on the Combination of Multiple Businesses

Multifaceted business development in the areas of mobility and community development 
has given us comprehensive strength, which we employ to realize convenient one-stop 
services that enrich daily life. We also use our broad capabilities to establish a common 
infrastructure that serves as a point of contact for customers and allows us to maintain 
ongoing relationships with them.

Transportation Real Estate
Leisure
Services Retailing Other

5,637 331 658 814 1,498

Group employees (consolidated): 8,938

 
Rental offices

Approx. 59,000 m2

Department stores 
and shopping centers

9

Rental 
condominiums

793

Railway operating 
kilometers

87

 
Keikyu Line

72 railway stations

* Excluding Sengakuji Station

 
Supermarkets

49

Keikyu Premiere  
Point members

Approx. 1.1 million

Keikyu Group Advantages

Keikyu Group Value Creation

 
Business hotels

2,236 guest rooms

* As of July 2022

1. A Variety of Professionals

Our employees’ diverse skill sets and experience enable wide-ranging business develop-
ment. Although pursuing many different career paths, all Group employees share a rigor-
ously customer-focused mindset and work in concert to create new value and ideas.

 Actual total of lineside administrative wards  
 Projected total of lineside administrative wards  
 Japan actual total  Japan projected total

Past and Projected Population

Keikyu Lineside Areas Population by Region
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 Tokyo Prefecture  Southern Yokohama 
 Kawasaki and Northern Yokohama  Yokosuka and Miura
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* The level in 2010 has been taken as a base of 100%. 
*  Prepared by the Keikyu Group based on the research of the 

Population Census of Japan and the National Institute of Population 
and Social Security Research
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941

1,120

1,225
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1,390
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*  Prepared by the Keikyu Group and based on data from the Basic 
Resident Register
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*  Based on the view that governance forms the basis for the management of all the Group’s businesses and should therefore be addressed constantly, governance-related materiality 

has been excluded from materiality.

In accordance with its Group Philosophy, the Keikyu Group conducts business activities with the aim of enhancing both  
its corporate and social value. To increase both types of value even further and sustain growth, we have established 10  
materiality issues. Moreover, recognizing that materiality must reflect changes in the business environment, we will continue 
dialogues with a wide range of employees and revise our materiality to reflect the needs of the times.

Process for Establishing Materiality

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

 
 

•  Mitigation of climate change 
(carbon neutrality initiatives)

•  Adaptation to climate change 
(countermeasures for water-
related disasters and other 
natural disasters caused by 
climate change)

 
 

•  Maintenance of good relation-
ships with local communities 
and, to this end, social 
contribution activities that 
include investment

•  Contribution to economic 
development and job creation

 
 

•  Initiatives for real estate, in 
harmony with the surrounding 
natural environment

•  Preservation of the rich natural 
environment of lineside areas 
and its utilization as a tourism 
resource

 
 

•  Advancement of business 
strategies that reflect changes 
in the economic environment 
(including plans for future 
business models that reflect 
changes in the external environ-
ment, such as the impact of 
infectious diseases or the 
occurrence of natural disasters 
due to climate change)

 
 

•  Waste management (legal 
compliance, waste reduction)

•  Advancement of initiatives for 
the elimination of plastic

•  Contribution to effective 
utilization of resources in society 
through MaaS promotion

 
 

•  Respect for the human rights 
of customers

•  Provision of safe, secure 
services

•  Provision of universal services 
(ensuring safety, security, and 
comfort for all customers)

 
 

•  Respect for the human rights 
of employees, including those 
of business partners

•  Compliance with labor-related 
laws and regulations

•  Establishment of work envi-
ronments conducive to 
work–life balance

•  Ensuring of occupational 
health and safety

 
 

•  Disclosure of financial and 
non-financial information  
as well as the issuance of 
integrated reports and other 
reports in light of the expecta-
tions and needs of various 
stakeholders, including 
shareholders, investors, 
customers, local communities, 
and employees

 
 

•  Respect for diversity and 
human rights

•  Enhancement of employees’ 
motivation and realization of 
potential capabilities

•  Empowerment of women

 
 

•  Active use of digital technolo-
gies in the advancement  
of MaaS

•  Ensuring of information 
security for the protection  
of personal information

  Identify relevant issues in light of 
the criteria and factors below:

•  Materiality of U.S. Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board 
(base)

•  Keikyu Group CSR Vision Sheet 
(established in fiscal 2019)

• ESG rating requirements
•  Benchmarks based on those  

of other companies

  Prioritize materiality that is impor-
tant to all stakeholders by referring 
to the disclosure requirements of 
the bodies and agencies below:

•  Standards-setting bodies: Global 
Reporting Initiative, Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board

•  ESG-rating agencies: Standard & 
Poor’s Corporate Sustainability 
Assessment, Morgan Stanley 
Capital International, Financial 
Times Stock Exchange

  Analyze the Group’s materiality  
by using the methods below:

•  Analysis of key performance 
indicators and action plans estab-
lished by each business division

•  Analysis at workshops held by  
the senior management team  
(four in total)

  Define materiality through the 
identification of particularly impor-
tant issues by plotting on a materi-
ality matrix the materiality of 
stakeholders established in Step 2 
and the materiality of the Group 
established in Step 3

Prepare a list of  
sustainability issues

Prioritize materiality from the 
viewpoint of stakeholders

Prioritize materiality from the 
viewpoint of the Group

Define materiality

Monitoring the progress of materiality measures by setting and managing KPIs

Clarifying the social value (outcome) resulting from outputs

Im
p

o
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an
ce

 t
o

 s
ta

ke
ho
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s

Extremely 
important

• Responding to climate change
•  Providing services that are safe, secure,  

and comfortable
•  Creating attractive, employee-friendly  

work environments
• Business ethics*
• Risk management*
• Corporate governance*

• Promoting a recycling-based society

• Realizing highly transparent disclosure

•  Preserving biodiversity 
•  Advancing diversity, inclusion, and human 

resource development
•  Developing and coexisting with local 

communities

• Increasing business model resilience

• Advancing digital transformation

Important

Somewhat 
important 

Somewhat important Important Extremely important

Importance to the Keikyu Group

Addressing Our Materiality

Materiality Matrix

Materiality

We identify materiality, monitor the progress of materiality measures through the use of KPIs, and define the social value result-

ing from the outputs of businesses. As a company that supports the infrastructure of day-to-day life, we will help to develop 

communities in lineside areas and enrich daily life while coexisting with the natural environment. The Keikyu Group will achieve 

this by developing businesses with consideration for the environment and society while establishing a mutually beneficial cycle 

of initiatives focused on enhancing the convenience of transportation services, providing comfortable housing, and improving 

the quality and accessibility of clothing, food, and housing services. At the same time, we will continue creating new value by 

realizing an attractive work environment that empowers employees to play active roles and ambitiously explore new possibilities.

Capitalizing on Regional 
Characteristics to Develop 

Lineside Areas

Enriching Daily Life through 
Transportation, Clothing, 

Food, and Housing Services

Coexisting with the  
Natural Environment

Realizing a  
Worker-Friendly Society

 
Preserving biodiversity

Increasing business  
model resilience

Creating attractive, employee-
friendly work environments

Realizing highly  
transparent disclosure

Advancing diversity, inclusion, and 
human resource development

Advancing digital 
transformation

Promoting a recycling-
based society

Providing services that are 
safe, secure, and comfortable

Responding to  
climate change

Developing and coexisting 
with local communities

Materiality and Social Value Creation

Keikyu Group Value Creation



Basic Sustainability Policy

Overview

In fiscal 2021, the Keikyu Group launched a new integrated management plan to adapt to changes in its business environment, 
including population decline and lifestyle changes accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. Our vision is to realize in the districts 
along Keikyu Railway lines a rich and varied area that supports the livelihood and exchange of people while developing sustainably. 
Utilizing areas projected to experience further growth going forward, such as Shinagawa, Haneda, and Yokohama, we will realize this 
vision by promoting businesses that coordinate both our mobility and community creation platforms, while pursuing environmental, 
social, and governance (ESG)-driven management. This section provides an explanation of our integrated management plan.

  Strengthen the management base through business 
structural reform for the sustainable development of the 
Keikyu Group

•  Shift to low-cost operations in the railway, bus, and hotel operations

• Downsize back-office divisions throughout the Keikyu Group

•  Ensure financial soundness by clearly prioritizing investment areas and 
effectively utilizing asset holdings, etc.

  Reform the business portfolio based on selection  
and concentration starting with strengthening Real  
Estate operations

•  Promote the strengthening of Real Estate operations by reorganizing 
asset holdings

•  Revise profit structure by concentrating management resources on 
businesses that should be focused on

Group Philosophy (the Keikyu Group’s Purpose and Mission) 

Medium-Term Management Plan (FY2021–FY2023)

Respond promptly to the dramatic changes in the business environment due to the COVID-19 outbreak

 Initiatives linked to the Long-Term Management Strategy 
 • Initiatives to promote the growth triangle zone of Shinagawa, Haneda, and Yokohama as the driving force to revitalize areas along railway lines

  Shinagawa area:  Advancing development projects around Shinagawa Station with the aim of creating a town that symbolizes Shinagawa, 
spreads synergistic benefits throughout lineside areas, and utilizes the transportation hub to generate new interactions

  Haneda area:  Supporting airport functions and playing our part in linking the area around Haneda with the development of Haneda Airport 
as it expands and internationalizes further

  Yokohama area:  Advancing town development aimed at coexistence between the Bay Area and the surrounding area as they evolve through 
the reorganization and development of the Keihin coastal area, which straddles Yokohama and Kawasaki, and the accumula-
tion of entertainment functions 

 •  Promotion of the construction of Miura Urban Resort in response to changes in suburban housing and leisure values

 •  Efforts to improve customer satisfaction to solidify the Keikyu Group as the choice for customers

 •  Stringent risk management to avoid and minimize risks that could significantly impact operations, and to minimize risks that have materialized

 •  Thorough ESG management through business operations to improve local communities and corporate value

Corporate Sustainability Strategy
Position ESG initiatives as the basis of management aimed at the sustainable development of  

local communities and the Keikyu Group

Area Strategy
Support the development of the growth triangle 

zone formed by Shinagawa, Haneda, and 
Yokohama, and leverage the zone’s potential 

to advance lineside area revitalization

Business Strategy
Strengthen our management base and reform 
our business portfolio to reflect changes in the 

business environment, such as population 
decline and lifestyle diversification

Long-Term Management Strategy (Strategies for Realizing the Long-Term Vision)

Long-Term Management Strategy
Keikyu Group Integrated Management Plan

Long-Term Vision (through FY2035)

Position Shinagawa, Haneda, and Yokohama, which connect all of Japan and the world and are the driving force of 
Japan’s development, as a growth triangle zone, and realize in the districts along Keikyu Railway lines a rich and varied 
area that supports the livelihood and exchange of many people in Japan and overseas while developing sustainably.

 Corporate Sustainability Strategy
The Group believes that its business activities, which support society’s infrastructure and enrich day-to-day life, are rooted  
in local communities and fit well with ESG-driven management. Based on quantitative and qualitative evaluations using key 
performance indicators, we will aim to achieve highly transparent management by increasing the visualization of our progress 
in improving corporate value. For details, please refer to page 38.

 Business Strategy
To cope with the ever-changing busi-
ness environment, the Group will 
undertake a fundamental review of  
its business structure, including the 
strengthening of its management base 
and the reforming its business portfolio. 
In addition, based on these two core 
axes, the Medium-Term Management 
Plan strives to shift to low-cost opera-
tions in railway, bus, and hotel opera-
tions while promoting the strengthening 
of Real Estate operations by reorganiz-
ing asset holdings.

P.37

 Area Strategy
Since Japan began modernizing in the 
19th century, the Keihin coastal and 
industrial area, which is a Keikyu lineside 
area, has been an engine of economic 
expansion. The continued globalization 
of Haneda Airport, as well as other 
development and restructuring initiatives, 
is expected to propel the Keihin area’s 
growth and evolution into a new phase. 
As a corporate group that supports this 
area’s development, the Keikyu Group 
promotes the development and revital-
ization of lineside areas through mutual 
cooperation in various areas, including 
those south of Yokohama and along  
the Toei Asakusa Line, with a focus on 
the growth triangle zone connecting 
Shinagawa, Haneda, and Yokohama. 
For information on the progress of 
business development in each of these 
areas, please refer to pages 19–20.

The Keikyu Group has adopted the Area Strategy, the Business Strategy, and the Corporate Sustainability Strategy as the 
constituent elements of its Long-Term Management Strategy for realizing the Long-Term Vision through fiscal 2035. In addi-
tion to social issues facing Japan, such as population decline—long-recognized by the Group as a change in its external 
environment—adapting to changes in the business environment, such as lifestyle changes accelerated by the impact of 
COVID-19, has become a matter of urgency. In addition, the promotion of ESG-driven management, including responding to 
climate change, promoting workstyle reform, and strengthening governance, is also indispensable if the Group is to continu-
ously provide value in a sustainable manner to society and its customers. Based on the Corporate Sustainability Strategy, 
under the Long-Term Management Strategy we promote the Area Strategy—which seeks to support the development of the 
growth triangle zone formed by Shinagawa, Haneda, and Yokohama, and leverage the zone’s potential to advance lineside 
revitalization—and the Business Strategy, which tackles the strengthening of our management base and reforming of our 
business portfolio to enable us to adapt to changes in the business environment.

Shinagawa

Haneda

Yokohama

Shinagawa

•  One of Japan’s most  
important transportation hubs, 
including excellent access to 
Haneda Airport and selected  
to become a Linear Chuo 
Shinkansen terminal

•  Concentration of companies  
with advanced technologies  
and human resources with 
advanced skills

Haneda

•  A gateway to Japan with the 
world’s fifth largest passenger 
traffic (according to the find-
ings of the Airports Council 
International in 2018)Yokohama

•   Innovative technologies that 
enable the realization of 
industrial spaces and  
exciting industrial tourism

•  One of the most densely 
populated areas in Japan

•  Outstanding transportation 
infrastructure in terms of  
railways, roads, and air  
and sea routes

Improvement  
of financial 

position

FY2021–FY2023

Assumptions of 
the new integrated 
management plan

Assumptions of the 
previous integrated 
management plan 

FY2035
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Large-scale investment 

Large-scale investment 

Step-by-step business structure reform

Increase in liabilities arising  
from the COVID-19 pandemic

Drastic business  
structure reform

Improvement  
of financial 

position

Changes in the business environment, etc.

Population decline

Population decline

Ri
sk
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me
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ure

 

 Previously recognized risks and their countermeasures  Newly recognized risks and their countermeasures

Step-by-step business structure reform

Keikyu Group Value Creation
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2035

Medium-Term Management Plan
A turning point reflecting the  
COVID-19 pandemic

Long-Term Management Strategy
Long-Term Vision accomplishment period

2022 2023 2024

Road Map for Fiscal 2035

Opening of Shinagawa Station Commercial Area

We are planning a complex that utilizes the exceptional conve-
nience of being directly above and directly connected to a 
large-scale terminal. Furthermore, we will coordinate these 
development efforts with our participation in a project to con-
struct pedestrian walkways above National Route 15, thereby 
integrating the development of the railway station and the town 
to create an international transportation hub that is functional 
and readily understandable and that welcomes people from all 
over the country and the world as a gateway to Japan.

Construction of New Lead Tracks at Haneda Airport 
Terminal 1·2 Station

We will increase transportation capacity (three more trains per hour 
in each direction) to make access to Haneda Airport more conve-
nient by constructing new lead tracks for shunting trains at Haneda 
Airport Terminal 1·2 Station in conjunction with the conversion of 
Shinagawa Station to a two-platform, four-line format.

Kitanakadori-North B-1 Block Project

Opening of Shinagawa Station West Exit Area Takanawa 4-Chome

Sengakuji Station Category II City Area Redevelopment

Redevelopment Project for a Category I City Area 
around the West Exit of Keikyūū Kawasaki Station

To realize the Long-Term Vision, we will promote the further development of the growth triangle zone and reform the business 
portfolio to make Real Estate operations the second pillar of profit.

Policies in Each Area

Promote the nation’s largest development initiatives aiming to evolve Shinagawa into an international hub and a driving 
force for Japan’s growth that serves as a gateway to Japan and plays an important part of the “super mega region”

Support airport functions and play our part in linking the area around Haneda with the development of Haneda 
Airport while establishing an unshakable position in the Haneda Airport access market by pursuing initiatives such  
as rolling out services that leverage our competitive prices and increasing transportation capacity through the con-
struction of new lead tracks and other endeavors

Advance town development aimed at coexistence between the Bay Area and the surrounding area as they evolve 
through the reorganization and development of the Keihin coastal area, which straddles Yokohama and Kawasaki, 
and the accumulation of entertainment functions

Through the strengthening of area management and other policies, promote the construction of Miura Urban Resort 
in response to changes in suburban housing and leisure values

Conversion of Shinagawa Station to a Ground-Level Railway Station  
(Two Platforms and Four Lines)

We will improve convenience and enhance airport 
access by lowering two elevated platforms and three 
lines to establish two platforms and four lines at 
ground level. Through this conversion, we will also  
aim to increase the convenience and safety of train 
transfers by extending the east–west walkway to 
establish a pedestrian network linking Shinagawa 
Station’s East Exit and West Exit areas.

Opening of Shinagawa Station West Exit Area Takanawa 3-Chome

Under the development of the West Exit Area, we will integrate 
various urban functions, such as a diverse range of meetings, 
incentives, conferences, and exhibitions (MICE) spaces, com-
mercial facilities, and international-class hotels, as a business 
hub that utilizes the area’s advantages as a transportation 
center, while existing in harmony with its history and abundant 
green spaces. At the same time, we will establish a new flagship 
area befitting an axis of international exchange that also accom-
modates changes in the environment in the post-COVID-19 
world. Furthermore, we are pleased to welcome Toyota Motor 
Corporation as a joint venture partner in this development, and 
together we will promote sustainable urban development.

Minato Mirai 21 Central District 
53 Development Project 
YOKOHAMA SYMPHOSTAGE

Along with constructing a large-
scale, two-building complex 
consisting of offices, hotels, 
stores, and other facilities with  
a total area exceeding approxi-
mately 180,000 m2, this project 
—developed jointly by Keikyu 
Corporation and four other 
companies—will strive to 
enhance the value of its area by 
establishing an attractive common space to enliven it. The project is scheduled 
for completion at the end of March 2024.

Project to Utilize the Former Local Government 
Office Block in Yokohama City

With the participation of Keikyu Corporation, a consortium 
comprising eight companies led by Mitsui Fudosan Co., Ltd., 
is promoting community development to create a bustling 
area. Under the project, the consortium plans to develop 
facilities including a hotel that preserves and utilizes part of 
the former local government office block and a permanent 
live viewing arena. Completion of the project and commence-
ment of operations are scheduled for December 2025, with 
the grand opening due to take place in spring 2026.

FuFu Jogashima (Provisional Name)—A Luxury Hot Spring Hotel

* The actual complex and its surroundings may differ from these perspective drawings.

Haneda Airport Terminal 2

Haneda Airport Terminal 1·2 Station

P4 Parking Lot

P3 Parking Lot

National Route 357

Metropolitan Expressway Bayshore Route

New Lead Tracks

Kounan
area

West
Exit area

Future layout

Extension

Keikyu Line

Kounan
area

West
Exit area

East-West free walkway

JR EastJR Central
(2-platform,

3-lines)

National Route 15

Images of conversion to ground-level station 

Current layout

East-West free walkway extension

Conversion to ground level 

JR EastJR Central

Keikyu Line
The Linear Chuo Shinkansen National Route 15(2-platform, 4-lines)

Operating  
profit of over  

¥30.0 billion

Operating  
profit of

¥23.0 billion

ShinagawaShinagawa

Haneda

YokohamaYokohama

Miura

Keikyu Group Value Creation

The Keikyu Group’s Vision  
for Fiscal 2035

Long-Term Vision

Position Shinagawa, Haneda, and Yokohama, 

which connect all of Japan and the world and 

are the driving force of Japan’s development,  

as a growth triangle zone, and realize in the 

districts along Keikyu Railway lines a rich and 

varied area that supports the livelihood and 

exchange of many people in Japan and over-

seas while developing sustainably.



  Medium-Term Management Plan (A Message from the Office Manager of the Management Strategy Department)

Keikyu Group Value Creation

Strengthening the Management Base through Business Structural Reform for the Sustainable 
Development of the Keikyu Group

The COVID-19 pandemic initiated abrupt and dramatic changes 
in the external environment, including a shift in people’s lifestyles 
and workstyles. In order to achieve steady growth even under 
these circumstances, we are promoting the following efforts to 
strengthen our management base: 1) shift to low-cost operations 
in the railway, bus, and hotel businesses; 2) downsize back-
office divisions throughout the Keikyu Group; and 3) ensure 
financial soundness by prioritizing investments and effectively 
utilizing asset holdings, etc. 
 In general, we are moving forward with all of the abovemen-
tioned initiatives as planned, and we will continue to make 
steady progress toward achieving the KPIs of approximately 
¥23.0 billion in operating profit and a net interest-bearing debt/
EBITDA ratio of 8 times or less in fiscal 2023.

  Shifting to low-cost operations: Moving toward 
a system that ensures stable profits while main-
taining the basic premise of safety and security

Railway Operations
In railway operations, we are promoting a shift to a robust 
business structure that can secure steady profits in a sustain-
able manner, with the provision of safe, secure transportation 
services as our top priority. In fiscal 2020, when the impacts of 
COVID-19 began to take hold, we made emergency and tem-
porary cost reductions, such as reducing staffing needs and 
overtime work by revising working shift patterns, postponing 
construction plans, and canceling promotions and events. In 
fiscal 2021, in addition to the abovementioned measures, we 
reduced costs approximately ¥6.0 billion compared with fiscal 
2019—the year before the COVID-19 pandemic struck—
through ongoing and structural cost-reduction efforts, such  
as the optimization of the Kurihama Line timetable, starting 
with a review of the number of operations on the line. We will 
continue to promote low-cost operations on the assumption 
that the number of passengers carried will not return to pre-
COVID-19 levels. First, to achieve our KPIs in fiscal 2023, we 
plan to continue reviewing our maintenance and inspection 
operations, perform previously outsourced operations in-
house, and save labor by introducing a smart support system, 
thereby increasing ongoing and structural cost reductions 
approximately ¥4.0 billion compared with fiscal 2019. In addi-
tion to low-cost operations, we are proactively working to 

enhance our products and services, such as by implementing 
train schedules that are geared toward new lifestyles and 
micro-tourism, as well as by diversifying sales channels using 
digital transformation (DX). Looking ahead, we are considering 
revising train fares in order to strengthen capital investment, 
particularly in safety measures, on the premise of thorough 
cost reductions and sales efforts.

Bus Operations
In bus operations, we are implementing ongoing and structural 
cost reductions through such measures as revising timetables 
and routes, reducing the overall number of vehicles, and per-
forming previously outsourced operations in-house, with an 
emphasis on profitability and growth. At the same time, we are 
endeavoring to maintain safe, reliable transportation, and cus-
tomer convenience. In fiscal 2021, we began the reorganiza-
tion our bus offices, and closed a number of offices in the 
Tokyo and Yokosuka areas. We aim to restore profitability in 
fiscal 2023 through the effects of the aforementioned cost 
reduction measures, and by securing stable profits through the 
utilization of owned assets as well as considering fare revisions.

Hotel Operations
In hotel operations, we are working to lower the break-even 
point by reducing ongoing and structural costs through the 
reduction of operating personnel by promoting multitasking  
and performing previously outsourced operations in-house.  
Our initial target was to lower the net sales break-even point  
¥0.76 billion in fiscal 2022 compared with 2019. Through the 
progress of our cost-reduction measures, we achieved this 
target ahead of schedule in fiscal 2021, lowering the net sales 
break-even point ¥1.16 billion compared with the pre-COVID-19 
figure. We expect the net sales break-even point for fiscal 2022 
to be lower than the initial target—¥0.65 billion lower than the 
pre-COVID-19 figure. The lower figure results from the need  
for more personnel due to increased occupancy. On the other 
hand, we will strive to maximize revenues by capturing accom-
modation demand, which is expected to recover. Going for-
ward, we plan to temporarily scale back the number of guest 
rooms and make changes to the guest room composition ratio, 
as demand for leisure stays is expected to increase while 
demand for business stays is expected to decrease, with 

Increasing Corporate Value by Promptly Addressing the Issues at Hand

In May 2021, the Group formulated and announced its new 
Keikyu Group Integrated Management Plan. At the same time, 
the Group is promoting its three-year Medium-Term Management 
Plan, with fiscal 2021 as the initial year. While we have long 
been conscious of the issues of population decline and grow-
ing competition in each of our businesses, we now face a 
constantly changing business environment. Lifestyle diversifi-
cation and shifts in workstyles have been accelerated by the 
spread of COVID-19, meaning it is essential that we respond 
to issues flexibly and with speed. With this in mind, our 
Medium-Term Management Plan is centered on responding 
promptly to dramatic changes in the business environment 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The plan’s measures 
include strengthening our management base through business 
structural reform for the sustainable development of the Keikyu 
Group, and reforming our business portfolio based on selec-
tion and concentration, starting with strengthening Real Estate 
operations. Also set forth are initiatives linked to our long-term 

management strategies with a view to realizing the Group’s 
Long-Term Vision. With regard to the reform of our business 
portfolio, we have established two platforms with the aim of 
concentrating management resources and revising our profit 
structure. The first is a mobility platform to create comfortable, 
seamless mobile services, and the second is a community 
creation platform to promote town development that creates 
flows of people and goods by increasing the appeal of local 
communities. Since its founding over 120 years ago, the 
Keikyu Group has developed a variety of businesses centered 
on railway operations, such as those related to the develop-
ment of lineside areas. If we are to further increase our corpo-
rate value going forward, we must strengthen the cooperation 
among our businesses to unprecedented levels. To this end, 
we aim to create genuine value by fully leveraging the Keikyu 
Group’s unique synergies. Beginning on the following page, we 
will explain the contents and progress of the targets and initia-
tives set forth in our Medium-Term Management Plan.
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Railway Operations: Operating Costs
(Billions of yen)

Bus Operations: Operating costs
(Billions of yen)

Hotel Operations: Customer Composition

Community Creation PlatformMobility Platform

MaaS Development
Heighten added value and manage mobility demand 
through the integrated coordination of transportation modes 
and various other services

Railway Bus Taxi, etc.

Link
Town Development
Conduct area management that leverages regional charac-
teristics, resolves local issues, increases the appeal of 
regions, and establishes new bases by working with local 
communities, municipal authorities, and other stakeholders, 
and grow profit by developing diverse businesses

Real Estate Retailing Leisure 
Services

Lifestyle 
Support

Realize town development that creates flows of people and 
goods by increasing the appeal of mobility platform bases and 
their surrounding areas

Aim to become a local mobility platformer that provides comfort-
able, seamless mobility services connecting major lineside areas 
in the growth triangle zone with domestic and international bases 

 Emergency and temporary cost reductions
 Ongoing and structural cost reductions

 Emergency and temporary cost reductions
 Ongoing and structural cost reductions

Fiscal 2019 Fiscal 2024

Inbound 
leisure

Inbound 
leisureDomestic 

leisure

Domestic 
leisure

Business
Business

Kazuo Urabe
Director and Senior Managing
Executive Officer
Office Manager, Management
Strategy Department
Keikyu Corporation

To respond to the changing  

business environment,  

we will strengthen our management base  

and reform our business portfolio.
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Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2035

Reforming the Business Portfolio Based on Selection and Concentration

In reforming our business portfolio, we aim to grow and expand 
Real Estate operations into a second pillar of profit after railway 
operations. In Real Estate operations, we are pursuing develop-
ment along railways, focusing on the Shinagawa, Haneda, and 
Yokohama growth triangle zone, where sustainable development 
is expected to contribute to future profits. We are making efforts 
to leverage the characteristics of each area in cooperation with 
local communities. In the long term, we are planning to enter into 
the asset management business and form a private placement 
real estate investment trust (REIT). Phase one of this plan will 
take place during the current Medium-Term Management Plan, 

in which we will work to reorganize asset holdings and establish 
an asset turnover model utilizing the securitization of real estate. 
We are working to raise funds by securitizing owned properties, 
and to improve yields and increase profit growth by investing in 
private placement funds and acquiring high-yielding properties. 
We reinvested around ¥20.0 billion of approximately ¥25.0 billion 
earned from the sale of three properties in fiscal 2021.
 Under the previously mentioned mobility and community cre-
ation platforms, we will work to reform the profit structure by 
concentrating management resources on appropriate busi-
nesses, while promoting prompt reform of our business portfolio.

Expanding the Real Estate Business through Securitization

Participation in the 
asset management 

business

Private Placement 
REIT Composition

Diversification strategy for  
the Real Estate business

Ripple effect across  
the entire Group

Expansion and stable management of  
the private placement REIT

Establishment of  
an asset turnover model

Investment in a 
special purpose 
company (SPC)

Sale of asset 
holdings Reinvestment

Phase 1 (Medium-Term Management Plan)

•  Progress steadily with development 
around Shinagawa Station and others

•  Establish an asset turnover model

Phase 2
•  Realize contributions to profit from developments 

surrounding Shinagawa Station and others
•  Advance a diversification strategy in  

Real Estate operations

Phase 3
•  Establish a new revenue base by  

completing development around  
Shinagawa Station

Development Strategy in Each Area of the Miura Peninsula

oversupply predicted to continue, especially in Tokyo. Hotels 
with insufficient capacity to handle inbound and leisure stays 
will be sold or reconstructed into rental housing, with the aim of 
aiding the transformation to a profitable structure that can cope 
with changes in the business environment.

  Downsizing back-office divisions
Prior to formulating the Medium-Term Management Plan, we 
were aware of the issue of rising costs of back-office divisions 
relative to profits. The rise in costs is due to the increasing 
number of matters that need to be handled by back-office 
divisions, such as IT security and environmental compliance. 
We are working to reduce costs by scrutinizing and streamlin-
ing our operations and initiatives. For example, by systemizing 
tasks that were previously performed manually and by review-
ing outsourced tasks. These initiatives will be ongoing and not 
simply a temporary response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

  Ensuring financial soundness
The Keikyu Group is currently promoting development projects 
around Shinagawa Station. The development projects are divided 
into three areas: Takanawa 3-chome, Takanawa 4-chome, and 
commercial areas adjoining the railway station, with the most 
recent development in Takanawa 3-chome planned for comple-
tion in fiscal 2026. We anticipate development investment in this 
area to be around ¥150.0 billion, and we are reviewing other 
investments, effectively utilizing Company-owned land, and 

improving profitability through asset replacement in order to 
steadily carry out development along our rail lines, including  
the development projects around Shinagawa Station.

As mentioned previously, the Medium-Term Management Plan 
is centered on strengthening our management base through 
business structural reform for the sustainable development of 
the Keikyu Group, and reforming our business portfolio based 
on selection and concentration, starting with strengthening Real 
Estate operations, in order to respond to dramatic changes in 
the business environment caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Meanwhile, we are also promoting initiatives linked to our long-
term management strategies. The Shinagawa, Haneda, and 
Yokohama growth triangle zone is a high-potential area that 
offers continuous growth on a medium- to long-term basis,  
and we will focus on this area as a key location going forward. 
 In the Shinagawa area, in addition to development projects 
around Shinagawa Station, we are working to improve trans-
port convenience and enhance safety through the project for 
track elevation and underpass establishment near Shinagawa 
Station, and the conversion of Shinagawa Station to a ground-
level railway station and a two-platform, four-line format.
 In the Haneda area, we are currently experiencing a signifi-
cant decrease in airport users due to the impacts of the COVID-
19 pandemic. However, domestic routes are recovering, and 
international routes are finally showing signs of improvement. 
Going forward, we will continue to support Haneda Airport’s 
functions, while playing our part in linking the area around 
Haneda with the development of the airport. In August 2022, 
we began construction of new lead tracks at Haneda Airport 
Terminal 1·2 Station. Combining the abovementioned projects 
with the conversion of Shinagawa Station to a two-platform, 
four-line format will increase transportation capacity and 
improve the convenience of access to Haneda Airport. 
 In the Yokohama and Kawasaki area, we are advancing 
town development aimed at coexistence between the Bay 

Area and the surrounding area as they evolve through the 
reorganization and development of the Keihin coastal area  
and the accumulation of entertainment functions. The most 
recent development, the Minato Mirai 21 Central District 53 
(YOKOHAMA SYMPHOSTAGE) project, is scheduled for com-
pletion by the end of March 2024. 
 Outside of the growth triangle zone, we recognize that the 
Miura Peninsula is also a key area for the Keikyu Group. As such, 
we are promoting the construction of Miura Urban Resort.
 We will work to revitalize Miura Peninsula by strengthening 
area management activities, and by acting as a communica-
tion hub that connects local businesses, municipalities, com-
panies, and universities. 
 In order to strengthen area management in lineside areas, 
we have taken the lead in organizing the COCOON Family, an 
area management organization that includes tourism business 
operators, local governments, and support companies in the 
Miura Peninsula region. The COCOON Family is united in 
working together with communities to address issues facing 
the region, such as revitalizing tourism and increasing resident 
and nonresident populations. Additionally, we are working to 
establish hubs by supporting regional business creation and 
establishing MaaS and mobility platforms.
 Furthermore, we have established a development strategy  
in each area of the Miura Peninsula. In collaboration with Hulic 
Co., Ltd., we are planning to open the luxury hot spring hotel 
FuFu Jogashima (provisional name), which utilizes the site of 
the former Jogashima Keikyu Hotel. We aim to realize the 
construction of Miura Urban Resort through the promotion  
of the above measures and will use the duration of the current 
Medium-Term Management Plan as a warm-up period to 
move forward with various preparations toward this goal.

Steadily Implementing Initiatives Linked to the Long-Term Management Strategy under the 
Current Medium-Term Management Plan

Medium-Term Management Plan (A Message from the Office Manager of the Management Strategy Department)

Keikyu Group Value Creation

Fiscal 2021 to fiscal 2023 Fiscal 2024 onward

Examine potential  
business partners Improve property value Begin development work Construction of  

Miura Urban Resort

Aburatsubo AreaJogashima Area

Nagai Area Miurakaigan Area

Tourism 
hub

Improved 
mobility

AccommodationAccommodation
Multi-Multi-

generational generational 
housinghousing

Community Community 
developmentdevelopment

Community Community 
revitalizationrevitalization

Hot 
springs

Marine 
activities

Tourism 
hub

Scenic 
views

Tourism 
revitalization

Luxury
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Ota COCOON

Miura COCOON

Yokohama COCOON

We are working to formulate the Keikyu Lineside Community Development Strategy based on the view that factors including the normal-

ization of remote working, the expansion of diverse lifestyles, and the extension of healthy life expectancy mean that fresh lineside com-

munity development—as opposed to traditional community development typified by features such as an overconcentration in urban areas 

and suburbs that serve as commuter towns—will become necessary.

 The Keikyu Lineside Community Development Strategy will aim to develop multiple core hubs in lineside areas, each of which improves 

functions for living, working, and playing as an attractive living zone and enriches communities as a place where people feel that they 

belong. At the same, the strategy will also promote the creation of new mobility demand inside and outside such living zones through the 

establishment of Mobility as a Service (MaaS) platforms.

 In aiming for such a new era of multipolar community development with a focus on core hubs, we will seek to resolve social issues by 

pursuing area management for each lineside area in which we co-create with local business operators, municipal authorities, educational 

institutions, and residents.

Aiming to Achieve the Sustainable Development of Lineside Areas as a Whole  
(Keikyu Lineside Community Development Strategy)

Keikyu Lineside Area Management Concept
COCOON Project
We promote the COCOON Project as an area 

management concept in its lineside areas to 

realize multipolar community development. We 

aim to create lineside areas that enable everyone 

to feel that they belong in their community, to 

travel when it suits them, and to stay in a loca-

tion of their own choosing by cooperating with 

communities in terms of both localizing activities 

in each area and standardizing MaaS platforms.

 In addition to Miura COCOON, a MaaS-type 

platform that is already up and running, with the 

creation of platforms including Ota COCOON 

and Yokohama COCOON in fiscal 2022, the 

COCOON Project has become a focal point for 

community-based cooperation aimed at estab-

lishing the community development of the future.

 Going forward, we will further deploy this 

project in other areas to strengthen activities in 

each of them while advancing the standardiza-

tion of MaaS-based mobility platforms.

Financial Strategy

In Closing
 

During the current Medium-Term Management Plan, we will 
give priority to swiftly recovering operating profit and maintain-
ing financial soundness. For fiscal 2023, we have set as our 
KPIs operating profit of approximately ¥23.0 billion and a net 
interest-bearing debt/EBITDA ratio of 8 times or less. In fiscal 
2020, we posted a loss in operating profit of ¥18.4 billion as  
a result of the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. In fiscal 
2021, however, we were able to recover operating profit to 
¥3.5 billion, due to the relative easing of movement restrictions 
compared with fiscal 2020, along with the shift to low-cost 
operations and the strengthening of Real Estate operations 
through such measures as reorganizing owned assets. We 
expect the business environment to remain harsh in fiscal 
2022 and beyond due to widespread shifts in workstyles and 
other lifestyle changes. We will continue to promote various 
measures under the Medium-Term Management Plan to 
restore profitability.

As outlined above, we are currently progressing as planned 
with the initiatives laid out in the Medium-Term Management 
Plan in order to overcome the impacts of the COVID-19 pan-
demic. However, we realize that, going forward, we must not 
only overcome the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic but 
also continue to think through what we need to do now as a 
Group, while continuing to compare targets with progress as 
we look ahead to operations post-COVID-19.
 In April 2022, we formulated the Basic Sustainability Policy as a 
high-level concept of the Keikyu Group Integrated Management 
Plan. Our Group Philosophy aligns with the concept of sustain-
ability, and we believe that the continued pursuit of our Group 
Philosophy will lead to sustainability. In other words, we believe 
that this pursuit will enhance the sustainability of both society and 
the Keikyu Group, and we regard the Basic Sustainability Policy 
as integral to the Group’s philosophy. We recognize that it is 

impossible to continue to prosper together with our stakeholders 
over the medium to long term if we operate our businesses only 
with the goal of recovering profits in the short term. To ensure the 
sustainable growth of the Company and local communities and 
to enhance corporate value over the medium to long term, we will 
incorporate our Basic Sustainability Policy into each of the mea-
sures in our long-term management strategies and Medium-Term 
Management Plan, and continue to address issues related to 
sustainability, including environmental and social issues, so that 
we will continue to be the company of choice for our customers. 
 With approximately one and a half years remaining of the 
current Medium-Term Management Plan, we will continue to 
make progress toward realizing our Long-Term Vision. We ask 
for the continued understanding of our shareholders and 
investors in our efforts to continuously enhance the corporate 
value of the Group.
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Financial Indicator Levels for the Medium-Term 
Management Plan

(Billions of yen)

2021

¥3.5 billion
Transportation (10.0)
Other 13.5

¥8.0 billion
Transportation 0 
Other 8.0

¥23.0 billion
Transportation 8.0 
Other 15.0

2022
(Projected) 

2023 
(Target)

(FY)

Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2022 (projected) Fiscal 2023 (target)

12.8 times 12.8 times Less than 8 times

Net interest-bearing debt/EBITDA ratio

For details of Miura COCOON and Ota COCOON

Medium-Term Management Plan (A Message from the Office Manager of the Management Strategy Department)

Keikyu Group Value Creation

MaaS Platforms (Standardization Domain)
We will further enhance the mobility of local residents, 
including with respect to trains and buses, and the 
convenience of destination visitors by promoting the 
standardization of MaaS, mobility, and other platforms 
that underpin area activities.

Activities in Each Area (Localization Domain)
We will promote localization to resolve community issues, such as the 
improvement of destination environments, creation of workspaces, and 
furthering of efforts to address community environmental issues, on a 
joint basis with community players in accordance with the unique 
characteristics of areas that include urban centers, commercial districts, 
residential areas, and tourism destinations.

Plan

Miura Urban Resort
•  A destination from non-lineside areas (via Shinagawa and Haneda)
•  Development into a location for multiple visits from lineside areas 

(leisure, “workations,” and multilocation living)
•  Improvement of hubs and easing of congestion around stations 

and at tourism destinations

Sustainable, rich, and varied suburban living zones
•  Promotion of core hubs (living zones) with infrastructure 

for living, working, and playing
•  Facilitation of long-term stays through resident-led 

multigenerational community development based on 
coexistence

•  Advancement of community development that facilitates 
child-rearing by furthering the inflow of new residents

Growth triangle
•  Development of Shinagawa as the most important hub
•  Proactive participation in developments in Yokohama’s major 

areas, such as Minato Mirai and the Kannai area
•  Promotion of further development taking advantage of the value 

of the Kamata and Kawasaki areas
•  Lineside development integrating improved convenience 

through the revision of railway timetables

Yokosuka-Yokosuka-
chchūōūō

Kanazawa-Kanazawa-
bunkobunko

KamiKamiōōokaoka Shinagawa
KeikyKeikyūū  

KawasakiKawasaki
Keikyū 
Kamata

A leading  
terminal stationCreation of a core hub centered on Yokohama

Miura Urban Resort—a destination from  
Shinagawa and Haneda

Development of highly accessible suburban  
living zones

Between dual core hubs—areas of the greatest value

Keikyu Line’s distinguishing characteristic:  
Dual core hubs

Features the two exceptional hubs of Shinagawa and Yokohama

Haneda

Keikyu Line’s distinguishing characteristic: Dual gateways
Features gateways to Japan and Tokyo through land and air routes

Yokohama

An international 
exchange hub serving 
as a driving force for 

Japan’s growth

P.50
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  Possession of lineside areas, such as Shinagawa, Haneda, and Yokohama, which are expected grow and evolve further, and Miura 

Urban Resort

  Provision of safe, secure, and comfortable mobility services supported by skills and knowledge that have been built up over many years

  Synergies with other Group businesses based on a transportation infrastructure of railways, buses, and taxis

Strengths

We recognize that we are facing the challenges of a decrease in the number of passengers carried and labor shortages with the wide-

spread adoption of new lifestyles and changes to values following the spread of COVID-19, as well as due to changes in the business 

environment, namely population decline. We aim to increase the number of passengers carried by providing products and services that 

meet such a business environment, and high-value-added mobility services. We are also promoting a review of operations through the 

advancement of digital transformation (DX) and reform of workstyles since the railway business operating structure has a comparatively  

high fixed cost ratio. Furthermore, we are proactively implementing capital investment in safety to realize safe and stable transportation.

To meet changes in the work environ-
ment, namely the permeation of new 
lifestyles following the spread of COVID-
19, we aim to increase the number of 
passengers carried and revitalize line-
side areas by striving to provide prod-
ucts and services in anticipation of 
micro-tourism and MaaS.

Provide products and services  
in anticipation of factors such  

as new lifestyles and MaaS

We will proactively implement capital 
investment in safety to realize safe and 
stable transportation, namely the promo-
tion of platform gate installation in the 
Railway business.
For details of safety and peace of mind

We are striving to reform workstyles, 
namely reducing overtime, through a 
review of operations and the promotion 
of digitalization in the railway business, 
which has a comparatively high fixed 
cost ratio. Additionally, we aim to estab-
lish a working environment that invigo-
rates all our employees, including the 
senior workforce and employees with 
shorter working hours.

Pursue safe and stable 
transportation

Promote workstyle reform

Business Environment and Strategies

Position for 

fiscal 2035

Railways Buses Taxis

Continue to provide safe and stable 
transportation as the foundation for 
supporting urban lifestyles in line-
side areas and develop the busi-
ness as a pillar of the Keikyu 
Group’s operations and profits

Meticulously cover and maintain 
our network, with a focus on 
lineside areas, continue to provide 
safe and stable transportation, and 
develop the business as a method 
of transportation for commuters, 
local communities, and tourists

Connect the mobility services of 
the Keikyu Group and other com-
panies to enhance convenience 
and comfort, while adding value

Performance Highlights

Despite the continued decline in the number of passengers carried due to the impact of COVID-19, the impact has greatly 

declined and low-cost operations have progressed. As a result, revenue from operations in the Transportation business was 

¥86.2 billion (a year-on-year increase of 9.8%), and operating loss was ¥9.9 billion (versus an operating loss of ¥21.4 billion in 

fiscal 2020).
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Breakdown of Revenue from 
Operations (Fiscal 2021)

 
Revenue from Operations and Operating Profit (Loss)

(Millions of yen)

 
Number of Railway Passengers Carried

(Thousands of people)

124,748

483,419

44,360

121,024

482,187

46,156

78,553
334,904

19,703

86,261
360,297

24,944

123,479

20,187 20,819 12,875

(9,954)

476,856

42,305

TransportationTransportation

Real Estate

Retailing

Other

Leisure
Services

2017 20172019 20192018 20182020 (FY) (FY)20202021 2021

28.6%

 Revenue from operations  Operating profit (loss)  Number of railway passengers carried (commuters) 
 Number of railway passengers carried (non-commuters)
  Number of railway passengers carried to two stations at Haneda Airport

Transportation
As a business operator involved with railways, buses, taxis, and 
other modes of transportation, our goal is to provide mobility that 
is both seamless and easy to use. To this end, we are committed 
to providing safe, secure, and comfortable mobility services, 
while generating flows of people and goods through greater 
accessibility, convenience, and added value.

We carried out proof of concept tests for a limited period from June 2021 in collaboration with 

Keihin Kyuko Bus Co., Ltd., NEC Corporation, and LocaliST Co., Ltd., to visualize the position 

of Keikyu buses between Misakiguchi Station and Misaki Port, as well as their congestion 

status, in real time online. At the same time as leveling the congestion of inside buses by divid-

ing their congestion status into three levels and publishing this in advance, we have enabled 

customers to avoid congestion and the three Cs (crowded places, close-contact settings, and 

closed spaces) in light of COVID-19.

 Proof of Concept Tests for Visualizing the Congestion Status Inside Buses

 Sale of Digitalized Discount Tickets 

Fiscal 2021 Initiatives

From October 2021, we started selling a discount “Yokosuka Enjoy Ticket” for a limited period by utilizing 

Miura COCOON, our tourism-type MaaS. In addition to enabling the pre-purchase of digitalized discount 

tickets with a credit card, customers can utilize the function for multimodal route searches, including tourism 

information, access information, and the means of transportation for getting to tourism areas published on 

Miura COCOON, enabling them to enjoy tourism comfortably from a single smartphone. Accordingly, this 

digitalized discount ticket includes train and bus tickets, meal tickets that enable customers to choose their 

favorite meal from affiliated stores, and leisure facility or souvenir tickets that enable customers to use leisure 

facilities and souvenir stores. From fiscal 2022, we have also launched the sale of four digitalized discount 

tickets, including “Yokosuka Enjoy Ticket” and “Misaki Maguro Day Trip Ticket,” which will be available 

throughout the year.

Key Business Strategies

For a limited time, the startup company NearMe Inc, Keikyu Chuo Kotsu Co., Ltd., and Keikyu 

corporation operated the AI on-demand shared Miura Misaki Shuttle within Miura, Kanagawa 

Prefecture. We carried out proof of concept tests in Miura City that enabled users to freely ride 

the shared vehicle service with no charge by entering the departure point, the destination, the 

number of people, and the requested time and date online and receiving a message regarding 

the availability of the shuttle. This service enables travel to attractive spots that are difficult to 

access via regular public transportation, thus improving and decentralizing accessibility for local 

citizens as well as tourists.

 Proof of Concept Tests for an AI On-Demand Shared Shuttle

Concept for the online map

*  “Accounting Standard for Revenue Recognition” and other standards were applied to revenue from operations and operating profit (loss) from fiscal 2021. They were not applied to 

results up to fiscal 2020.

*  The breakdown of revenue from operations has been calculated using revenue from operations figures prior to adjustment.

Community 
Creation Platform

Mobility 
Platform

Overview by Business

Keikyu Group Value Creation

Link

P.43



Key Business Strategies

*  “Accounting Standard for Revenue Recognition” and other standards were applied to revenue from operations and operating profit (loss) from fiscal 2021. They were not applied to 

results up to fiscal 2020.

*  The breakdown of revenue from operations has been calculated using revenue from operations figures prior to adjustment.

Overview by Business

Keikyu Group Value Creation
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Mobility 
Platform

Performance Highlights
In the real estate leasing business, both revenue from operations and operating profit declined due to closures and lower leasing revenue 

from the sale of leasing properties associated with the development projects around Shinagawa Station, and other factors. As for the real 

estate sales business, both revenue from operations and operating profit increased owing to the sale of large-scale properties, higher sales 

of for-sale condominiums, and other factors. As a result, Real Estate operations posted revenue from operations of ¥79.4 billion (a year-on-

year increase of 78.7%) and operating profit of ¥10.9 billion (a year-on-year increase of 138.8%).

   Solid relationships of trust with customers developed over many years 

   Highly attractive locations, including with easy access to city centers

   Know-how and expertise in real estate sales

Strengths

Breakdown of Revenue from 
Operations (Fiscal 2021)

 
Major Properties for Delivery in Fiscal 2022

 

50,341

Transportation

Real Estate

Retailing

Other

Leisure
Services

2017 20192018

26.4%

2020 (FY)2021
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Revenue from Operations and Operating Profit (Loss)

(Millions of yen)

44,435

79,413

 Revenue from operations  Operating profit (loss)

Total No. of Units Start of Delivery

PRIME 
KANAZAWA-BUNKO

106 March 2023 (plan)

PREMIST ojikamiya 227
February 2023 

(plan)

PRIME 
KAWASAKI-
KOJIMASHINDEN

116 September 2022

Fiscal 2021 Initiatives

We will look to expand revenue from the 
real estate leasing business by reinforc-
ing our leasing structure, minimizing 
vacancy, and actively developing the 
shared office business.

Expand revenue from the real 
estate leasing business

We will strive to improve customer satis-
faction by addressing the needs of new 
lifestyles, such as by establishing areas 
inside condominiums to be used for 
teleworking, to further enhance the 
appeal of the PRIME series brand and 
provide products that align with the 
introduction of ZEH* and other circum-
stances of society.

We are working to establish an asset 
turnover model that is designed to 
increase yield and profit by realigning 
assets through securitizing asset holdings. 

Continue efforts to  
maximize revenue

Address the needs of  
new lifestyles

Real Estate
We will actively expand Real Estate operations with the aim of 
developing it into a second pillar of profit alongside railway opera-
tions. By striking a balance between addressing the needs for 
condominiums, rental condominiums, and offices mainly in the 
Shinagawa area and establishing sites for Minato Mirai 21 Central 
Zone District 53 in Yokohama and other commercial complexes, 
we will develop lineside areas that are conducive to living and 
working and highly admired by customers.

In the real estate leasing business, the decline in real estate leasing revenue from the demolition and sale of existing leasing properties, 

such as the development projects around Shinagawa Station, and the rise in vacancy rates reflecting the diversification of workstyles in 

response to COVID-19, are regarded as issues that need to be addressed, and we will respond accordingly, such as by strengthening our 

leasing structure. In the real estate sales business, while the effects of population decline will continue to be felt over the long term, a cer-

tain percentage of the population in the Tokyo metropolitan area will likely continue to purchase housing over the medium to long term. 

With this in mind, we will remain committed to ensuring the stable supply of housing while continuing to engage in efforts that are condu-

cive to new ways of living and life after COVID-19.

Business Environment and Strategies

Position for

fiscal 2035

Real Estate Leasing Business Real Estate Sales Business

Expand the business into a pillar of profit for the 
Keikyu Group by increasing the value of asset hold-
ings and actively replacing existing assets

Expand the business into a pillar of profit for the 
Keikyu Group by developing it mainly in lineside areas 
and city centers

In February 2022, we launched operations of RoomUs Kanazawa-bunko, a membership-based 

shared workspace located in front of Kanazawa-bunko Station. Based on the concept of pro-

viding a safe and comfortable setting outside of the home and office that is located in the vicin-

ity of your home, this shared workspace can be used for a variety of purposes, including 

working remotely, studying, and even establishing new businesses and working on the side, 

catering to the needs of the diversifying lifestyles in recent years. In July 2022, we opened our 

second location, RoomUs Sengakuji. Going forward, we will establish new locations through  

a range of formats, such as around train stations with convenient access, mainly along railway 

lines, and through the use of properties owned by the Group.

 Shared Workspace RoomUs

The Minato Mirai 21 Central Zone District 53 development project, jointly undertaken by the Group 

and four other companies, has been officially named the YOKOHAMA SYMPHOSTAGE and is 

slated to be completed by the end of March 2024. We have begun construction of this large-

scale multipurpose complex, which will consist of two buildings with offices, hotels, and retail 

stores spanning a total area of more than 180,000 m2. Moreover, as attested by our five stars,  

the highest ranking, in the overall building assessment of the Building-Housing Energy-efficiency 

Labeling System (BELS), the ZEB Ready certification in the office building category of the assess-

ment, and the environmental performance equivalent to an S rank under the CASBEE-Yokohama 

system, this development project is being advanced with consideration for the environment.

In the 2022 SUUMO AWARD (Tokyo Metropolitan Area edition), a customer satisfaction rank-
ing conducted by Recruit Co., Ltd., and determined by buyers of new condominiums, the 
Company received the Award for Excellence in the property viewing satisfaction category for 
the first time. We were acknowledged for the improvements made to our property viewing 
services and the outcomes of adjustments to the interior of our showrooms 
as well as their cleanliness. Going forward, we will continue to develop our 
business to consistently ensure the satisfaction of our customers.

 Start of Construction of Minato Mirai 21 Central Zone District 53 

  Award for Excellence in the Property Viewing Satisfaction Category 

of the 2022 SUUMO AWARD Tokyo Metropolitan Area Edition

(1,657)
8,449 6,109 4,579

10,937

*  Net-Zero Energy House: A type of housing that achieves annual net energy consumption of around zero through the substantial saving of energy while maintaining a 

comfortable living environment

Community 
Creation Platform

69,927

47,035

Link



Key Business Strategies

*  “Accounting Standard for Revenue Recognition” and other standards were applied to revenue from operations and operating profit (loss) from fiscal 2021. They were not applied to 

results up to fiscal 2020. 

*  The breakdown of revenue from operations has been calculated based using revenue from operations figures prior to adjustment.
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Restrictions on going out, workstyle diversification, and other conditions brought about by the pandemic have led to dramatic changes in 

the business environment, including shrinking demand for leisure facilities and accommodations. In the hotel business, as business travel 

demand is not expected to return to pre-pandemic levels, Keikyu will continue promoting strategies going forward aimed at capturing 

leisure and inbound demand in light of diversifying needs. In the leisure business, we will maximally leverage the convenient locations near 

city centers to support new lifestyle developments, including “workations” (working vacations), while aiming to facilitate long-term visits and 

create high added value.

Business Environment and Strategies

In the hotel business, we conducted 
temporary downsizing in light of the busi-
ness environment, and will step up efforts 
to capture inbound visitor and leisure 
demand, which are expected to grow. In 
the leisure business, we aim to transition 
to the provision of services that respond  
to new demands corresponding to new 
lifestyles and a post-pandemic society. 

Respond to new lifestyles

We promote the development of tourism 
content in conjunction with local communi-
ties aimed at encouraging tourists to visit 
and stay. Further, MaaS infrastructure will 
be deployed incrementally, improving 
accessibility in conjunction with the 
Transportation business and introducing 
reservation and settlement functions aimed 
at expanding and diversifying demand.
For details of area management

In the hotel business, we will strive to 
lower the break-even point by thoroughly 
realizing low-cost operations, including 
operational reviews and the promotion  
of in-house production and digitalization.

Promote area management  
and tourism DX

Thoroughly implement  
low-cost operations

Fiscal 2021 Initiatives

In March 2022, Keikyu Corporation commenced the Miura 

Peninsula Area Management Partnership with The Bank of 

Yokohama, Ltd. The Bank of Yokohama is also a member of the 

COCOON Family, a Miura Peninsula area management organiza-

tion in which Keikyu serves as the secretariat. Keikyu and The 

Bank of Yokohama will utilize our resources and networks to 

enhance the value of the Miura Peninsula area. Further, in con-

cluding this agreement, we identified six items for which we are 

collaborating and implementing initiatives.

 Partnership with The Bank of Yokohama Related to Area Management

  Development of business hotels near Haneda Airport

  Business developments throughout the Miura Peninsula area, which is conveniently located near city centers and offers scenic attractions

  Positive, cooperative relationships with lineside area communities and local businesses 

  Business developments utilizing Group real estate

Strengths

Leisure Services
We manage and operate leisure facilities inside and outside our 
lineside areas to offer customer-oriented value and experiences and 
will continue responding to changes in leisure values going forward. 
We also work to establish hubs and develop tourism content jointly 
with external business operators to realize the construction of Miura 
Urban Resort, as set out in the Keikyu Group Integrated Management 
Plan. In this way, we promote area management to help resolve 
issues facing communities and enhance their value.

Position for 

fiscal 2035

Hotels and Hostels Leisure

Develop accommodation environments for business 
travelers and tourists leveraging good locations in an 
attempt to revitalize lineside areas and once again 
establish this business as a pillar of profit

Create tourism resources to increase nonresident 
populations, expand consumption, promote ripple 
effects on local and Group businesses, and revitalize 
lineside areas

Performance Highlights
Due to a recovery in domestic accommodation demand for business hotels and an increase in the number of customers immediately 

before the closure of Keikyu Aburatsubo Marine Park, in the Leisure Services business revenue from operations amounted to ¥23.9 billion 

(a year-on-year increase of 6.1%). Operating profit amounted to ¥0.28 billion (versus an operating loss of ¥3.2 billion in fiscal 2020). 
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Revenue from Operations and Operating Profit (Loss)

(Millions of yen)

Keikyu EX Hotel and Keikyu EX INN Guest Room 
Utilization Rates

(%)
38,931

22,619
23,997

35,595

Real Estate

Other

Leisure
Services
Leisure
Services

Transportation

Retailing

2017 20172019 20192018 20182020 20202021 2021

8.0%

 Revenue from operations  Operating profit (loss)

6,343 5,813

(3,258)

208

5,615

1.  Invigorate tourism using the  
Miura COCOON platform

3.  Attract startups and other companies, 
and collaborate with the Yokosuka 
Research Park (YRP)

5.  Create smart cities in Miura Peninsula

2.  Develop various lodging environments, 
including accommodation facilities, 
“workations,” and dual residences

4.  Promote sixth industry initiatives, 
including the expansion of sales 
channels for locally produced products

6.  Realize carbon-neutral local 
communities

In January 2022, we opened Keikyu Aburatsubo Onsen Camp Park as an activity spot, utilizing 

a site near Keikyu Aburatsubo Marine Park, which closed at the end of September 2021. In 

addition to camp sites overlooking Mt. Fuji, sunsets over Sagami Bay, and RV stations estab-

lished in conjunction with Carstay Co., Ltd., the park also offers BBQ areas, dog runs, and 

other activities to meet new tourism demands in the area. The park is also free and open to the 

public during the day, enabling visitors to freely stroll around the open park, further invigorating 

and enhancing the value of this area.

The Keikyu Group supported the Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics held in the summer of 2021 

with the provision of accommodations. Keikyu EX INN provided approximately 23,000 rooms to 

participants during the games, while the Izu Nagaoka Onsen Keikyu Hotel provided about 1,000 

rooms during the games and accommodated the Australian cycling team.

 Keikyu Aburatsubo Onsen Camp Park Opening

  Provision of Accommodations to Tokyo Olympics and  

Paralympics Participants

Items considered for collaboration and implementation

Izu Nagaoka Onsen Keikyu Hotel

(FY) (FY)
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*  “Accounting Standard for Revenue Recognition” and other standards were applied to revenue from operations and operating profit from fiscal 2021. They were not applied to results up 

to fiscal 2020.

*  The breakdown of revenue from operations has been calculated using revenue from operations figures prior to adjustment.
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Performance Highlights
In the supermarket business, both revenue from operations and operating profit declined due to store closures and other factors. However, 

in the department store and shopping center businesses, revenue from operations increased and operating loss improved due to the 

reduction of the impact of shorter operating hours in the previous fiscal year. As a result, Retailing operations posted revenue from opera-

tions of ¥69.8 billion (a year-on-year decrease of 20.3%) and operating profit of ¥0.7 billion (a year-on-year increase of 170.7%).

We will introduce and expand the lineup of new services, including through partnerships with external businesses, in response to the dras-

tically changing consumer trends stemming from the effects of COVID-19, the declining birthrate and aging society, and population decline. 

We will also change the business format and transform our existing businesses to address such issues as the aging infrastructure of exist-

ing stores and our declining competitiveness as a result of the oligopoly of major competitors.

Business Environment and Strategies

Fiscal 2021 Initiatives

    Development of business at convenient locations in and around train stations

    Solid trust and brand power gained by developing community-based businesses

    Exceptional levels of convenience offered through our vast lineup and point reward cards of various establishments, including  

department stores, shopping centers, and convenience stores

Strengths

Retailing
We operate department stores and shopping centers that exploit 
their highly convenient locations and develop a diverse array of 
stores fine-tuned to the needs of communities, such as super-
markets, drugstores, and convenience stores. We are also revital-
izing towns and elevating and enhancing the value of our lineside 
areas by forming networks to improve daily convenience func-
tions throughout our entire lineside areas.

Position for

fiscal 2035
Revitalize lineside areas by developing an array of commercial facilities that tailor to local needs for daily 
necessities, convenience, and lifestyles

Key Business Strategies

We will strive to improve the profitability 
of existing stores by promoting low-cost 
operations and expanding sales volume.

Enhance profitability of  
existing businesses

We will expand our business foundation 
by actively and effectively making use of 
Company-owned land and assets, such 
as those under elevated tracks, and 
developing and opening new stores 
through partnerships with other busi-
nesses, particularly at major train stations 
and in areas north of Yokohama.

We will actively introduce and expand 
the lineup of new services, such as for 
e-commerce and digital transformation, 
through partnerships with external 
businesses while accurately keeping 
track of changes in consumer trends.

Expand our 
 business foundation

Adapt to changing  
consumer trends
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Other

23.2%

 Revenue from operations of department stores and shopping centers (left axis) 
 Revenue from operations of stores (left axis)
 Operating profit (right axis)

 
Revenue from Operations and Operating Profit

(Millions of yen) (Millions of yen)

 Holding of Kanagawa Brand Caravan
In November 2014, Keikyu Store Co., Ltd., concluded a comprehensive agreement with 

Kanagawa Prefecture and has since been promoting collaboration and cooperation in 10 fields, 

including initiatives for local production and local consumption and health promotion. In July 

2021, the Kanagawa Brand Caravan was held in cooperation with the local government as a 

part of our initiatives for local production and local consumption. In addition to actively promot-

ing the sale of Kanagawa Brand-registered products and products made in Kanagawa 

Prefecture, we worked to encourage local production for local consumption by introducing 

product features and recipes through the Keikyu Store app under the theme of increasing 

consumption of summer vegetables from Kanagawa Prefecture.

 Holding of the SUSTAINABLE Life Style Fair
Keikyu Department Store, which celebrated its 25th anniversary in October 2021, held the 

SUSTAINABLE Life Style Fair, an environmental initiative that actively promotes the handling of 

environment-friendly products and features panel exhibits as part of a joint project with a local gov-

ernment and university. Going forward, Keikyu Department Store, which became the first depart-

ment store to receive Eco Mark certification in 2013, will continue to promote environmental activities 

together with customers through the provision of environment-friendly products and services.

 Rollout of Seven Anshin Delivery Mobile Store Service in Miura City
Since January 2018, the Seven-Eleven Keikyu ST Misakiguchi store has served as the base for the 

Seven Anshin Delivery mobile store, a service operated by SEVEN-ELEVEN JAPAN CO., LTD. 

Through these food trucks, food and other products are sold in areas with very few retail outlets, 

such as Miura City and Jogashima, the southernmost point of Kanagawa Prefecture. In 2021, a 

nursing care facility was added to our network of mobile store service locations. By providing sup-

port to those who have had difficulties with grocery shopping due to the declining number of fresh 

food markets and various vendors, we aim to address the social issues facing local communities.

  Donation of Fees Charged for Paper Bags to Forest Conservation Activities
In June 2021, Keikyu Department Store began charging fees for paper bags in an effort to help 

protect the environment. In September 2021, these proceeds were donated to the Kanagawa 

Trust Midori Foundation to be used in the forest conservation activities of the Koajiro Forest in 

Miura City, Kanagawa Prefecture, which is located along our railway line.

［横組み 3列］

(FY)
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Performance Highlights
Fewer project completions in the construction business resulted in the Other business posting revenue from operations of ¥41.5 billion  

(a year-on-year decrease of 10.0%), and operating profit of ¥1.6 billion (a year-on-year decrease of 18.5%).

Diverse Businesses Supporting Local Communities

1   Functions Supporting Safe 

and Secure Social Lifestyles
As a corporate group focused on support-
ing society, the Keikyu Group promotes 
operations that ensure safe and stable 
passenger transport while remaining 
considerate of the environment and soci-
ety. In the Other business, we support safe 
and secure railway operations and other 
public transportation, and develop a vari-
ety of businesses aimed at realizing com-
fortable spaces.

2   Operational Support Functions 

Assisting Businesses
Providing the Keikyu Group with opera-
tional support, this segment develops a 
wide range of businesses supporting 
corporate departments, such as account-
ing and human resources, while others are 
involved in building management or pro-
viding support for information manage-
ment systems. We contribute to the 
resolution of issues facing companies by 
building shared platforms for business 
promotion, improving operating environ-
ments, and providing advisory services, 
thereby supporting the establishment of  
a management foundation essential for 
sustainable growth.

3   Functions Enriching 

People’s Lives
We develop a variety of services suited to 
each person’s life stage, offering lifestyle 
support services intended to make living in 
areas along railway lines more comfortable 
while enriching and increasing added 
value in lineside areas. These services 
include child-rearing support, housekeep-
ing agencies, driving schools, and funeral 
home operations.

  Railcar and bus repairs and upgrades

  Keikyu Line maintenance and 

improvements

  Comprehensive construction operations

  Accounting and human resource support

  Systems planning, development, 

protection, and operation 

  Property management, construction 

management, and comprehensive 

building management

  Driving schools

  Nurseries

  Insurance products

  Housekeeping and home security

  Flower arrangement

  Remodeling and living support

  Funeral homes
Real EstateLeisure

Services

Retailing

Other
Transportation

13.8%

 Creating Opportunities for People with Disabilities

Keikyu With Co., Ltd., established in 2003 as a Keikyu 

Corporation special purpose subsidiary, the first ever by a 

private railway in Japan, creates employment opportunities 

for people with disabilities to play active roles, serving as an 

important initiative for developing positive relationships with 

local communities. As of June 2022, the Group had 14 sub-

sidiaries and associates, including Keikyu With and Keikyu 

Corporation, under the Act on Employment Promotion, etc., 

of Persons with Disabilities, and the ratio of employees with 

disabilities was 2.95%. In terms of KPIs, we have made maintaining the legally mandated ratio of employees with disabilities an 

annual, ongoing effort as we continue striving to create workplace environments where everyone can play active roles. 

Fiscal 2021 Initiatives

 Donation of Emergency Food Stockpiles to a Food Bank

 Launch of Keikyu Driving School’s Online Classes

  Provision of a wide range of services closely connected to lineside areas

  Acquisition of trust through years of community development

Strengths

Other

Other operations aim to enhance the Keikyu Group’s corporate 
value and increase added value by providing a wide range of 
services closely connected to lineside communities. 

Position for 

fiscal 2035
Support pleasant lifestyles for people living along Keikyu rail lines, and heighten added value of  

lineside areas through improved convenience and comfort

Following the relocation of its head office in October 2021, Keikyu Construction Co., Ltd., donated a portion  

of the excess emergency food stockpile from its former head office to food bank Second Harvest Japan. The 

donation amounted to 756 servings of white rice and 540 servings of miso soup, contributing to the reduction  

of food loss and waste.

Keikyu Driving School began offering online classes at its Kamiooka school in December 2021 

and at the Chigasaki school in January 2022. Content can be viewed anytime, anywhere,  

24 hours a day, using personal computers or other digital devices. To enhance convenience for 

students, 20 out of a total of 26 academic subjects can now be taken online. This format also 

helps to avoid crowding, contributing to the prevention of COVID-19 infections.

2018

3

2

1

2019 2020 2021 2022
0

2.85

2.65
2.44

(Year)

2.87 2.95

* As of June 2022

Key business activities Key business activities Key business activities

 Acquisition of ISO Certification

To provide high-quality products and services that satisfy customers, three Keikyu Group 

companies have acquired ISO 9001 certification, the international standard for quality 

management systems. Additionally, Keikyu Construction Co., Ltd., has acquired ISO 14001 

certification, the international standard for environmental management systems, to promote 

environmentally friendly business activities. Going forward, we will continue proactively 

promoting quality improvements and environmental considerations.

ISO 9001 ·  Keikyu Construction  
Co., Ltd.

·  Keikyu Electric 
Engineering Co., Ltd.

·  Keikyu System Co., Ltd.

ISO 14001 Keikyu Construction  
Co., Ltd.

Certifications Acquired

(%)

Ratio of Employees with Disabilities
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*  “Accounting Standard for Revenue Recognition” and other standards were applied to revenue from operations and operating profit from fiscal 2021. They were not applied to results up 

to fiscal 2020.

*  The breakdown of revenue from operations has been calculated using revenue from operations figures prior to adjustment.
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In April 2022, the Keikyu Group formulated the Basic Sustainability Policy. We believe that consistent realization of the Group 
Philosophy will enhance our sustainability as well as that of society. The aforementioned policy, therefore, is inseparable from 
the Group Philosophy. Further, we will actively address sustainability issues through the further development of our sustain-
ability advancement system.
 As they are embedded in local communities and support and enrich day-to-day life, the Group’s businesses readily align 
with the concept of ESG-driven management. With this in mind, we will develop ESG-driven management even further. To 
guide these efforts, we have established the Corporate Sustainability Strategy as one of the long-term management strate-
gies of the Keikyu Group Integrated Management Plan.

Approach to Sustainability

Establishment of a Sustainability Advancement System

Communication with Stakeholders

The Group places importance on relationships with stakeholders in all of its business activities. Through two-way communication, active 

disclosure, and other initiatives, we enhance our corporate and social value.

Stakeholders Communication methods

Customers •  Establishment of the Keikyu Information Center • Holding of various events • Customer satisfaction surveys

Employees and  
their families

• Survey of organizations and employees
• Various training programs

• Discussion based on in-house newsletters
•  Workplace tours for employees’ families

• Workplace inspections

Business partners • Safety meetings • Regular exchanges of information

Shareholders and 
investors

• General Meeting of Shareholders
• Online corporate briefings

• Timely, appropriate disclosure
• ESG meetings

• Financial results briefings
• Shareholder events

Local communities • Social contribution activities • Participation in industry–academia collaborative initiatives

The environment •  Analysis of the environmental impact of 
business activities

• Dialogues with NPOs and NGOs

The Group will pursue sustainability measures as a matter of management strategy. Chaired by the president, the Sustainability Committee 

examines management plans and discusses various sustainability-related issues. After coordinating with the Risk Management Committee, 

the Sustainability Committee submits reports and recommendations to the Board of Directors. In this way, the Board is able to appropri-

ately manage and supervise sustainability-related matters.

Based on the Corporate Sustainability Strategy—one of our long-term management strategies—we have established KPIs to quantitatively 

and qualitatively evaluate ESG initiatives. These KPIs help us in monitoring the progress of and advancing initiatives.

Corporate Sustainability Strategy

Sustainability Advancement System

Board of Directors

Keikyu Corporation 
divisions

Keikyu Group 
companies

Risk 
Management 
Committee

Sustainability Committee
Chair: President

Members:  Executive officers in charge  
of business and administrative 
divisions

Coordination

Report and 
recommend

Manage and 
supervise

The Keikyu Group will contribute to the development of society by creating new value through businesses that support urban lifestyles.

The Keikyu Group will rapidly advance its operations by utilizing its collective strength to pursue tradition-based innovation.

The Keikyu Group will align its prosperity with the happiness of everyone.

Basic Sustainability Policy

In accordance with the Group Philosophy, we are aiming to create a better cycle of contributing to the sustainable growth of society and the 
sustainable growth of the Keikyu Group.

Themes

•  We will create sustainable urban lifestyles that benefit people, society, and the earth.

•  We will realize a corporate group in which diverse personnel play active roles.

•  We will appropriately cooperate with all our stakeholders and continuously strengthen corporate governance.

Materiality

Area Strategy

· Responding to climate change
· Promoting a recycling-based society
· Preserving biodiversity
·  Creating attractive, employee-friendly  

work environments
·  Advancing diversity, inclusion,  

and human resource development

·  Developing and coexisting with local communities
·  Providing services that are safe, secure,  

and comfortable
·  Increasing business model resilience
·  Realizing highly transparent disclosure
·  Advancing digital transformation

Business Strategy

For details of the main KPIs and related progress

Formulation of Key Performance Indicators

Group company key performance indicatorsGroupwide key performance indicators

The Sustainability Committee

Corporate Sustainability Strategy
Position ESG initiatives as the basis of management aimed at the  

sustainable development of local communities and the Keikyu Group

For details on sustainability initiatives, please visit the website below.

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/en/ir/policy/csr/

Basic Sustainability Policy

Long-Term Vision (through FY2035) P.17

Group Philosophy (the Keikyu Group’s Purpose and Mission) P.1

Long-Term Management Strategy (Strategies for Realizing the Long-Term Vision)
Group Philosophy (Business Principles)

P.42 P.48

P.16



Foundations of Value Creation

Disclosure Based on TCFD Recommendations

 Governance 
Viewing climate change countermeasures and other sustainability 
initiatives as matters of management strategy, we are formulating 
policies and implement initiatives focused on climate change-related 
risks and opportunities. Chaired by the president, the Sustainability 
Committee examines management plans and discusses various sus-
tainability-related issues. After coordinating with the Risk Management 
Committee, the Sustainability Committee submits reports and recom-
mendations to the Board of Directors. In this way, the Board is able to 
appropriately manage and supervise sustainability-related matters.

Sustainability Committee details P.37

 Strategy and Risk Management

Operations within the Scope of Analysis
We analyzed and disclosed information on railway and Real Estate 
operations, which are positioned as our profit mainstays in the business 
portfolio reform of the Keikyu Group Integrated Management Plan.

Scenario Establishment and the Identification of Risks and Opportunities
With reference to scenarios published by the International Energy 
Agency and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, we have 
identified risks and opportunities and evaluated their impact levels. 
Also, we have established policies, risk countermeasures, and initiatives 
aimed at seizing opportunities.

  Indicators and Targets
With the aim of helping to realize a carbon-neutral society, we have 
established long-term environmental targets. We will advance and 
appropriately monitor initiatives to reduce GHG emissions.

  

Classification Important risks Affected 
operations Time frame Effect

Physical 
risks

Acute

Greater damage to buildings and facilities and higher restoration costs due to the increased severity and 
frequency of natural disasters All Medium to long term Large

Impact on business continuity due to supply chain disruption All Medium to long term Large

Exodus of customers from flood-prone areas All Long term Medium

Increase in suspensions of railway operations and decrease in fare revenues due to the increased severity 
and frequency of natural disasters Railway Short to long term Large

Decrease in passenger volume accompanying changes in or loss of tourism resources in lineside areas due 
to natural disasters Railway Medium to long term Medium

Chronic

Rise in air-conditioning costs as a result of higher average temperatures All Medium to long term Medium

Summer heat waves that lead to more heat stroke-related occupational accidents as well as to delays in 
projects because of reduced work efficiency All Medium to long term Medium

Impact on railway facilities and incurrence of repair costs due to higher average temperatures Railway Long term Medium

Rises in sea levels resulting in storm surges and flooding that inundate railroad facilities and thereby lead to 
suspensions of railway operations, reductions in fare revenues, and the incurrence of restoration costs Railway Long term Large

Rises in sea levels resulting in storm surges and flooding that inundate buildings and thereby lead to the 
incurrence of losses and reductions in real estate value Real Estate Long term Large

Risk countermeasures Affected 
operations

Regularly revising the business continuity plan All

Improving the environmental  
performance of buildings All

Implementing flooding countermeasures for 
existing buildings and when selecting sites 

and designing buildings
All

Establishing multiple supply chains  
and stockpiling supplies All

Improving the efficiency of outdoor operations  
and introducing labor-saving measures All

Disseminating timely,  
appropriate information to customers Railway

Conducting emergency response drills Railway

Greenifying rooftops and walls Real Estate

Classification Important risks and opportunities Affected 
operations Time frame Effect

Transition 
risk

Policy 
regulation

Increased costs associated with introduction of stricter regulations (energy conservation laws and carbon 
taxes) by governments and municipal authorities All Medium to long term Large*

Technology Increased development costs and investment in energy-saving equipment All Long term Medium

Market

Increased procurement costs for energy and materials All Medium to long term Large

More power shortages due to electrification of society and expansion of renewable energy Railway Medium to long term Large

Sluggish leasing due to a greater number of environmentally conscious companies Real Estate Short to long term Medium

Reputation
Loss of customers due to a delayed response to society’s heightened environmental awareness All Medium to long term Large

Decline in ESG evaluations from investors and impact on financing due to delayed initiatives or insufficient disclosure All Short to long term Large

Opportunities

Garnering of customer trust and lower recovery costs through disaster-resistant business operations All Medium to long term Medium
Cost reduction through the lower energy consumption that results from the installation of highly efficient air 
conditioners and other equipment All Short to medium term Medium

Reduction in the future impact of increases in fossil fuel-based energy prices as a consequence of a shift to 
renewable energy All Medium to long term Medium

Cost reduction stemming from the spread of new technologies associated with the transition to a low-
carbon society All Long term Medium

Attraction of ESG-related investment by shifting to environmentally friendly businesses All Short to long term Large

Rise in the number of railway users as a result of maintaining and increasing the environmental superiority of railways Railway Medium to long term Large

Increase in the competitiveness and revenue of properties with advanced environmental performance Real Estate Medium to long term Large

Risk countermeasures and initiatives 
aimed at seizing opportunities

Affected 
operations

Reducing energy use through  
energy-saving measures All

Introducing in-house-power generation  
(solar power generation and storage batteries) All

Reducing power consumption by advancing 
the economical operation of trains Railway

Promoting net-zero energy houses  
and buildings Real Estate

Advancing ESG-related disclosure All

Introducing new technologies All

Expanding MaaS in collaboration with local 
communities and Group companies All

Planning and selling products that reflect 
changes in the market environment Real Estate

Carbon-Neutral Society Realization (2°C (1.5°C) Scenario)

Further Global Warming (4°C Scenario)
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Aiming to sustainably develop local communities as well as its businesses, the Keikyu Group is advancing 
environmental initiatives tasked with taking climate change countermeasures, promoting a recycling-based 
society, and preserving biodiversity, among other objectives. Moreover, we have identified these initiatives 
as components of our materiality.

Environmental Initiatives 

Keikyu Group Basic Environmental Policy

We endeavor to preserve the global environment, reduce our environmental impact through our business and social contribution  
activities, and contribute to the realization of a society that can develop sustainably.

Action Guidelines

•  We endeavor to make further improvements to convenience and to create appealing value along our railways, with a focus on providing 
environmentally friendly public transportation.

•  We endeavor to reduce our impact on the environment through the effective use of resources and energy, as well as initiatives to 
reduce, reuse, and recycle waste.

•  We endeavor to coexist with and preserve the rich natural environment along our railway lines so that our children, who will lead 
the next generation, inherit a better environment surrounding the railway.

•  We place value on communication with all of our stakeholders and endeavor to cooperate and work together with local communities.

•  We endeavor to fully comprehend and comply with environmental laws and regulations and to increase the environmental awareness 
of all of our employees through awareness campaigns and educational activities.

 Compliance with Environmental Laws and Regulations 
Group companies conduct business activities in compliance with environmental laws and regulations established by the government and 

lineside area municipal authorities and submit reports and plans as required. In fiscal 2021, a violation of the Waste Management and 

Public Cleansing Act occurred at a Group company. We promptly reported the matter to the relevant municipal authority, identified the 

cause, and implemented measures to prevent recurrence of the violation.

Basic Elements of Environmental Accounting
•  The scope of calculations is Keikyu Corporation on a 

nonconsolidated basis.

•  Calculations are based on the 2008 edition of the Private 

Railway Business Environmental Accounting Guidelines.

•  Figures of less than ¥1,000 have been rounded.

•  Only initiatives that can be reliably identified are included 

in the environmental accounting.

•  Depreciation has not been included in the costs.

400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

2019 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

36.0% reduction

11.0% reduction

0

Keikyu Group FY2030 interim target: 
30.0% reduction compared with FY2019

Environmental Management

Classification Capital 
investment Cost

Business area costs

Pollution prevention 
costs

Prevention of air, water, and soil pollution, 
prevention of noise and vibrations, etc.

333,014 405,981

Global environment 
preservation costs

Prevention of global warming and ozone layer 
depletion

122,580 4,598

Resource recycling 
costs

Water and waste disposal and recycling costs 311,484 117,234

Subtotal 767,078 527,813

Management activity costs

Upstream and down-
stream costs

Green purchasing and procurement – 9,954

Management activity 
costs

Business facility greenifying and environmen-
tal disclosure

– 42,383

Community activity 
costs

Participation in and donations to community 
activities

– 2,994

Subtotal – 55,331

Total 767,078 583,144

(Thousands of yen)Fiscal 2021 Results

As our environmentally friendly public transportation has lower GHG emissions than other modes of transportation, we have been advanc-

ing activities to encourage modal shifts and the use of public transportation. With a view to making our business management even more 

sustainable, in November 2021 we endorsed the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), and 

in June 2022 we conducted analysis and disclosure of railway and Real Estate operations. We will continue moving forward with climate 

change countermeasures while further increasing analysis and disclosure of our operations.

Climate Change Countermeasures

  Nonconsolidated 

Environmental Accounting
Environmental accounting is a system for 

recognizing the costs incurred as a result of 

environmental preservation activities as well 

as the effects of such activities. It also 

provides a framework for measuring and 

communicating this information as quantita-

tively as possible. We have been using 

environmental accounting since fiscal 2008.

Approximate GHG Emission Reduction Targets on the Way to Carbon Neutrality

Time frames:  Short term: up to two years; medium term: until 2030; long term: until 2050

*  Cost increases (passing on of carbon taxes to prices) 

2030:  between ¥0.5 billion and ¥1.4 billion; 2050: between ¥1.2 billion and ¥2.3 billion

 (Calculated based on fiscal 2019 GHG emissions)

Long-term environmental target: make the Keikyu Group carbon 
neutral by 2050
Interim environmental target: 30.0% reduction in GHG emissions in 
fiscal 2030 compared with those of fiscal 2019

Net zero

For details on disclosure based on the TCFD recommendations,  
please visit the website below (only available in Japanese).

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/company/csr/tcfd.html

(t-CO2)

Note: Figures are with respect to the sum of Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions.

 Groupwide
  Transportation (railways), Real Estate, Leisure Services, 
Retailing, and Other operations

 Transportation (buses and taxis) operations



Environmental Initiatives

Foundations of Value Creation

Main Environmental KPIs
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 Switching Railway Stations and Trains Over to LED Lighting
To reduce energy consumption, we are 
progressively converting lighting fixtures in 
railway stations and trains to light-emitting 
diode (LED) lighting.

  Introducing Energy-Saving Railcars
By fiscal 2010, we had discontinued all 
traditional resistance-controlled railcars 
and replaced them with energy-saving 
railcars equipped with regenerative 
brakes. In addition, we have progres-
sively introduced variable voltage vari-
able frequency (VVVF)-controlled railcars, 
which are more efficient in regenerating 
electricity than field chopper-controlled 
railcars. As of the end of fiscal 2021, 
VVVF-controlled railcars accounted for 
approximately 98.0% of our railcars.

Saving

To promote a recycling-based society, we are making effective use of finite resources and reducing waste. As a corporate group with rich 

marine environments in our lineside areas, we are also actively advancing initiatives to reduce ocean plastic waste.

 Washing Buses with Recycled Water
In March 2019, Kawasaki Tsurumi Rinko Bus concluded an agreement with the city of Kawasaki for the use 

of water that has undergone advanced treatment at the Iriezaki Wastewater Treatment Center. By washing 

buses with water produced from the advanced treatment of sewage, we will utilize water resources effec-

tively and help build a society based on recycling and consideration for the global environment.

 Keikyu Group Plastic Waste Reduction Campaign
In 2019, we concluded an agreement with Kanagawa Prefecture on cooperation and collaboration for 

the promotion of the SDGs. As part of this initiative, we are promoting the Keikyu Group Plastic Waste 

Reduction Campaign, which is focused on reducing ocean plastic waste. Aiming to help realize  

SDG 14, which calls on humankind to “Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine 

resources for sustainable development,” the Keikyu Group is implementing a range of activities, such 

as conducting cleanup activities at beaches, popularizing reusable shopping bags, and introducing 

straws made of biodegradable materials, throughout the Group.

We contribute to the conservation of biodiversity through activities to preserve the natural environment in lineside areas and through envi-

ronmentally friendly business activities.

 Cooperation Efforts to Preserve the Koajiro Forest
One of Miura’s irreplaceable assets, Koajiro Forest still has a natural water system as well as a valuable 

ecosystem that is home to rare species. As part of our cooperation in efforts to protect the natural 

environment, we have voluntarily preserved roughly 10 hectares of our forest and donated approxi-

mately 2 hectares to Kanagawa Prefecture in response to its designation of Koajiro as a special subur-

ban green space preservation area.

 Environmentally Friendly Golf Course Management
Nagano Keikyu Country Club is managed with a view to preserving biodiversity. For example, about 

60% of the large site has been designated as a non-playing area to provide habitats for rare species.

 In addition, through the Biodiversity Conservation Partnership Agreement concluded with Nagano 

Prefecture, we donate a portion of the club’s revenue to support environmental education at elementary 

and junior high schools in the prefecture.

Other
  Introducing Environmentally Friendly Buses

In 2019, Keihin Kyuko Bus Co., Ltd., became the first pri-
vate bus operator to introduce SORA fuel cell buses, which 
emit no environmentally hazardous substances when run-
ning. In addition, Kawasaki Tsurumi Rinko Bus Co., Ltd., is 
reducing its environmental impact by operating buses that 
use biodiesel fuel.

 Acquiring Environmental Certification in Real Estate Operations
PRIME STYLE KAWASAKI has become the first condominium in the city of Kawasaki to 
receive ZEH-M Oriented certification, which recognizes environmentally friendly condomini-
ums that realize significant energy savings while maintaining the quality of indoor environ-
ments. We will continue to acquire environmental certification for future 
development projects.

Kamiōoka Station 

after conversion to 

LED lighting

For details on other KPIs, please visit the website below (only available in Japanese).

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/company/csr/esg.html

Koajiro Forest

Nagano Keikyu Country Club

One of our biodiesel-fueled buses

PRIME STYLE KAWASAKI, which has 

acquired ZEH-M Oriented certification

A SORA fuel cell bus

Progress of LED conversion as 
of the end of fiscal 2021
Railway stations: 30.0% complete
Railcars: 63.0% complete

RenewingRenewing
  Introducing Net-Zero CO2 Emissions Electricity Generated from 
Renewable Energy Sources

The aforementioned introduction of electricity generated from renewable energy sources 
reduces CO2 emissions by an amount equivalent to approximately 10,000 tons per year.
*1  Railway station lighting, air conditioners, railway station equipment, railway crossings, and signals
*2  A total of 19 railway stations, comprising railway stations on the Keikyu Main Line between Keikyū Higashi-kanagawa 

and Kanazawa-hakkei Stations and railway stations on the Zushi Line

The Airport Line, which operates with 

net-zero CO2 emissions

Changeover to renewable energy
•  Electricity consumption of the operations of the Airport Line (since August 2021)
•  Electricity consumption of the business operations*1 of 19 Keikyu Line railway stations*2 (since December 2021)
•  Electricity consumption of the Keikyu Group head office, which includes the offices of 12 Group 

companies (since December 2021)

GeneratingGenerating
 Introducing Solar Power Generation

For use in the operation of facilities, we have introduced 
solar power generation to some of our railway stations and 
Group companies.

Aburatsubo Keikyu MarinaMinamiōta Station

Facilities to which solar power generation was introduced
•  Haneda Airport Terminal 3 Station, Minamiōta Station, 

Kanazawa-bunko Station
•  Aburatsubo Keikyu Marina　•  Kamoi Driving School

A beach cleanup

A bus being washed with recycled water

Promotion of a Recycling-Based Society

Biodiversity Conservation
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Introduction of Energy-Saving Railcars Operational Differences in Electricity 
Consumption by Railcar Type VVVF control system  Field chopper control system

(FY)

(Railcars)

VVVF-controlled 
N1000 series 
railcar
(stainless steel 
body)

Field chopper-
controlled 1500 
series railcar
(aluminum body)

Resistance-
controlled 1000 
series railcar
(discontinued in 
FY2010)

67

42

196

594 626

164
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112
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76

756

34

762

28

770

28
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16 100

Index (%) in which the resistance-controlled railcar is 100%

KPIs Scope Target fiscal year Target FY2021 result Progress evaluation

Reduction of GHG emissions
(interim target on the way to making the 
Keikyu Group carbon neutral by 2050)

All Keikyu Group 
companies

FY2030
30.0% reduction

(compared with FY2019)
34.0% reduction

(compared with FY2019)

Progress underway

We will continue  
accelerating efforts to 
realize carbon neutrality.

Reduction of general waste (paper) Keikyu Corporation FY2021
5.0% reduction

(compared with FY2019)
59.0% reduction

(compared with FY2019)
Reached

To achieve carbon neutrality, we are actively examining and stepping up existing energy-saving measures as well as exploring solar power 

generation and other energy generation measures and the increased use of renewable energy.

Initiatives to Make the Keikyu Group Carbon Neutral by 2050

Solar panels
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Foundations of Value Creation

In all of its operations, the Keikyu Group gives first priority to ensuring safety and reliability. In our core railway 
operations, we ensure safe, reliable transportation based on a safety management system compliant with our 
railway safety management regulations.

Initiatives in Railway Operations for 

Safety and Peace of Mind

Safety Policy 

  Thoroughly reinforce an awareness of placing safety first, and make every effort to ensure safety in accordance with the railway 
safety management regulations.

  Ensure compliance with laws and regulations and conduct operations in a strict and sincere manner in order to gain the trust of 
our customers and society as a whole.

In railway operations, we use a plan–do–check–act (PDCA) cycle to constantly review and improve current 

systems, including our railway safety management regulations, and thereby ensure safe, reliable transportation.

The capital investment plan for railway operations ensures safety and reliability, caters to increasingly diverse and sophisticated 
customer needs, and promotes measures that contribute to the initiatives of the Medium-Term Management Plan and to the 
realization of the Long-Term Vision.
 In fiscal 2022, we will invest approximately ¥23.1 billion, part of which will further strengthen safety measures and provide 
universal, comfortable transportation services. The remainder will promote growth by advancing the reduction of environmental 
impact and the construction of new lead tracks at Haneda Airport Terminal 1·2 Station.

 Plan
Every year, we establish targets and action plans for priority  

safety measures.

 Do

To achieve the targets of priority safety measures, we hold various 

meetings to share safety-related information, invest in equipment 

and facilities for safety measures, conduct various drills such as 

disaster drills and anti-terrorism drills, and collect and utilize 

information on near-misses and accidents. We also focus on 

compliance and safety-related employee training.

 Check
We conduct an annual railway safety 

audit to ensure that the safety manage-

ment system is appropriately estab-

lished and implemented and to facilitate 

reform and improvement of the system. 

In fiscal 2021, the documents and 

records of managers who play impor-

tant roles in ensuring railway safety—up to an including the  

president—were checked, audits through interviews with manag-

ers directly engaged in railway operations were conducted, and 

progress in building a safety management system that is based  

on the railway safety management regulations was confirmed.

Fiscal 2022 Capital Investment Plan

Disaster prevention-related 
construction

Approx. ¥1.0 billion

Ticket gate construction  
(station service equipment, etc.)

Approx. ¥2.5 billion

New construction and renewal 
of railcars

Approx. ¥2.8 billion

Other

Approx. ¥3.4 billion

Renewal of electrical equipment

Approx. ¥2.2 billion

Projects for elevating tracks  
and establishing underpasses

Approx. ¥3.5 billion
Station renovation 
construction

Approx. ¥4.0 billion

Platform gate installation

Approx. ¥3.7 billion

Total Total 
investment investment 

amountamount

Approx.Approx.

¥¥23.123.1  billionbillion

Safety-related capital investments 
Approx. ¥20.6 billion (roughly 89.1% of total investment)

Railway Safety 
Report 2022

Keihin Kyuko Bus 
Transportation Safety 
Management

Kawasaki Tsurumi Rinko 
Bus Transportation 
Safety Management

Keikyu Taxi Group 
Transportation Safety 
Management

Please refer to the following for more information on the safety initiatives of Group companies (Transportation business) (only available in Japanese).

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/company/
csr/pdf/safety/2022/all.pdf

http://www.keikyu-bus.co.jp/company/
pdf/kq.pdf

https://www.rinkobus.co.jp/company/
sustainability/management.pdf

https://www.keikyu-taxi.com/safety

  Advancement of Projects for Elevating Tracks and 
Establishing Underpasses

Our project for elevating tracks and 
establishing underpasses near Shinagawa 
Station (between Sengakuji and 
Shimbamba Stations) will eliminate three 
railway crossings and convert Shinagawa 
Station to a ground-level railway station and 
two-platform four-line format. Further, the 
Daishi Line project for elevating tracks and 
establishing underpasses will construct aboveground sections and 
reconstruct station buildings at Daishibashi and Kojimashinden Stations.

  Reinforcement of Safety Measures at Railway Crossings
As well as installing a greater number of luminous signals that warn 
of railway-crossing emergencies, we will introduce railway-crossing 
obstacle detectors that have improved performance in relation to 
the automatic detection of vehicles stranded at railway crossings.

  Countermeasures for Increasingly Severe Natural Disasters
To increase preparedness for natural  
disasters, the risk of which has risen  
in recent years, we will continue  
construction for seismic reinforcement 
and slope protection and the  
implementation of countermeasures  
for flooding due to heavy rain.

 Installation of Platform Gates
To prevent passengers from falling off platforms or coming into 
contact with trains, we are proceeding with the installation of 
platform gates. As of fiscal 2021, we have installed them at nine 
railway stations, and plans call for installation at a total of 10 
railway stations in fiscal 2022 and fiscal 2023.
　In addition, based on prioritization that comprehensively takes into 
account trends in customer usage and recent accidents, we will 
accelerate the installation of platform gates and fixed platform railings 
with the aim of installing them at all railway stations by the mid-2030s.

  Railway Station Renovation Construction (Extension of 
Platform Roofs and Renewal of Elevators and Escalators)

The Keikyu Group is making its railway stations more comfortable to use 
by extending platform roofs to ease congestion during rainy weather, 
upgrading station buildings, and renewing elevators, escalators, and 
other railway station facilities.

  Railcar Renewal (Incorporation of Multipurpose Free 
Spaces and Renewal of Onboard Information Displays)

In conjunction with the renewal of railcar bodies, we will incorporate 
multipurpose free spaces so that passengers with baby strollers or 
large cases can ride comfortably, install additional emergency call 
devices, and introduce windows that can 
be opened and closed. Moreover, the 
new railcar equipment will include LCDs 
that increase the multilingual functions of 
onboard information displays.

Measures in Response to the Derailment following a Truck Collision at Kanagawa-shimmachi No. 1 Railway Crossing

We sincerely apologize for the inconvenience caused to customers and everyone in the lineside area by a derailment that resulted from a train’s collision with  
a truck, which occurred at approximately 11:43 A.M. on Thursday, September 5, 2019, at the Kanagawa-shimmachi No. 1 railway crossing. An investigation 
report on the accident was released by the Japan Transport Safety Board on Thursday, February 18, 2021. The measures deemed necessary by expert accident 
investigators to prevent a recurrence are consistent with those that we have taken thus far, which received a certain degree of recognition.
　Since the accident, we have implemented measures to prevent a recurrence, including revising operational standards for drivers, revising the line-of-sight distances of 
luminous signals, installing a greater number of luminous signals, introducing in advance to certain railway crossings a backup system for driver brake operation, and request-
ing that the relevant authorities impose traffic controls on large vehicles. We will continue efforts to make improvements and prevent similar accidents from happening again.

14.6

Safety-Related 
Capital Investments
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 Train derailment accidents
 Railway injury accidents
  Railway crossing obstacle 
accidents

4

Workplace Inspection by the President and 
Other Senior Executives
The president, the chief safety officer, other officers, 
and general managers of departments within the 
Railway Headquarters visit the operations depart-
ments that support railway safety, check the 
progress of initiatives, and exchange opinions  
with employees to raise safety awareness.

Reaffirmation of basic operations by each employee 
and accomplishment of safe, reliable transportation

Specific Targets

Number of railway driving accidents attributable to the Company:  

Zero

Transportation disruptions due to internal causes:

Zero (also reduce those due to external causes)

Incidents: Zero

Action Plan
1. Reaffirm the importance of basic operations and ensure their execution
2.  Ensure that compliance awareness is instilled in all employees and check its effectiveness
3.  Improve ability to predict potential risks by utilizing lessons learned from 

accidents, incidents, and natural disasters
4.  Pass on awareness, knowledge, and skills and advance PDCA cycles for 

education and training
5.  Seek infrastructural robustness and enhance equipment and facilities as soon 

as possible

Priority Safety Measures of the Railway Headquarters in Fiscal 2022

 Act
We conduct a review of the overall safety management system to 

ensure that it is functioning effectively. At the end of each fiscal 

year, we prepare a report on this review, which comprehensively 

covers the actual status and issues of the safety management 

system. The findings of the report are reflected in the next fiscal 

year’s priority safety measures and various other measures.

　Since fiscal 2010, we have conducted reviews twice a year by 

including interim reviews. This enables us to monitor the progress 

of measures even more closely.

  Railway accidents  
with material damage
  Transport disruptions
 Incidents

Capital Investments in Safety Measures 

Safety Management System

The Daishi Line project for 
elevating tracks and establishing 
underpasses

Locations scheduled for 
seismic reinforcement

  Accidents caused 
by a third party

 Equipment failure
 Natural disasters

PDCA Cycle Based 
on the Railway 

Safety Management 
Regulations

P

C
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https://www.keikyu.co.jp/company/csr/pdf/safety/2022/all.pdf
https://www.keikyu.co.jp/company/csr/pdf/safety/2022/all.pdf
http://www.keikyu-bus.co.jp/company/pdf/kq.pdf
http://www.keikyu-bus.co.jp/company/pdf/kq.pdf
https://www.rinkobus.co.jp/company/sustainability/management.pdf
https://www.rinkobus.co.jp/company/sustainability/management.pdf
https://www.keikyu-taxi.com/safety
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Foundations of Value Creation

By creating attractive, employee-friendly work environments and advancing diversity, inclusion, and 
human resource development, the Keikyu Group is addressing its materiality while empowering the  
professionals who support its array of businesses.

Human Resource Initiatives

The Keikyu Group has established the “Keikyu-ism” human resource vision as a set of values that all employees should understand and 

share and as an ambitious goal. By pursuing this vision, the Group and its employees will advance even further while remaining fully aware 

of their cultivated strengths. In particular, during the period of the Medium-Term Management Plan, we will respond promptly to business 

environment volatility by becoming a team of professionals that takes on ambitious initiatives to realize new potential and create new value. 

In pursuing these concerted Groupwide initiatives, we will be rigorously customer oriented, and our motto will be “take on challenges.”

 In-House Commendation System
This system commends and makes visible achievements and operational improvements that are difficult to perceive. The commendations 

give employees a sense of the significance of their work and encourage them to take a broader interest in the work of colleagues and 

overall workplace operations with an eye on improving work quality and customer service skills. By clarifying specific behaviors that merit 

praise, the commendation system helps to foster a shared Groupwide understanding of our corporate philosophy and vision and to 

develop workstyles that are based on clear goals.

Appreciation Award
This award is designed to improve employee and customer satisfaction. Based on praise and expres-

sions of gratitude received from customers at the Keikyu Information Center, we present monthly appre-

ciation awards. These awards establish role models for other employees, while the cumulative effect of 

positive feedback in the form of words of gratitude, approval, and praise increases employee motivation 

and satisfaction and strengthens trust among employees.

MC*-UP Award
This award is aimed at encouraging employees to praise each other and recognizing employees who engage enthusiastically in the perfor-

mance of duties or the provision of services. The award increases communication and motivation among frontline employees. Also, the 

spread across the Group of a culture focused on mutual praise will help create employee-friendly workplace environments.

* Motivation and Communication

 Training System of Keikyu Corporation
At Keikyu Corporation, general employees are classified based on three career types. For each career, we have set out the profiles of the type 

of personnel sought and the most important skills and key qualities for them to have. Our training system is designed to strengthen these 

skills and qualities. In training managers (from senior managers to general managers or equivalent), we emphasize augmenting strategic 

management skills from a medium- to long-term perspective, based on five skills and qualities cultivated during general employment.

 Survey of Organizations and Employees
To build organizations and systems that will enable the achievement of management plans, since fiscal 2021 we have conducted a survey 

of organizations and employees. Based on the survey, which targets employees, we will maximize corporate value by gaining an accurate 

understanding of organizations and employees and then exploring and implementing measures to address issues.

 The fiscal 2021 survey revealed not only positives but also many issues related to organizations and employees. In addressing these 

issues, we will consider implementing management-related measures.

“Keikyu-ism” Human Resource Vision

Pride Each of us shall be an autonomous professional and work with a focus on problem-solving.

Unity We shall share a common purpose and direction and work in ways that maximize the power of Group cooperation.

Challenge We shall take on the challenge of realizing new possibilities and continue providing customers with new value.

Challenge

Customer

Pride Unity

Problem-solving Organizational behavior

CommunicationSelf-actualization

Creativity

Five Skills and Qualities

Self-actualization
Organizational 

behavior
CreativityProblem-solvingCommunication

Listening
Proposal making

Relationship building

Role recognition
Initiative
Balance

Goal setting
Achievement focus
Self-management

Problem identification 
Countermeasure development  

Plan execution

Imagination
Passion

Inquisitiveness

Organizational behavior

Key skills and qualities

Self-actualization

Type of administrative-career personnel sought

As an administrative professional, acquiring  
a wide range of administrative skills and 
knowledge

Problem-solving

Creativity

Key skills and qualities

Type of general-career personnel sought

As a candidate for senior management 
positions, enhancing general management 
capabilities, such as logical thinking, analyti-
cal skills, judgment, and leadership

Key skills and qualities
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Organizational behavior

Type of railway-career personnel sought

As a professional responsible for railway 
operations, improving the ability to perform 
routine tasks related to these operations

Communication

Strategic management skills required by Keikyu Corporation senior managers and Group company directors

Strategic management skills required by incoming Keikyu Corporation general managers and incoming Group company presidents

Strategic management skills required by Keikyu Group directors

Human Resource Vision

Employee Engagement

Presentation of the President’s Award



Main Human Resource-Related KPIs
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Human Resource Initiatives

Foundations of Value Creation

The Keikyu Group is advancing a host of diversity and work–life balance initiatives to enable workstyles that are diversity 
friendly in terms of gender, age, race, nationality, and disability and in relation to needs arising from childcare, nursing care, 
and illness.

Initiatives for Human Rights Awareness

Fair recruitment and 
selection of personnel

•  Training on fair recruitment and selection  
of personnel

Human rights  
awareness training

•  Rank-based human rights  
awareness training

Human rights  
awareness activities

•  Human rights awareness-based lectures 
(162 participants from among all Group 
employees; themes: harassment and  
anger management)

•  Screening of human rights awareness films 
(379 participants from among all Group 
employees; themes: harassment, people 
with disabilities, LGBTQ individuals, and 
foreign nationals)

•  Solicitation of human rights awareness 
slogans and illustrations (1,375 entries 
received from within the Group)

•  Displaying of human rights awareness 
posters in workplaces and via transportation 
advertisement media

Standards of Conduct for Keikyu Group Officers and Employees 
(Excerpt) 
8.Mutual relations between officers and employees
(1)  We strive to do our best to prevent accidents at the workplace and maintain a 

safe and hygienic working environment.
(2)  We strive to respect the character and rights of individuals and to create bright 

and lively workplaces without any discrimination based on nationality, gender, or 
religion, or bullying including sexual harassment.

 Human Rights
The Keikyu Group is committed to respecting human rights. The 

Standards of Conduct for Keikyu Group Officers and Employees, 

which all employees are required to follow, include clear stipulations 

regarding respect for human rights, and we conduct business activi-

ties in accordance with these standards. In addition, we implement  

a variety of initiatives each year to raise awareness of human rights, 

such as the holding of training sessions and lectures.

 Health and Productivity Management
We conduct health and productivity management with the aims of reducing risks related to health 

and safety, managing and promoting health with the participation of all employees, and creating 

workplace environments that are conducive to improved performance and to working healthily and 

energetically. Further, in lineside areas and local communities we are developing environments that 

enable all residents to continue living healthily and with a real sense of security.

 In fiscal 2021, we responded to an increasingly widespread COVID-19 pandemic by implement-

ing workplace vaccinations to ensure the safety and peace of mind of our employees and custom-

ers and to enable the continuation of our business activities as a corporate group that supports 

part of the infrastructure of daily life.

 Empowerment of Women
In March 2021, pursuant to the Act on the Promotion of Female 

Participation and Career Advancement in the Workplace, we 

formulated our second plan of action for general employers. With 

the aim of enabling women to play more important roles in our 

organization, we analyzed the progress in empowering women in 

our businesses and then established measures to address issues. 

In all workplaces, we will establish a corporate culture where, 

regardless of gender, employees can demonstrate their individuality 

and strengths and support each other, and create a workplace 

environment in which all employees feel more comfortable working.

 As part of our efforts to advance the roles of women, in fiscal 

2021 we held information exchange meetings related to work–life 

balance for junior female employees to familiarize them with internal 

systems and improve the work–life balance of these employees.

Participation in the Kanagawa 

Women’s Activity Support Group

Since 2016, we have been participat-

ing in a group that supports the 

empowerment of women in Kanagawa 

Prefecture, which is organized by the 

prefectural government. In accordance 

with a declaration of conduct, we are 

moving forward with initiatives aimed 

at female empowerment, including the 

promotion of diverse workstyles and the 

active recruitment of women for positions 

in operations departments.

An information exchange meeting for junior female employees

Workplace vaccination against COVID-19

 Balancing of Work with Childcare and Nursing Care
Aiming to create a corporate culture that is based on mutual 

support and in which everyone can realize diverse workstyles,  

we provide various systems and assistance so that employees 

can simultaneously meet work commitments and childcare or 

nursing care commitments. In addition, we are increasing aware-

ness of support systems and understanding of diverse workstyles 

among employees.

For details on the Keikyu Group Compliance Policy,  
please visit the website below.

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/en/ir/policy/compliance.html

Childcare Nursing care

Nursing care leave

Nursing care finan-
cial support and 
nursing care leave 
subsidy

Distribution of nursing 
care handbook and 
holding of nursing  
care seminars

Shorter working 
hours

Exemption from  
late-night work  
and restrictions  
on overtime

Shorter working 
week system

Prenatal and  
postnatal leave

Childcare leave

Spousal maternity 
leave

Child-rearing  
support allowance

Various childcare-
related subsidies

Diversity and Work–Life Balance

Midori Kato
Driver
Railway Operations 
and Sales Promotion 
Department
Railway Headquarters
Keikyu Corporation
(Joined the Company in 2011 and 

became a driver in 2014)

Staggered working hours 
system

Hour-based leave system

Shared offices

 Attractive Workplace Environments
To facilitate a range of workstyles that are not restricted by work systems or locations, we have 

introduced staggered working hours, hour-based leave, and shared offices.

 In addition, the Keikyu Group head office has earned S rank Smart Wellness Office Certification 

under the Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment Efficiency (CASBEE)* in rec-

ognition of the building meeting certain environmental standards, being an intellectually productive 

office where personnel can work healthily and comfortably, as well as having open spaces condu-

cive to communication. Going forward, we will continue developing similar employee-friendly  

working environments.

* Certification of Institute for Built Environment and Carbon Neutral for SDGs (IBECs)

Percentage  
of paid leave 

taken*
FY2021

*  Percentage of paid leave taken 
= Number of days of paid leave 
taken by workers (Article 39, 
Labor Standards Act) ÷ Number 
of days of paid leave given to 
workers × 100

KPIs Scope Target fiscal year Target FY2021 result Progress evaluation

Percentage of female managers Keikyu Corporation FY2025 10.0% or more 6.2% Progress underway

Percentage of male employees 
taking childcare leave

Keikyu Corporation FY2025 100.0%
35.3% 

As of August 2022
Progress underway

Employment of persons with  
disabilities in compliance with  
the legally mandated percentage

Special-purpose 
subsidiary

(14 companies including  
Keikyu Corporation)

FY2021 2.3% 2.87% Reached

For details on other KPIs, please visit the website below (only available in Japanese).

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/company/csr/esg.html

I currently work as a driver while raising two children. Taking advantage of a system 
that exempts me from working late at night until they reach junior high school age,  
I work from around 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. on weekdays. Also, I am focusing on acquiring 
new skills as well as maintaining my current skills. When I need to take a day off on 
short notice due to one of my children being ill, I am able to do so thanks to the 
support of my supervisor, who adjusts my work schedule, and to my coworkers, 
who perform duties on my behalf. Since the emergence of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, balancing commitments has been particularly challenging because of fre-
quent nursery school closures. Nonetheless, I have been able to combine work and 
child-rearing due to a newly instituted system that allows employees to take special 
leave. I am by no means the only mother working for the Keikyu Group, which is 
reassuring. I want to work with such employees to create a workplace environment 
where we can work with a sense of empathy and vitality.

An Employee Combining Work and Child-Rearing
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We have launched the COCOON Project, which is tasked with invigorating and heightening  

the appeal of Keikyu lineside areas by developing autonomous decentralized communities  

befitting a new era. The project will achieve this by facilitating collaborations that include local 

businesses, residents, municipal authorities, and educational institutions and that further  

develop area management so that it reflects the characteristics of each area. At the same time, 

the project will extend the Miura COCOON MaaS platform to encompass all lineside areas.

 In the first phase of the project, in August 2022 COCOON Hiroba Heiwajima, a regional  

exchange hub, was established in front of Heiwajima Station for a limited time, and Ota 

COCOON, a local information and MaaS website, was launched. We will continue efforts with 

our sights set on introducing the COCOON Project to all our lineside areas.

For details of COCOON Project  P.26
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As a corporate group rooted in local communities, we recognize that developing and coexisting with them is an 
integral aspect of our materiality. For this reason, we are invigorating and enhancing the appeal of our lineside areas 
through a wide range of partnerships with municipal authorities, customers, and other companies of these areas.

Local Community Development and 
Coexistence Initiatives

The Medium-Term Management Plan calls for construction of 

Miura Urban Resort. To this end, we are collaborating with local 

businesses to address regional issues and co-create value in the 

Miura Peninsula region.

　In October 2020, the Group played a central role in forming the 

COCOON Family, an area management organization comprising 

tourism business operators, municipal authorities, and corporate 

supporters based in the Miura Peninsula region. Many different 

businesses are advancing area management through the linked 

pursuit of four action plans focused on organizing area manage-

ment, establishing hubs by supporting regional business creation, 

establishing MaaS platforms, and establishing mobility platforms.

Initiatives to Construct Miura Urban Resort

Initiatives for Industry–Academia Collaboration

Establishing MaaS platforms 

Tourism–type MaaS (Miura COCOON)

Miura Peninsula mobility and tourism platform

Organizing area management

COCOON Family (142 organizations)

Secretariat: Keikyu Corporation

Establishing mobility platforms

COCOON Mobility Package

Establishing hubs by supporting regional business creation

Creating businesses through partnerships with financial institutions

• Activity reservations
• Online payments

• Digital tickets
• Multimodal route searches

The use of Mobility as a Service (MaaS) to 
integrate tourism and mobility within the Miura 
Peninsula region will enable tourists to seamlessly 
make reservations and payments within a “Miura 
COCOON” and enjoy stress-free sightseeing. 
Meanwhile, businesses will be able to analyze 
data and improve operational efficiency through centralized management of 
activity reservations and payments. During the 2022 Golden Week spring holiday, 
digital ticket usage increased significantly, reaching approximately 40.0%.

December 2021 saw the holding of the first ever 
COCOON Family Meetup! workshop, which came 
up with catchphrases for the four towns of the Miura 
Peninsula. Also, in January and February 2022 we 
operated trains in which all onboard advertising 
space was devoted to posters of scenes that 
coincided with the towns’ catchphrases.

To create new demand, we are developing hubs by 
utilizing idle assets to establish hubs for short-term 
stays and “workation” facilities and holding 
markets. So far, we have created six businesses.

Since August 2021, mobility service providers  
and local businesses have been collaborating  
to develop the COCOON Mobility Package, a 
mobility hub establishment program. The program 
has established 22 mobility hubs to date.

· Electric scooters
· Bicycle sharing
· Bicycle rentals
· Recreational vehicles
· Car sharing
· Hourly parking lots
· Parking lot sharing
· Heliport
· Luggage storage

·  Stores and restaurants 
near stations

·  Tourist information 
centers

· Tourist facilities
·  Accommodation 
facilities

· Owners of scenic land
· Owners of idle land

Mobility providers Local businesses

Integrating all 
mobility options 
through MaaS

Increasing the 
value of hubs  

and businesses 
through MaaS 
and mobility

Taking on new 
businesses

Hotels and 
accommodation 

facilities

Camping and 
glamping

“Workation” 
hubs

Restaurants 
Stores selling 
local products

Local 
governments / 

Tourist 
associations

Start-ups Keikyu 
Group

Universities / 
Financial 

institutions

Support 
companies

Business 
operators in 
Yokosuka

Business 
operators 
in Zushi / 
Hayama

Business 
operators 
in Miura

Matching

Business 
operators 

Idle real 
estate

Hands-on 
support

Matching

October 2020

142 
organizations

August 2022

More than 

double

　While continuing to accelerate area management of the Miura 

Peninsula, we will advance the COCOON Project, which will cover 

all lineside areas, introduce the MaaS platform originally built for 

Miura COCOON, and develop area management that reflects the 

characteristics of each area.

C
reation of attractive hub

s
E

stab
lishm

ent of p
latform

s to increase the value of hub
s

■英文または和文のみで表記する場合のロゴ清刷集
※ロゴデータの左右の寸法は100mmになっています。

●英文のみでロゴ表記する場合（プロセスカラー）

●和文のみでロゴ表記する場合（プロセスカラー）

●英文のみでロゴ表記する場合（BL100%）

●和文のみでロゴ表記する場合（BL100%）

※こちらのロゴを使用する際には、広報課までお知らせください。

To receive customer feedback, the Group has established the 

Keikyu Information Center as a general help desk that handles 

inquiries on behalf of all Group companies. The Information 

Center received 76,144 inquiries in fiscal 2021. In December 

2020, we introduced the same system as that of the Information 

Center to railway operations departments with the aim of building 

a framework for gathering as much feedback as possible. By 

collecting and analyzing customer feedback and sharing it with 

Group companies, we will improve our services and increase 

customer satisfaction even further.

An Example of a service Based on  

Customer Feedback

Keikyu Train and Bus Day Pass

In March 2022, we began selling for the first time the Keikyu 

Train and Bus Day Pass throughout the year. The new 

discount ticket uses the PASMO contactless smart card 

electronic money system. To meet the expectations of 

stakeholders, we will realize a seamless mobility environment 

and enhance the value of lineside areas by continuing to 

provide convenient and economical train and bus services.
Breakdown of Fiscal 2021 
Customer Feedback

Inquiry

83.9%

Thanks,  
compliment

0.4%

Business 
communication

9.4%

Opinion,  
request

6.3%

 
Number of Inquiries

(Inquiry)

2017

 120,000

 160,000

 80,000

 40,000

2018 2019 2020 2021
0

(FY)

142,336
126,412

134,386

69,616
76,144

Initiatives to Increase Customer Satisfaction

 Proof of Concept Tests of the On-Demand Shared 

Transportation Service “TOMIOCART”

 Participation in the FANCL Kanagawa SDGs Seminar

Launch of the COCOON Project Keikyu Lineside Area Management Concept

The Tomioka area of 

Kanazawa Ward in 

Yokohama has numerous 

steep slopes and narrow 

roads, and access to bus 

stops and railway sta-

tions is not easy. Aiming 

to resolve this transporta-

tion issue, since fiscal 2018 we have been conducting proof of 

concept tests of an on-demand shared transportation service  

in this area in collaboration with the city’s municipal authority, 

Yokohama National University, and other partners. Based on  

the results of past tests, in fiscal 2021 we introduced a cashless 

payment system and conducted behavioral analysis through an 

app that encourages going out. We will continue proof of concept 

tests with a view to full-scale operation of the service.

We participated in the 

FANCL Kanagawa SDGs 

Seminar, which is princi-

pally organized by 

FANCL CORPORATION, 

a company also head-

quartered in Yokohama. 

We taught some of the 

second-year high school students of Kanagawa University Junior 

and Senior High School about the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) by conducting a seminar on our efforts to achieve them.  

In collaboration with other companies, we will continue benefiting 

local communities by providing educational support for the 

younger generations who will build the future of our lineside areas.

Financial institutions

Number of organizations affiliated with the COCOON Family

60 
organizations

Area Management Activities

People Goods

Finance

The COCOON Hiroba Heiwajima regional 

exchange hub
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Feature

New Business Creation
Mobility—the movement of people and goods—is approaching a major turning point due to the advent of technologies such 
as AI, the IoT, 5G, and VR, and accompanying changes in people’s values. In this section, we introduce the Keikyu Group’s 
efforts to create new businesses.

Group Innovation Activities Overview

Our vision for new Group business is to create affluent lifestyles centered on mobility.

 We aim to make mobility more convenient through digital and technological mea-

sures, while creating diverse, rich customer experiences that increase opportunities 

for going out and the range of activities that serve as the purpose for such outings. 

We also aim to revitalize towns and entire regions, providing unprecedented new 

lifestyles by seamlessly integrating customer experiences centered on mobility.

 Keikyu’s lines feature a variety of distinctive routes, from the Shinagawa and 

Haneda area serving as the gateway to Japan, and government ordinance- 

designated cities Kawasaki and Yokohama, to the Miura Peninsula, which offers a 

wealth of tourist resources. In addition to the Transportation business, the Keikyu 

Group also develops real estate, hotels, department stores, and retail shops that 

sustain the lifestyles of people living in lineside communities. The ability to leverage 

this diverse array of Group management resources and create new businesses 

drawing on a variety of methods from within and outside the Company has become 

the defining feature of the Keikyu Group. 

 To further solidify Keikyu’s strengths, we intend to create new businesses and 

grow existing businesses, leading to the enhancement of corporate value.

COVID-19 forced Keikyu to fundamentally 

rethink its business as a railway company 

that, for more than 120 years, has focused 

business developments on mobility infra-

structure supporting people’s lives.

 As Keikyu stands on the front lines of 

these changes, we aim to create new 

value by developing innovative human 

resources through an internal system that 

solicits ideas from employees, and the 

promotion of open innovation activities 

with start-ups and other external partners.

Synesthesias, Inc.

In conjunction with Synesthesias, 

Inc., we created a bus tour enabling 

visitors to experience the latest in 

extended reality (XR) technology 

using virtual reality (VR) goggles to 

simulate an open space without a roof on the KEIKYU OPEN  

TOP BUS YOKOHAMA tour of the Minato Mirai areas in Yokohama. 

This initiative was also selected for inclusion in the Japan Tourism 

Agency’s digital technology development project for creating and 

realizing unprecedented tourism content and area management.

AirX Inc.

After implementing the SKY 

RESORT MIURA project, which 

aimed to realize sightseeing plans 

utilizing air mobility and improve 

transportation throughout the Miura 

Peninsula, Keikyu concluded a capital and business alliance 

agreement with AirX aimed at creating new types of transporta-

tion. Thus far, we have sold scenic flights using helicopters and 

are currently selling travel plans that include transfers via helicop-

ter to the Group-owned Izu Nagaoka Onsen Keikyu Hotel.

Open Innovation Activities

 KEIKYU ACCELERATOR PROGRAM
We are engaged in the KEIKYU ACCELERATOR PROGRAM, which aims to create new busi-

nesses through open innovation with start-up companies. During the past three rounds of this 

program, a total of about 400 companies applied to participate, with 22 companies being 

selected. Keikyu proactively engages in collaborations, including demonstration experiments 

conducted with many of the companies selected and direct investments in two companies.

 Samurai Incubate Fund No. 6 Investment Limited Partnership
This open innovation fund was launched in 2018 by SAMURAI INCUBATE INC., which specializes in investments and support for start-ups 

in the early stages of business and entrepreneurial growth while providing follow-on services. Keikyu makes strategic investments in this 

fund for the purpose of creating business synergies.

 AND ON SHINAGAWA Open Innovation Base
AND ON SHINAGAWA is an open innovation community that aims to enrich future lifestyles through 

innovations in mobility and related fields under the theme “Mobility x Lifestyles in the Digital Age.” 

This community creates an innovation ecosystem comprising related start-ups, large corporations, 

governments, and other players to accelerate business co-creation.

Specific Collaboration Examples

 ICHIRYU System for Soliciting Ideas within the Group
ICHIRYU is a system aimed at fostering creative thinking skills among Group employ-

ees and promoting the realization of their ideas and desires, leading to the further 

creation of new businesses and the growth of existing businesses. This system aims 

to intensify innovation promotion efforts by nurturing the skills and spirits of ambitious 

employees to create intrapreneurial human resources. Launched in fiscal 2022, we 

received 156 initial submissions. We will strive to foster an atmosphere in which it is easy to submit ideas, a culture that supports the 

taking on of challenges, and a spirit of change throughout the organization to keep pace with the times, so that the seeds of new busi-

nesses can also have a positive impact on existing businesses. 

Developing Innovative Group Human Resources

Employees verbalize their ideas using busi-
ness plans and a business model canvas.

Ideas are graded from the perspectives of 
uniqueness, future potential, growth poten-
tial, feasibility, and synergy.

For approximately three months, a series  
of customer interviews and research are 
conducted to explore the potential for 
commercialization.

Seven-minute pitch presentations are made.

Employees who have submitted business 
ideas collaborate with business divisions and 
Group companies with the aim of examining 
commercialization.

Solicitation

Preliminary selection

Tentative verification

Secondary selection

Commercialization

Secondary selection presentation

KEIKYU ACCELERATOR PROGRAM
Searches for companies with co-creation project 
potential, and introduces technologies and other 
elements directly linked to test site issues

Open innovation community
AND ON SHINAGAWA
Provides spaces for work and events 
used by participating companies, 
enhances lineside value, and creates 
new businesses

Internal business contest
System soliciting ideas from 
within the Group 
Cultivating a culture of innovation
Creating new businesses

•  Engaging in ongoing co-creation 
project launches and support 

•  Reforming the business portfolio

•  Ensuring lineside areas 
are sufficiently developed  
to cultivate start-ups

•  Enhancing lineside  
value as an ecosystem •  Developing organization and human 

resources to respond to 
environmental changes

•  Cultivating a culture of innovation

Direct and limited partner 
(LP) investment
Deepening co-creation with 
start-ups and acquiring 
investment and co-creation 
know-how

Creating 
new 

businesses

Fostering  
intrapreneurship

Creating a 
start-up 

ecosystem

start-up

Foundations of Value Creation

From the General Manager

Yukiko Shima
General Manager
Public Relations and 
Marketing Department
Keikyu Corporation
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Foundations of Value Creation

Corporate Governance

Basic Views on Corporate Governance

The Evolution of Our Corporate Governance

FY 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Institutional 
design

Introduction of exec-
utive officer system

Number of 
directors

16

(14 inside and 
2 outside)

15

(13 inside and 
2 outside)

16 

(13 inside and 
3 outside)

16

(13 inside and 
3 outside)

15

(12 inside and 
3 outside)

13

(10 inside and 
3 outside)

12

(9 inside and 
3 outside)

9

(6 inside and 
3 outside)

9 

(6 inside and 
3 outside)

Percentage 
of outside 
directors

•  Appointment of 
female directors 
(outside)

•  Increase in 
 outside directors 
to 3

Number of 
executive 
officers (who 
do not con-
currently 
serve as 
directors)

— — — — — 4 5 6 5

Enhancement 
of the effec-
tiveness of 
the Board of 
Directors

Commencement of 
effectiveness evalua-
tions to enhance the 
effectiveness of the 
Board of Directors

Revision of meet-
ing agenda criteria

Start of officer 
training

•  Consignment of 
the administration 
of Board effective-
ness evaluations to 
an external party

•  Earlier prior distri-
bution of agenda 
items

Establishment of 
new items for exam-
ination and discus-
sion in relation to 
agenda items

•  Revision of meet-
ing agenda 
criteria

•  Revision of the 
structure and 
content of 
agenda items

•  Revision of criteria for 
submitting agenda 
items and criteria for 
resubmitting agenda 
items

•  Revision of meeting 
administration 
methods

Other topics

Revision of the 
remuneration  
plan for officers 
(abolition of the 
retirement benefit 
system)

•  Establishment of 
Corporate 
Governance 
Guidelines

•  Establishment of the 
Nomination and 
Remuneration 
Advisory Committee

•  Commencement of 
meetings solely com-
prising independent 
outside officers 
(meetings of outside 
officers)

Preparation of  
succession plans

Abolition of counter-
measures for large-
scale purchases of 
the Company’s 
shares (takeover 
defense measures)

Introduction of  
the stock  
remuneration plan

•  Establishment  
of the Risk 
Management 
Committee

•  Appointment of an 
outside director as 
the chair of the 
Nomination and 
Remuneration 
Advisory Committee

•  Revision of the suc-
cession plan

13.3% 20.0% 23.1% 25.0% 33.3% 33.3%12.5%

The Keikyu Group will continuously strengthen and improve corporate governance to enable sustained 
growth and medium- to long-term enhancement of corporate value.

The Company views corporate governance as a foundation for all business in the Keikyu Group and as a concept that forms the 

basis of management.

 As a corporate group responsible for a service that is a lifeline for many, we work to ensure the highest level of safety in all aspects 

of our business, while seeking appropriate cooperation with stakeholders such as customers, shareholders, investors, local commu-

nities, business partners, employees, and society as a whole, as well as working in harmony with the environment. These measures 

are aimed at achieving sustainable growth and at raising corporate value over the medium to long term. In pursuit of these goals, the 

Group implements initiatives to strengthen corporate governance on a continuous basis in its efforts to establish a highly transparent 

and objective corporate governance system, based on the Group Philosophy (business principles and code of conduct), the Basic 

Sustainability Policy, and the Long-Term Vision.

 Inside:  Outside: Functions of Meetings and Committees

Members
FY2021 

meetings
Function and purpose

 Board of Directors
Directors (inside and outside)
Audit & Supervisory Board  
members (inside and outside)

13

Decides and reports on important business matters and other matters 
prescribed by laws and regulations or by the articles of incorporation and 
supervises the execution of duties. In fiscal 2021, prepared the Medium-
Term Management Plan and deliberated on the overall strategies of 
respective business segments

  Audit & Supervisory 
Board

Audit & Supervisory  
Board members  
(inside and outside)

10
Members attend meetings of the Board of Directors, the Group 
Management Conference, and other important meetings, and audit the 
status of management and the legality of the execution of duties by directors

  Group Management 
Conference

Directors (inside)
Executive officers (who do not concurrently serve as 
directors)
Standing Audit & Supervisory Board members

23

Determines basic policies on important matters concerning business 
management and individual implementation plans for each division. In 
fiscal 2021, passed resolutions on the disposal of cross-shareholdings 
and institutional reform

  Group Presidents  
Meeting

Directors (inside)
Executive officers (who do not concurrently serve as 
directors)
Standing Audit & Supervisory Board members
Senior general managers, office managers, vice senior  
general managers, general managers, Group company 
presidents
Group company corporate auditors

6

Ensures the rigorous implementation of Groupwide management policies 
and the sharing of management information. In fiscal 2021, reported on 
risk management and the advancement of sustainability-based manage-
ment in the Group as a whole

  Nomination and 
Remuneration 
Advisory Committee

Chairman of the Board  
President  
Directors (outside)
Notes:  Members as of April 2022 

Chaired by an outside director

7

Provides recommendations on improving the transparency, objectivity, 
and accountability of the Board of Directors in relation to decisions on the 
appointment, remuneration, and succession plans of directors. In fiscal 
2021, mainly submitted recommendations on the revision of the remuner-
ation plan for officers to be used from fiscal 2022 onwards and on the 
revision of the succession plans

  Risk Management 
Committee

Executive officers in charge of the Management Strategy 
Department, Group Management Department, General Affairs 
Department, Human Resources Strategy Department, Public 
Relations and Marketing Department, Railway Headquarters, 
and Development and Administration of Facilities Headquarters  
President of Keihin Kyuko Bus Co., Ltd.

6

Centrally gathers and manages all risk and crisis information for the entire 
Group and works with each department and Group company in conduct-
ing activities to reduce the management risks of the entire Group, prevent 
their materialization, and establish systems in preparation for crises. In 
fiscal 2021, submitted recommendations on countermeasures for impor-
tant Companywide risks and other recommendations

  Sustainability 
Committee (begin-
ning in April 2022)

President
Executive officers in charge of the Group Structural Reform 
Department, Management Strategy Department, Group 
Management Department, General Affairs Department, 
Human Resources Strategy Department, Public Relations 
and Marketing Department, Railway Headquarters, and 
Development and Administration of Facilities Headquarters

–
Considers and deliberates on matters related to the formulation, 
advancement, and progress management of sustainability strategy,  
management strategy, and medium- to long-term management plans

/

Corporate Governance System

Election and 
dismissal

Election and 
dismissal

Election and dismissal

Selection  
(delegation of authority  
for business execution)  

Supervision and dismissal

Report
Submission  

and reporting

Deliberation or 
reporting

Management 
supervision

Supervision

Consultation

Audit

Audit

Audit

 
Board of Directors  

(Directors,  
outside directors)

President

❼  Sustainability Committee ❹  Group Presidents 
Meeting

Group Management 
Conference  

(executive officers)

Nomination and 
Remuneration  

Advisory Committee

Business execution organization
Contact for whistleblowing

General Meeting of Shareholders

Accounting 
auditor

Audit & 
Supervisory 

Board 
secretariat

Audit & Supervisory Board 
(Audit & Supervisory Board 
members, outside Audit & 

Supervisory Board members)

Headquarters, offices,  
and departments Group companies

Attorney-at- 
law

Corporate Governance

R
ep

o
rt

 o
f 

w
hi

st
le

b
lo

w
in

g

Contact point for whistle-
blowing in relation to officers

Inquiry and Auditing 
Group Operating

Department (Internal 
Audit Department)

❻  Risk Management 
Committee

/ 
/

Cooperation Cooperation

Cooperation Cooperation

Cooperation

18.8%
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Issues recognized in fiscal 2020 Main initiatives in fiscal 2021

•  Narrow down the number of items for examination

•  Increase discussion on management plans and risks as well as 
environmental, social, and governance factors

•  Participate actively in the creation and management of a CEO 
 succession plan

•  Enhance monitoring functions through the construction and 
 management of an internal control system

•  Revised criteria for submitting agenda items, criteria for resubmitting 
agenda items, and meeting administration methods

•  Established risk categories and included specific risks as agenda items

•  Formulated policies for the development of the CEO (president) in 
the succession plan

•  Reported various discussions of the Risk Management Committee 
to the Board of Directors

Issues recognized in fiscal 2021

•  Narrow down the number of items for examination (ongoing issue)

•  Enhance discussions on human resource strategy and intellectual 
property strategy

•  Enhance discussions on the advancement of digital transformation

•  Enhance discussions on environmental, social, and governance 
factors (further linkage with management strategy)

To enhance the effectiveness of the Board of Directors, all officers 

participate in an annual evaluation of the Board. The results of the 

evaluation are utilized in deliberations on issues and in the admin-

istration of the Board. Further, to elicit frank opinions from those 

surveyed, since fiscal 2018 an external organization has been 

commissioned to collect and tabulate the survey results. In addi-

tion, the analysis and evaluation of the effectiveness of the Board 

as a whole is disclosed in the Corporate Governance Report.

 Fiscal 2021 Initiatives Based on the Fiscal 2020 Evaluation

 Fiscal 2021 Evaluation and Issues

 Evaluation Summary Main Evaluation Items

• Composition of the Board

• Administration of the Board

• Deliberations at Board meetings

• Monitoring function of the Board

•  Support system for directors and Audit & Supervisory 
Board members

• Training

• Initiatives of the Board

Effectiveness Evaluation Process

Questionnaire for 
all officers

Tabulation of responses 
to the questionnaire and 
identification of matters 
requiring improvement, 

conducted by the 
secretariat of the Board 

of Directors

Individual exami-
nation of matters 

requiring 
improvement

Deliberation on 
matters requiring 
improvement at 

the Group 
Management 
Conference

Deliberation on 
matters requiring 
improvement at 
meetings of the 

Board of Directors

Improvement of 
matters as 
required

In fiscal 2020, the responses of directors to a questionnaire reflected recognition of the increasingly high standards of corporate gover-

nance expected by stakeholders as well as the growing stringency of criteria for evaluating effectiveness.

In fiscal 2021, the Board of Directors was evaluated and deemed to be effective in realizing improvements by appropriately addressing the 

issues identified in fiscal 2020. Meanwhile, the following issues were newly recognized in the fiscal 2021 effectiveness evaluation.

An individual who possesses at least one of the skills in semicircle*1 and at least one of the skills in semicircle*2

 Qualities Required of the President
To ensure that the appointment of the president is properly conducted through a transparent and fair process, the Group defines the ideal 

president and, under the categories of personal qualities and skill set, clarifies the attributes sought. We enhance the personal qualities and 

skill set required of the president by clarifying development tasks for each candidate, conducting job rotations, and providing education 

and training that enables candidates to acquire the knowledge needed by executives. In accordance with changes in the business environ-

ment, we will continue revising the personal qualities and skill set we seek in our president.

  Successor Development Policy and 
Selection Process

With the aim of ensuring that the Group sustains growth 

and enhances corporate value over the medium to long 

term, successors to the position of president are devel-

oped and appointed in a planned manner. To further 

systematize this planning, a president succession plan is 

formulated. In formulating the plan, a series of delibera-

tions are conducted by the Nomination and Remuneration 

Advisory Committee, which is chaired by an independent 

outside director and in which independent outside direc-

tors constitute a majority. In fiscal 2021, the qualities of an 

ideal president were clarified, and the management process was revised with a view to further improving the transparency and objectivity of 

successor nomination. Going forward, management of the succession plan will continue based on the Nomination and Remuneration Advisory 

Committee’s monitoring of the progress in successor development and based on supervision conducted by the Board of Directors.

The Company conducts training that enhances the skills that officers need to perform their roles and duties. Through officer training that 

takes into account the business environment and external affairs, the Company strengthens the business management capabilities of 

directors and executive officers. In fiscal 2021, officer training focused on the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures. In addi-

tion, Audit & Supervisory Board members acquire the knowledge required to fulfill the responsibilities of their positions by actively partici-

pating in external training events and studying diligently. Additionally, when outside directors and outside Audit & Supervisory Board 

members assume office, measures are taken to deepen their understanding of the Group, including the provision of summary information 

on the Group—which covers its businesses, finances, and organization—and tours of Group facilities as necessary.

An individual who has the personal qualities and skill set to serve as president and who can elevate the corporate value of the 
Group over the medium to long term by achieving the goals of management plansIdeal president

Skill setPersonal qualities

Corporate 
management

ICT / Digital ICT / Digital 
TransformationTransformation

Human resource Human resource 
development / development / 
OrganizationalOrganizational

strategystrategy

Finance / Finance / 
AccountingAccounting

Sales /  Sales /  
MarketingMarketing

TransportationTransportation

*2

*1

Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Board of Directors

Officer Training

President Succession Plan

Real estate / Real estate / 
Lifestyle Lifestyle 
servicesservices

Governance / Governance / 
Legal affairs / Legal affairs / 

Risk Risk 
managementmanagement

Sustainability / Sustainability / 
Business strategyBusiness strategy

Board of Directors

Supervision 
of manage-
ment status

Resolution 
on next 

president

Selection and  
development period

Period immediately  
prior to appointment

President

Nomination and 
Remuneration Advisory 
Committee members

Confirmation of appropriate-
ness as a candidate based  
on statements and attitude  
at meetings and on other 

occasions

Nomination and Remuneration Advisory Committee
Confirmation of candidate

(7) Proposal

(4) Report on 
deliberations

(8)  Report on 
deliberations

(6)  Advice and 
recom

m
endations(2

)  A
dv

ic
e 

an
d 

re
co

m
m

en
da

tio
ns

(3) Report on 
management

(5) Proposal(1
) P

ro
po

sa
l

Ability to 
achieve 
goals

Leadership

Vision

Self- 
discipline

Ambitious 
mindset

Communication  
skills

Energy
Boldness
Stamina

Integrity
Intelligence

Virtuousness

Farsightedness
Risk awareness

Decisiveness

Reform-
mindedness
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Performance-Linked Remuneration and Bonuses

Amount of Remuneration of Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board 
Members, and Executive Officers

Reduction of Cross-Shareholdings

Composition of Remuneration

The Company provides explanations of agenda items one week prior to meetings of the Board of Directors and distributes the agenda 

items two business days prior to the meetings so that outside directors and outside Audit & Supervisory Board members have an ade-

quate understanding of the details of agenda items before attending meetings of the Board. In addition, to stimulate discussion at meet-

ings of the Board, the minutes of the Group Management Conference are shared with outside directors and outside Audit & Supervisory 

Board members as necessary.

 Further, several times a year we hold meetings solely comprising outside officers to deepen friendship among them. We also help out-

side officers gain a better understanding of our businesses by organizing tours of our facilities.

 Quantitative evaluation
Point evaluation based on the degree of achievement of the 

management plan in terms of the consolidated financial figures 

for the fiscal year

The composition of the remuneration of directors and executive 

officers is determined by the Board of Directors after consultation 

with the Nomination and Remuneration Advisory Committee, in 

which independent outside directors constitute a majority. The 

remuneration of Audit & Supervisory Board members is deter-

mined based on the deliberations of these members in accor-

dance with the resolutions of the General Meeting of 

Shareholders. From the viewpoint of ensuring the appropriate-

ness and independence of auditing operations, Audit & 

Supervisory Board members only receive fixed remuneration.

Basic Policy

As a corporate group supporting people living and working in and visiting lineside areas, the Keikyu Group gives first priority to 
ensuring safety and security and develops lineside areas through the generation of synergies based on Groupwide collaboration. 
Given these distinctive features of the Group’s business management, emphasis is placed on short-term business performance, 
enhancement of corporate value and business performance over the medium to long term, and sharing value with shareholders. 
Further, in determining remuneration, the Company takes into consideration employee salaries, trends at other companies, survey 
data from external research organizations, and other factors.

Remuneration Breakdown (Annual Amounts and Standard Amounts)

(%)

0 20 40 60 80 100

Representative director, 
chairman

Representative director, 
president

Inside directors other than
representative directors

Representative directors
other than 
the aforementioned

Outside directors

Executive of�cers 
(who do not concurrently 
serve as directors)

164638
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 Fixed remuneration  Performance-linked remuneration and bonuses (short-term incentives) 
 Stock remuneration (long-term incentives)

Evaluation type
Officers eligible  

for payment
Description

Fixed 
remuneration

Directors
A fixed amount shall be paid in accordance with the rules on remuneration for directors and executive officers (hereinafter “Rules”), 
which are determined by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, chairman remuneration shall be paid in addition to the fixed remunera-
tion of the Board’s chairman.

Executive officers The remuneration that has been determined for each position shall be paid in accordance with the Rules.

Representative 
director 
remuneration

Representative 
director, chairman

Fixed remuneration shall be paid in accordance with the Rules.

Representative 
directors other 
than the chairman

Fixed remuneration and performance-linked remuneration shall be paid in accordance with the Rules.

Bonus Executive officers
To boost Company performance incentives, in accordance with the Rules, bonuses are paid to executive officers for the execution of 
their duties during the fiscal year, based on the standard amount determined for each position and taking into consideration perfor-
mance and other factors.

Stock 
remuneration

Inside directors, 
executive officers

Payment is provided in the form of shares of the Company. In accordance with the stock remuneration regulations for officers, estab-
lished by the Board of Directors, points are granted to each officer, and shares of the Company corresponding to the number of points 
are, in principle, delivered upon retirement of the officer.

Bonus Evaluation Breakdowns by Position (Standard Amounts)

(%)

President and 
executive of�cer

Vice president and 
executive of�cer

Senior managing 
executive of�cer

Managing executive of�cer

Executive of�cer
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 Portion based on consolidated financial results  Portion based on execution of duties

Indicators used: Target and result, fiscal 2021
•  Profit attributable to owners of parent, which is the source of 

dividends paid to shareholders 
¥8.6 billion and ¥12.5 billion

•  Consolidated net interest-bearing debt, which is an indicator for 
maintaining a sound financial structure 
¥457.6 billion and ¥428.2 billion

•  Consolidated net interest-bearing debt/EBITDA ratio, which takes 
operating cash flows into account 
13.6 times and 12.8 times

Fiscal 2021 performance
Deterioration of business performance due to the COVID-19 pandemic

Securing and maintenance of lifelines indispensable for lineside area residents

For the purpose of sustainable business growth and the 

enhancement of corporate value over the medium to long term, 

the Company will hold cross-shareholdings when their signifi-

cance is recognized from the perspective of contributions to 

business collaboration, establishment and strengthening of 

cooperative relationships, and the Company’s management 

strategy. If the significance of holding a stock diminishes, the 

relevant cross-shareholding shall be gradually reduced. 

 Annually, the rationale for holding each stock is subject to both 

quantitative and qualitative verification at meetings of the Board 

of Directors, resulting in a comprehensive decision as to whether 

to maintain a particular cross-shareholding and as to the number 

of shares that should be held.

 Based on the aforementioned policy, a meeting of the Board  

of Directors convened in April 2022 approved a resolution on a 

policy to reduce the amount of cross-shareholdings (including 

deemed cross-shareholdings) to 20.0% of consolidated net 

assets or less by the end of fiscal 2023, the final year of the 

Medium-Term Management Plan.

 Further, if the Company receives an offer for the disposal of  

its shares from a company with which the Company has cross-

shareholdings, the Company shall not hinder this disposal 

through such actions as suggesting a decrease in transactions 

with said company.

Category
Total amount of  
remuneration 

(millions of yen)

Number of  
eligible officers 

(persons)

Directors  
(of whom are outside directors)

219

(27)

13

(4)

Audit & Supervisory Board members  
(of whom are outside Audit & Supervisory 
Board members)

69

(43)

4

(3)

Executive officers  
(not serving as directors)

102 7

April 2021–March 2022

FY2020 FY2021

Amount of  
cross-shareholdings 
(Millions of yen)

Specified investment 
shares 46,836 39,184

Deemed 
cross-shareholdings 43,577 40,852

Total 90,413 80,036

As a percentage of consolidated net assets 36.30 31.16

Cross-Shareholdings

 Qualitative evaluation
•  Level of contribution to increasing the future corporate value of 

the entire Group

•  Impact of special factors on operating performance

•  Evaluation of the Company’s operating performance by exter-

nal organizations

•  Evaluation of safety with respect to scandals and incidents, 

among other adverse events, that could have an impact on the 

entire Group
Remuneration Plan for Officers

Provision of Information and Support to Outside Officers

Total Cross-Shareholdings: Amount and as a Percentage of 
Consolidated Net Assets

(Millions of yen) (%)
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 Directors  

 Kazuyuki Harada
Representative Director, Chairman
Date of Birth: January 22, 1954

Apr. 1976 Joined the Company
Jun. 2007 Director, the Company
Jun. 2010 Executive Director, the Company
Jun. 2011 Senior Executive Director, the Company
Jun. 2013 President, the Company 

Representative Director, the Company (present)
Jun. 2019 President and Executive Officer, the Company
Apr. 2022 Representative Director, Chairman (present)
Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

 Kazuo Urabe
Director, Senior Managing Executive Officer
Date of Birth: November 3, 1961

Apr. 1984 Joined the Company
Jun. 2015 Director, the Company 

In charge of Personnel Department (currently Human Resources 
Strategy Department), the Company (present)

Jun. 2019 Director, Managing Executive Officer, the Company 
In charge of Accounts and Finance Department, the Company

Jun. 2021 Office Manager, Management Strategy Department, the Company 
(present)

Apr. 2022 Director, Senior Managing Executive Officer, the Company 
(present)

Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

 Yoshinori Terajima
Outside Director
Date of Birth: January 2, 1959

Mar. 2017 Representative Director, Executive Vice President,  
Nippon Life Insurance Company

Mar. 2018 Director, Nippon Life Insurance Company
Apr. 2018 President, Representative Director,  

Taisay Building Management Co., Ltd. (present)
Jun. 2018 Director, the Company (present)
Jan. 2022 Chair, Nomination and Remuneration Advisory Committee,  

the Company (present)
Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

 Yukihiro Kawamata
Representative Director, President
Date of Birth: February 10, 1964

Apr. 1986 Joined the Company
Jun. 2016 Director, the Company
Jun. 2019 Director, Managing Executive Officer, the Company
Apr. 2022 President and Executive Officer, the Company (present) 

Representative Director, the Company (present) 
In charge of Inquiry and Auditing Group Operating Department 
(present)

Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

 Kenji Sato
Director, Managing Executive Officer
Date of Birth: January 24, 1962

Apr. 1984 Joined the Company
Jun. 2017 Director, the Company 

President, Keikyu Store Co., Ltd.
Jun. 2019 Director, Executive Officer, the Company
Jun. 2021 Director, Managing Executive Officer, the Company (present) 

Office Manager, Public Relations and Marketing Department,  
the Company (present)

Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

 Tamaki Kakizaki
Outside Director
Date of Birth: January 16, 1961

Apr. 2008 Professor, Graduate School of Law, Toyo University
Apr. 2012 Professor, Graduate School of International Social Sciences, 

Yokohama National University
Apr. 2014 Professor, School of Law, Meiji University (present)
Jun. 2016 Outside Director, Eisai Co., Ltd. 

Outside Director, Mitsubishi Shokuhin Co., Ltd. (present)
Jun. 2017 Outside Auditor, Japan Airport Terminal Co., Ltd.
Jun. 2019 Member of the Corporate Value Analysis Committee, the Company 

(present)
Jun. 2020 Director, the Company (present)
Jun. 2021 Outside Director, The Akita Bank, Ltd. (present)
Jun. 2022 Outside Director (Auditor), Japan Airport Terminal Co., Ltd. (present)
Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

 Toshiaki Honda
Director, Senior Managing Executive Officer
Date of Birth: July 12, 1958

Apr. 1982 Joined the Company
Jun. 2011 Director, the Company
Jun. 2016 Executive Director, the Company
Jun. 2019 Director, Senior Managing Executive Officer, the Company (present)
Jun. 2020 Senior General Manager, Development and Administration of 

Facilities Headquarters, the Company (present)
Jun. 2021 Representative Director, the Company 

Jointly in charge of Shinagawa Development Department,  
the Company

Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

 Kazuhide Sakurai
Director, Managing Executive Officer
Date of Birth: January 8, 1966

Apr. 1988 Joined the Company
Jun. 2019 Executive Officer, the Company
Apr. 2022 Managing Executive Officer, the Company 

Senior General Manager, Railway Headquarters, the Company 
(present) 
Jointly in charge of Shinagawa Development Department,  
the Company

Jun. 2022 Director, Managing Executive Officer, the Company (present)
Sept. 2022 Jointly in charge of Shinagawa Development Department, 

Development and Administration of Facilities Headquarters,  
the Company (present)

Board Meetings Attended: NA

 Sawako Nohara
Outside Director
Date of Birth: January 16, 1958

Dec. 2001 President, Representative Director, IPSe Marketing, Inc. (present)
Jun. 2006 Outside Director, NEC Corporation
Jun. 2012 Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member,  

Sompo Japan Insurance Inc.
Jun. 2013 Outside Director, NKSJ Holdings, Inc. (currently Sompo Holdings, Inc.)
Jun. 2014 Outside Director, JAPAN POST BANK Co., Ltd.
Jun. 2018 Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member, TOKYO GAS CO., LTD.
Jun. 2019 Member of the Board (Outside), DAIICHI SANKYO COMPANY, 

LIMITED (present)
Apr. 2020 Project Professor, Graduate School of Media and Governance,  

Keio University
Jun. 2021 Director, the Company (present) 

Outside Director, TOKYO GAS CO., LTD.
Jun. 2022 Outside Director, Resona Holdings, Inc. (present)
Board Meetings Attended: 10/10*

Independence Criteria for Outside Officers (Japanese only)

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/ir/policy/pdf/governance_criteria.pdf

Independent Directors/Auditors Notification (Japanese only) 

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/ir/policy/pdf/governance_notificationform.pdf

Directors, Audit & Supervisory Board Members, and Executive Officers 

at a Glance

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/en/ir/officer.html

Name Current position Area of responsibility Corporate 
management

Sustainability / 
Business 
strategy

Finance / 
Accounting

Governance / 
Legal affairs / 

Risk 
management

Human resource 
development / 
Organizational 

strategy

Sales /  
Marketing

ICT /  
Digital 

Transformation
Transportation

Real estate / 
Lifestyle  
services

Kazuyuki 
Harada

Representative Director, 
Chairman

Yukihiro 
Kawamata

Representative Director,  
President
President and Executive Officer

In charge of the Inquiry and Auditing Group  
Operating Department

Toshiaki 
Honda

Director,  
Senior Managing  
Executive Officer

Senior General Manager, Development and  
Administration of Facilities Headquarters

Kazuo 
Urabe

Director,  
Senior Managing  
Executive Officer

Office Manager, Management Strategy Department
In charge of the Human Resources Strategy Department

Kenji  
Sato

Director,  
Managing Executive Officer

Office Manager, Public Relations and  
Marketing Department

Kazuhide 
Sakurai 

Director,  
Managing Executive Officer

Senior General Manager, Railway Headquarters
Jointly in charge of the Shinagawa Development Department, 
Development and Administration of Facilities Headquarters

Yoshinori 
Terajima

Outside Director  
(independent officer)

Tamaki 
Kakizaki

Outside Director  
(independent officer)

Sawako 
Nohara

Outside Director  
(independent officer)

Skills Matrix for Directors

Skills Matrix
•  The symbol  indicates skills that will be developed by assigning directors 

responsibility for related areas.

•  The above skills matrix does not represent all the skills possessed by directors.

Male

Male

Male Male

Male Male

The number of Board meetings attended covers the period from April 1, 2021, to March 31, 2022.

*  The number of meetings attended by Director Sawako Nohara covers the period beginning after her appointment on 

June 29, 2021.

Male
Independent

Female
Independent

Female
Independent

Newly Appointed

Corporate Governance Management Systems

Foundations of Value Creation
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 Audit & Supervisory Board Members  
 Yuichiro Hirokawa

Standing Audit &  
Supervisory Board Member
Date of Birth: July 26, 1958

Apr. 1982 Joined the Company
Jun. 2007 General Manager, Accounts and Finance 

Department, the Company
Jun. 2011 Director, the Company
Jun. 2016 Executive Director, the Company
Jun. 2019 Standing Audit & Supervisory Board Member,  

the Company (present)
Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

Audit & Supervisory Board Meetings Attended: 10/10  

 Osamu Sudoh
Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member
Date of Birth: January 24, 1952

Apr. 1980 Registered as an Attorney-at-Law
Jun. 1999 Established and Partner of SUDOH & TAKAI LAW 

OFFICES (currently SUDOH & PARTNERS) (present)
Sept. 2005 Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member, 

Bandai Namco Holdings Inc.
Jun. 2011  Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member, 

MITSUI-SOKO Co., Ltd. (currently MITSUI-SOKO 
HOLDINGS Co., Ltd.) (present)

Jun. 2016 Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member, 
PRONEXUS INC. (present) 
Audit & Supervisory Board Member,  
the Company (present)

Jun. 2018 Member of the Corporate Value Analysis 
Committee, the Company (present)

Jun. 2022 Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member, 
Bandai Namco Amusement Inc. (present)

Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

Audit & Supervisory Board Meetings Attended: 10/10

 Takashi Suetsuna
Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member
Date of Birth: March 8, 1949

Aug. 2002 Chief, Kanagawa Prefectural Police Headquarters
Aug. 2004 Deputy Superintendent General,  

Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department
Sept. 2005 Chief Chamberlain, the Board of the Crown 

Prince’s Household, Imperial Household Agency
Apr. 2009 Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of 

Japan to Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
Jun. 2013 Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member, 

Marubeni Corporation
Jun. 2015 Outside Director, TOTETSU KOGYO CO., LTD. 

(present)
Jun. 2016 Outside Auditor, KANDENKO Co., Ltd. (present) 

Audit & Supervisory Board Member, the Company 
(present)

Jun. 2017 Outside Director, JCR Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd. 
(present)

Board Meetings Attended: 13/13

Audit & Supervisory Board Meetings Attended: 9/10

Name Current position Corporate 
management

Sustainability / 
Business 
strategy

Finance / 
Accounting

Governance / 
Legal affairs / 

Risk 
management

Human resource 
development / 
Organizational 

strategy

Sales /  
Marketing

ICT /  
Digital 

Transformation
Transportation

Real estate / 
Lifestyle  
services

Yuichiro Hirokawa Standing Audit & Supervisory Board Member

Osamu Harada Outside Standing Audit & Supervisory Board Member (independent officer)

Takashi Suetsuna Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member (independent officer)

Osamu Sudoh Outside Audit & Supervisory Board Member (independent officer)

Skills Matrix for Audit & Supervisory Board Members

Skills Matrix
•  The above skills matrix does not represent all the skills possessed by Audit & Supervisory Board members.

Name Current position Area of responsibility Corporate 
management

Sustainability / 
Business 
strategy

Finance / 
Accounting

Governance / 
Legal affairs / 

Risk 
management

Human resource 
development / 
Organizational 

strategy

Sales /  
Marketing

ICT /  
Digital 

Transformation
Transportation

Real estate / 
Lifestyle  
services

Yuichi 
Kaneko

Managing Executive 
Officer

General Manager, Shinagawa Development Department and Vice Senior 
General Manager, Development and Administration of Facilities 
Headquarters

Hideki 
Takeya

Executive Officer President, Keikyu Department Store Co., Ltd.

Masahito 
Nomura

Executive Officer President, Keihin Kyuko Bus Co., Ltd.

Isao 
Sugiyama

Executive Officer
General Manager, Group Management Department and General Manager, 
General Affairs Department
In charge of the Group Structural Reform Department

Akio 
Takeuchi

Executive Officer
General Manager, Construction Project Department, Railway 
Headquarters and Assistant General Manager, Shinagawa Development 
Department, Development and Administration of Facilities Headquarters

Skills Matrix for Executive Officers Who Do Not Concurrently Serve as Directors  

Yuichi Kaneko
Managing Executive Officer

Hideki Takeya
Executive Officer

Masahito Nomura
Executive Officer

Isao Sugiyama
Executive Officer

Akio Takeuchi
Executive Officer

 Executive Officers Who Do Not Concurrently Serve as Directors  

Skills Matrix

•  The above skills matrix does not represent all the skills possessed by executive officers who do not concurrently serve as directors.

 Osamu Harada
Outside Standing Audit &  
Supervisory Board Member
Date of Birth: October 12, 1960

Apr. 2011 Executive Officer, Mizuho Bank, Ltd.
Apr. 2012 Managing Executive Officer, Mizuho Bank, Ltd. 

Managing Executive Officer, Mizuho Corporate 
Bank, Ltd. (currently Mizuho Bank, Ltd.)

Apr. 2013 Standing Corporate Auditor,  
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.

Jun. 2014 President and Representative Director,  
Mizuho Real Estate Research Service Co., Ltd.

Jun. 2018 President and Representative Director,  
Mizuho Servicing Co., Ltd.

Jun. 2022 Standing Audit & Supervisory Board Member,  
the Company (current)

Board Meetings Attended: NA

Audit & Supervisory Board Meetings Attended: NA

Reasons for Selection of the Skills That Comprise the Skills Matrix

In light of its medium- to long-term management strategy and management issues, the Group has set out the skills (knowledge, experi-

ence, and capabilities) required of directors and Audit & Supervisory Board members. In nominating candidates for the position of director, 

the experience and skills of the individuals in question are taken into account, and individuals who are able to recognize the changes in the 

business conditions in which the Group operates, verify and determine the Group’s growth strategy while properly supervising its execu-

tion, and increase the corporate value of the Group over the medium to long term are nominated.

 Inside directors are required to possess skills related to business and administrative divisions and a deep understanding of the Group’s 

businesses. In addition, outside directors are expected to have expertise, extensive experience, and a broad range of knowledge that can 

be utilized in the supervision of business execution.

 With respect to the nomination of candidates for the position of Audit & Supervisory Board member, individuals who have the knowl-

edge, experience, and skills to audit the performance of duties by directors appropriately, fairly, and efficiently are nominated.

Skills Reasons for selection

Corporate management To appropriately fulfill management supervisory roles and to respond to sudden changes in the business environment based on 
experience in the business management of the Company, major Group companies, and outside companies

Sustainability /  
Business strategy

To formulate and advance strategies that contribute to the sustained growth of the Group and the enhancement of corporate value 
over the medium to long term

Finance / Accounting To ensure the appropriateness and accuracy of financial reporting, to maintain financial soundness, and to formulate and advance 
financial strategies that realize development projects around Shinagawa Station and other large-scale growth investments

Governance / Legal affairs / 
Risk management

To build a corporate structure that is resilient to risk by possessing a knowledge of governance as the foundations of business 
management while accurately identifying management risks and taking appropriate countermeasures

Human resource development / 
Organizational strategy

To transform into a team of professionals that welcomes diverse values and workstyles and promptly creates new value that aligns 
with changes in the business environment

Sales / Marketing To become a corporate group that is the preferred choice of customers through increased efforts to meet emerging demand and 
through the creation of high-value-added services that target latent demand

ICT / Digital Transformation To improve services by utilizing data and to realize low-cost operations and advance business co-creation inside and outside the 
Group by actively using digital technologies

Transportation To ensure core businesses provide and sustain services that both meet public needs and realize profitability and that reflect policies  
on timetables, fares, and low-cost operations and to develop a mobility platform that provides comfortable, seamless mobility services

Real estate / Lifestyle services To form a community creation platform that creates flows of people and goods and to realize synergy benefits with the mobility 
platform through continued promotion of town development that establishes virtuous cycles among the Group’s businesses

Reasons for Appointment of Directors and Audit & Supervisory Board Members

Position Name Reasons for appointment

Directors

Kazuyuki Harada He has been engaged primarily in railway operations and human resources and has been appointed due to his abundant 
operational experience and deep insight in these areas.

Yukihiro Kawamata He has been engaged primarily in hotel operations and business management and has been appointed due to his abun-
dant operational experience and deep insight in these areas.

Toshiaki Honda He has been engaged primarily in Leisure Services operations and development projects and has been appointed due to 
his abundant operational experience and deep insight in these areas.

Kazuo Urabe He has been engaged primarily in railway operations, accounting, human resources, and general affairs and has been 
appointed due to his abundant operational experience and deep insight in these areas.

Kenji Sato He has been engaged primarily in Retailing operations, public relations, and marketing and has been appointed due to his 
abundant operational experience and deep insight in these areas.

Kazuhide Sakurai He has been engaged primarily in railway operations and has been appointed due to his abundant operational experience 
and deep insight in this area.

Yoshinori Terajima He has served as an executive of a major life insurance company and has been appointed due to his abundant experience 
and broad insight in relation to fund management and investment matters.

Tamaki Kakizaki
She is a university professor specializing in the field of internal control and internal auditing, serves as an outside officer of 
an airport terminal management company, has served as an outside officer of a major pharmaceutical company, and has 
been appointed due to her abundant experience and broad insight.

Sawako Nohara
She is an executive of a company that develops business and marketing strategies for IT-related business, serves as an 
outside officer of a major pharmaceutical company, has served as an expert member of government committees, and has 
been appointed due to her abundant experience and broad insight.

Audit & 
Supervisory Board 
Members

Yuichiro Hirokawa He has been engaged primarily in accounting and has been appointed due to his abundant operational experience and 
deep insight in this area.

Osamu Harada He has served as a standing corporate auditor of a major financial institution and as the president and representative director 
of a debt collection company, and has been appointed due to his abundant operational experience and deep insight.

Takashi Suetsuna
He has served as chief of Kanagawa Prefectural Police Headquarters, as deputy superintendent general of the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Police Department, and as an outside officer of a major general trading company, and has been appointed 
due to his abundant experience and broad insight.

Osamu Sudoh
He has a high degree of expertise in corporate legal affairs as an attorney-at-law, serves as an outside officer of a major 
logistics company and as an outside officer of a general entertainment company, and has been appointed due to his 
abundant experience and broad insight.

Approach to the Nomination of Directors and Audit & Supervisory Board Members
The number of meetings attended covers the period from April 1, 2021, to March 31, 2022.

Male Male Independent

Newly Appointed

Male Independent Male Independent

Male Male Male Male Male
Newly Appointed
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I will support the  

president’s decisive reforms.

Theme

Further Promotion of ESG-Driven Management
As they are rooted in local communities and support and enrich day-to-day life, the Keikyu Group’s businesses fit well  

with ESG-driven management. Accordingly, we are entrenching this type of management by setting forth the Corporate 

Sustainability Strategy as a long-term management strategy of the Keikyu Group Integrated Management Plan and by 

advancing ESG initiatives. Also, with respect to evaluating the effectiveness of the Board of Directors, we view “the  

enhancement of discussions on ESG factors” as an issue going forward. This will heighten the linkage between ESG  

factors and management strategies.

 For this report, we asked outside directors Yoshinori Terajima, Tamaki Kakizaki, and Sawako Nohara to assess our  

ESG initiatives and related tasks going forward.

Functions of the Board of Directors and Outside Directors

I have been serving as an outside director of the Company for more 
than four years now, and my impression is that during this period 
discussions at meetings of the Board of Directors have become 
extremely lively, with outside directors expressing frank and wide-
ranging opinions. The increased liveliness of discussions is in large 
part attributable to patient efforts to establish the appropriate condi-
tions. For example, with respect to the administration of Board meet-
ings, prior explanations have been enhanced to narrow the information 
gap between inside and outside directors. Moreover, sufficient time is 
allowed for discussion before resolutions are passed.
 On the other hand, the Company needs to expedite business 
execution. An approach should be considered whereby resolutions of 
the Board focus on overall direction, while some discretion is given to 
the executive side.

The Nomination and Remuneration Advisory 
Committee’s First Recommendation of a Successor

Since its establishment in 2015, the Nomination and Remuneration 
Advisory Committee has been engaged in discussions with a view to 
developing successors to incumbent senior executives. As committee 
chair, I was recently involved in the process of selecting a successor 
to former president and representative director, Kazuyuki Harada. This 
process marked both the first time an outside director had chaired the 
committee as well as the first time a successor had been nominated 
based on the committee’s recommendations. We were able  
to select a new president by carefully advancing through a series of 
procedures and holding face-to-face meetings once or twice a month.
 The new president, Yukihiro Kawamata, has a different professional 
background from those of his predecessors. He has extensive experi-
ence in hotel operations and other business divisions. Mental and 
physical toughness as well as an ability to forge ahead and reach 
goals are important attributes for a leader in an era that requires 
reform, and in these regards I believe the president is very well 

qualified. Also, his closeness in age to the heads of divisions makes 
him a suitable leader to unite the divisions. In today’s uncertain times,  
I look forward to seeing the president energetically drive the Group 
toward reform and growth.
 Since the appointment of the new president, the committee has 
remained actively engaged in considering a range of matters. 
Currently, we are promoting mutual understanding and communica-
tion not only in the formal setting of committee meetings but also 
through the establishment of various other liaisons and meetings, 
such as setting aside time after Board meetings to exchange opinions 
with inside directors and executive officers.

Support for Group Reform

I believe that the Group faces two main management challenges.
 The first is to develop Real Estate operations into a new growth 
engine. The Keikyu Group Integrated Management Plan calls for the 
development of Real Estate operations into a second pillar of profit 
alongside railway operations. In realizing ongoing development plans, 
such as the development projects around Shinagawa Station, imple-
menting appropriate financial strategies and risk management in 
coordination with internal and external stakeholders will be important.
 The second challenge is to strengthen the human resource strategy—
an indispensable component of corporate activities. Personnel are the 
assets of a company, and without employee satisfaction, there can be 
no improvement in customer satisfaction. A human resource strategy  
is currently being deliberated at Board meetings. Through collaboration 
and communication among divisions, a sense of unity as a group must 
be created.
 The role of an outside director is not limited to checking proposals 
made by the execution side. Premised on appropriate assessment of 
risks, the provision of support and encouragement to the execution 
side is, on occasion, also essential. With this in mind, I will support  
the president’s decisive reforms.

Yoshinori Terajima
Outside Director

Messages from Outside Directors

Foundations of Value Creation
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Essential Elements of Further Governance Reform

In the two and a half years since I became an outside director, gover-
nance reforms have steadily progressed. I feel that the Board of 
Directors has been holding uninhibited, constructive discussions.

 Medium- and long-term management policies are often discussed 
at Board meetings, and quarterly reports on the operations of each 
business no longer merely describe initiatives but now include specific 
analysis of current risks and issues. However, scope for improvement 
remains as there is still not enough discussion on how to link the 
identified issues to medium- and long-term goals.

 In addition, recent briefings prior to Board meetings have increas-
ingly become venues for exchanging opinions and raising questions. 
Although agenda items are explained at Board meetings by the direc-
tors, officers, and general managers in charge, as an outside director  
I would also like to be informed about facets of agenda items that are 
not immediately evident from the agenda items alone, such as their 
background. Moreover, I would like to share a sense of the intangibles 
attached to agenda items, including the mood and commitment levels 
of officers at preliminary briefings. To facilitate deeper discussions, 
while giving due consideration to the efficiency of the proceedings, we 
need to be more creative in separating and linking preliminary briefings 
and Board meeting discussions.

Issues and Strengths of ESG-Driven Management

The new president has inherited his predecessor’s belief that the ESG 
initiatives and business management of the Group are inseparable.
In fiscal 2021, based on the Corporate Sustainability Strategy set out 
in the Keikyu Group Integrated Management Plan, KPIs were estab-
lished with a view to contributing to the sustainable development of 
local communities and the Group. Looking ahead, we may consider 
linking executive compensation to these KPIs. Other tasks include 
establishing time frames for KPIs and formulating a road map, which  
is indispensable for the realization of long-term goals. The Group is 
rooted in railway operations, where safety and peace of mind are 
paramount. As a result, even amid the current diversification of opera-
tions, the Group still benefits from having an honest, serious manage-
ment culture that addresses issues steadily and diligently. However, 
since many of the Group’s businesses have long-term investment 
plans, the Group must have the flexibility to promptly detect changes 

in current conditions and, at times, decisively adjust the trajectories  
of strategies.
 While it faces such issues, the Group has major advantages in 
relation to ESG-driven management. The first of these is the broad 
range of businesses in which the Group is engaged through its mobil-
ity and community creation platforms. This diverse portfolio enables 
the combination of existing businesses to realize innovations that 
create new value. A second significant advantage is that the Group’s 
shareholders include many residents of lineside areas. This stake-
holder overlap between shareholders and lineside area residents 
means that corporate value enhancement and benefits to local com-
munities are tied together. The Group’s purpose lies precisely in creat-
ing value and contributing to local communities through improvement 
in the convenience of railways and through town development.

Toward Construction of Governance That Is Open to  
the World

Through many meetings of the Nomination and Remuneration Advisory 
Committee during the COVID-19 pandemic, I was able to closely 
observe and participate in the process of selecting a new president.  
In this process, we focused on individuals with the qualities needed to 
lead transformation. We emphasized this type of leadership because, 
ultimately, the senior executive determines and changes a company’s 
long-term direction. I fully expect that Yukihiro Kawamata will demon-
strate the leadership required by the Group. Moreover, the Board of 
Directors has the responsibility to support him in these efforts.
 Due to the incorporation of ESG priorities, global frameworks in the 
field of internal control and compliance management, which is my field 
of expertise, are about to undergo major changes. As a corporate 
group listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange’s Prime Market, the Group 
must adapt to these changes and become a corporate group that is 
open to the world, regardless of whether or not it has overseas busi-
nesses. By drawing on my expertise and providing the latest insights 
from inside and outside Japan, I intend to help increase the effective-
ness of the Keikyu Group’s governance even further.

A Year That Left Me with the Impression of a Steady, 
Conscientious Corporate Attitude

Looking back on the year and a half since becoming an outside 
director, I believe that the Keikyu Group deserves high marks for 
corporate steadiness. It has been an unusual period in which the 
Group has been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic and faced a 
challenging business environment. Nonetheless, at each phase of the 
crisis the Group analyzed what needed to be done and continued with 
steady efforts accordingly.
 This laudable corporate attitude is also conspicuous in meetings  
of the Board of Directors. Particularly with respect to discussions on 
ESG-driven management and other medium- to long-term themes, 
ongoing discussions on agenda items begin when they are between 
70% and 80% complete. As a result, outside directors and outside 
Audit & Supervisory Board members can readily make proposals and 
raise issues. Further, the executive side does not offer explanations or 
express agreement in an ad hoc manner but instead follows a cycle of 
carefully considering and assessing proposals from outside directors 
and outside Audit & Supervisory Board members, making improve-
ments, and passing resolutions. Based on my experience serving in  
a number of outside director and outside Audit & Supervisory Board 
member positions, I believe that the Group’s Board of Directors is 
effective and adequately fulfills its monitoring function.
 In fiscal 2022, the Board has conducted ESG-driven management 
by deliberating and passing resolutions in relation to disclosure based 
on the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures and in relation to the formulation of the Basic 
Sustainability Policy. As for the Corporate Sustainability Strategy, the 
Group has positioned ESG initiatives at the base of business manage-
ment, and my impression is that the Group is steadily advancing these 
initiatives. As it is listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange’s Prime Market, 
the Keikyu Group must conform with global trends. Against this back-
drop, the Group is not passively dealing with ESG issues in reaction to 
external expectations related to disclosure but  
is tackling issues sincerely and substantively.

The Importance of Deeper Cross-Divisional Discussions 
and the Exploration of Various Possibilities

The Group aims to help develop a sustainable society and economy by 
providing new value that reflects changes in the business environment, 

lifestyles, and values since the COVID-19 pandemic. To this end, the 
Group is interlinking the mobility platform, which comprises railway, bus, 
and taxi operations, and the community creation platform, which 
includes Real Estate, Retailing, and Leisure Services operations as well 
as lifestyle support services. To further this interlinkage, the Group must 
establish the big picture showing the overall direction of efforts to create 
new value and then facilitate active discussions that transcend the 
boundaries of business divisions. Even matters for which specific 
details have yet to be decided should be put on agendas so that a 
range of possibilities can be explored.

Toward Expedited Reform and the Integration of ESG 
Issues with Management Strategies

In the second year of the Medium-Term Management Plan, I hope that 
having become president at a turning point in the pandemic and as 
the leader of reform for the future, Yukihiro Kawamata will unwaveringly 
communicate the Group’s vision and direction to internal and external 
stakeholders and realize business portfolio reform that is based on the 
shared awareness of all Group employees. In these efforts, the presi-
dent must increase the pace of reform by strengthening cross- 
divisional initiatives and by involving ever more business departments.
 I also hope that the Group strengthens initiatives related to diversity 
and work–life balance. In particular, the percentage of female manag-
ers is too low. While this is partly due to the Group having few female 
employees, I still would like the Group to set a higher KPI than the 
current target, which is 10.0% or more by fiscal 2025. Diversification 
of the Group’s business fields through reform will broaden the range of 
fields available for women to work in. From the perspective of organi-
zational development, I also want the Group to consider initiatives that 
integrate ESG issues with management strategies.
 As the Group grapples with the issue of how best to envision and 
realize future growth, I believe my mission is to raise questions from an 
external viewpoint. In particular, I will contribute to the Group’s digital 
transformation and development of businesses in new fields by using 
experience gained from serving on government councils as an exter-
nal expert advisor as well as experience garnered from many years of 
working in the senior management teams of a digital technology 
business and an innovation-related research company. By continuing 
to support reform in such ways, I will contribute to the enhancement 
of the Keikyu Group’s corporate value.

Sawako Nohara
Outside Director

I will contribute to the enhancement 

of corporate value by raising questions 

from an external perspective.

Tamaki Kakizaki
Outside Director

I will help establish 

governance that is open  

to the world.

Messages from Outside Directors

Foundations of Value Creation
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Risk Management

Foundations of Value Creation

The Keikyu Group has established the Risk Management Committee to centrally consolidate and manage Groupwide risk and crisis informa-

tion. The committee works with in-house divisions and Group companies to reduce Groupwide management risks, prevent their actualization, 

and establish systems in preparation for crises. In addition, the committee routinely shares information on significant risks with internal control 

divisions and reports such risks regularly and as required to the Board of Directors for examination. Further, to increase the effectiveness of 

risk management, information on significant risks is shared at the Group Presidents Meeting. Moreover, the Company’s Inquiry and Auditing 

Group Operating Department audits the appropriateness of the risk management systems of in-house divisions and Group companies.

Established in June 2021, the Risk Management Committee identified important risks that could hinder the achievement of the Group’s 

overall management plans, ascertained the status of countermeasures to these risks in each department and at each Group company, and 

organized initiatives going forward. As needed, we will review the identified risks in response to changes in the business environment. We 

will also monitor the progress of risk countermeasures.
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Category Risk Reasons for identification as an important risk Progress of main countermeasures and initiatives going forward

Priority 
Response 
Risks

Compliance 
violations 
(harassment)

This was identified as an important risk because outmoded, 
unintentional language and behavior on the part of manag-
ers or the assignment of unreasonable tasks by them may 
constitute power harassment, which could result in a 
decline in the productivity of the entire Group or a long-term 
loss of trust.

The Group is conducting awareness-raising activities, including 
regular compliance training based on the Compliance Rules, the 
Keikyu Group Compliance Policy, and the Standards of Conduct for 
Keikyu Group Officers and Employees. In addition, the Group is 
implementing various countermeasures, including responding to 
incidents appropriately and reducing the risk of recurrence through 
the establishment of a centralized Groupwide system that deals with 
harassment incidents in the Group.

Earthquakes 
and tsunamis

This was identified as an important risk because, although 
the Group has established a business continuity plan that 
envisions an earthquake directly under the Tokyo metropoli-
tan area and is proceeding with measures such as the 
seismic reinforcement of elevated track viaducts, there 
remains the risk of a tsunami that exceeds the assumptions 
of the current business continuity plan being generated by  
a Nankai Trough earthquake. Casualties, damages, or the 
interruption of business activities resulting from such a 
tsunami could significantly affect the Group’s financial 
position and business performance.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures, including the 
development of a Groupwide business continuity plan for complex 
disasters. Based on this plan, the Group conducts joint group disaster 
drills and organizes drills for confirming the safety of employees, 
gathering information on damage in each business division, and 
transmitting information on train and bus operations as well as 
operational information from key facilities.

Accidents and 
failures 
related to 
facilities and 
equipment

This was identified as an important risk because the occur-
rence of accidents and failures due to age-related deteriora-
tion of buildings, facilities, and structures that were 
constructed a long time ago could have a significant impact 
on customers in the form of damage or the interruption of 
business activities.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures for accidents 
and failures, including preventive measures that are based on investi-
gating the status of age-related deterioration at all facilities and 
buildings owned by the Group as well as gathering and sharing 
information on accidents at these facilities and buildings.

Priority 
Reporting 
Risks

Incidents or 
injury-causing 
accidents that 
seriously affect 
the lives or 
physical 
well-being of 
customers

This was identified as an important risk because events 
such as injury-causing transportation accidents that seri-
ously affect the lives 
or physical well-being of customers, food poisoning inci-
dents, and the sale of defective housing could damage the 
corporate brand and have a long-term negative impact on 
corporate value.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures. In Transportation 
operations, we are revising operational standards for drivers and 
increasing the installation of luminous signals with the aim of prevent-
ing train derailments and other serious railway driving accidents. In 
Real Estate operations, we are endeavoring to prevent accidents 
caused by faulty construction or aged facilities through the utilization of 
inspections that are conducted by third- party organizations as well as 
site inspections that are conducted by multiple parties at each con-
struction stage. Further, businesses that handle food products prevent 
food-related accidents through sanitation management based on the 
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point approach.

Other 
Important 
Risks

Landslide 
disasters

This was identified as an important risk because, although 
we are advancing slope protection and other measures, the 
increased frequency of extreme weather events may lead to 
unexpected disasters, which could result in casualties, 
missing persons, or material damage.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures. In railway 
operations, we are inspecting and constructing earth structures at 
approximately 400 locations where there are differences in elevation 
relative to the tracks, installing protective fences and rockfall detection 
equipment to prevent rocks from falling onto our sites, introducing 
weather radar and high-resolution precipitation nowcasting analysis 
systems, and checking hazard areas through the use of hazard maps.

Basic Approach to Risk Management Important Risks: Identification and Countermeasures

Risk Management System

Risk Management System in Normal Conditions

Risk Management System for Emergencies

Risk management

•  The Risk Management Committee, which includes crisis management functions, has been established to advance Companywide risk management.
•  The Risk Management Committee identifies Companywide risks, including management risks, and supports the risk management activities of each depart-

ment and Group company.
•  The Risk Management Committee reports significant management risks to the Board of Directors and the Group Presidents Meeting.
•  The Inquiry and Auditing Group Operating Department strengthens auditing of the risk management system and  of risk countermeasures implemented by 

departments and Group companies.

Consolidation of information on risks and day-to-day crises

•  Risk management entails consolidating information on risks and day-to-day crises and taking countermeasures in coordination with relevant departments.
• The Inquiry and Auditing Group Operating Department includes a special auditing section, which conducts special audits when instructed by the president.

Mindset reform training

• Training and meetings are held with the aim of establishing risk management systems in each department.
• Compliance training is conducted by external instructors at the Group Presidents Meeting.

•  In the event of a major management crisis, the Company will establish the Crisis Countermeasure General Task Force, which is headed by the president, 
and take action as appropriate.

Classification of Important Risks

The suddenness of occurrence, quantitative impact, and reputational impact of the identified important risks were evaluated by referring  

to examples of risk actualization both inside and outside the Group. Based on a comprehensive evaluation in light of the aforementioned 

characteristics, we then classified the important risks into the following three categories.

Priority Response Risks  Countermeasures for these risks are implemented through Groupwide risk management systems under the 

leadership of the Risk Management Committee, which reports on the progress of countermeasures to the 

Board of Directors and the Group Management Conference as appropriate.

Priority Reporting Risks  Countermeasures for these risks are implemented through the individual risk management systems of each 

department and Group company. However, the Risk Management Committee periodically checks and 

evaluates the progress of such countermeasures and reports their overall status to the Board of Directors 

and the Group Management Conference.

Other Important Risks  Countermeasures for these risks are implemented through the individual risk management systems of each 

department and Group company. However, the Risk Management Committee periodically checks the 

progress of such countermeasures and provides overviews of the situation to the Board of Directors and 

the Group Management Conference.

Risk Management System
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Risk Management

Foundations of Value Creation

As a company responsible for social infrastructure, the Keikyu 

Group cultivates a strong awareness of compliance and ethics 

among its employees to ensure that the Group conforms with 

laws, regulations, and social norms; earns the trust of all its 

stakeholders; and fulfills the social obligations of a good corpo-

rate citizen.

 

Organization and 
systems

Sharing of issues and 
information

We share information on compliance-related initiatives with the senior management of  
the Company and Group companies, as well as with those in charge of operations, at  
the Risk Management Committee, the Group Presidents Meeting, and the Compliance 
Leaders Information Exchange Meeting.

Establishing a shared aware-
ness of compliance among 
Group company employees

In accordance with the “Action Plan for Compliance Improvement” formulated annually  
by each department and Group company, we implement measures and education initia-
tives to raise the overall level of compliance activities among all employees.

Training

Targeting general managers 
and executives

The following lectures were presented for Company personnel with the rank of general 
manager or higher, as well as Group company presidents, to ensure strict compliance:
“Public Relations and Crisis Management” (fiscal 2021) and “Abuses of Power in the 
Workplace and the Responsibility of Senior Management” (fiscal 2022).

Taking other measures, training 
employees

The Group furthers understanding of compliance among all employees by distributing the 
Compliance Card, which includes the Group’s compliance policies and Standards of 
Conduct for Keikyu Group Officers and Employees, and the Keikyu Group Compliance Book, 
which provides examples of specific actions employees should take to ensure compliance.

In fiscal 2021, a compliance survey of all of the Keikyu Group employees was conducted. 
The Group will use the results of this survey to detect compliance violation risks in 
advance and implement appropriate countermeasures as required.

Initiatives to Strengthen Compliance

PDCA Cycle for Continuous Improvement of  
Compliance Activities

Each department and Group company has established a 

PDCA cycle that facilitates continuous improvement in relation 

to the compliance tasks of respective departments and Group 

companies, and information on the achievement of these 

activities, as well as issues, is shared at the Risk Management 

Committee and the Group Presidents Meeting. This informa-

tion is then reflected in the next fiscal year’s activities to raise 

awareness throughout the Group.

 

  Whistleblowing System
The Keikyu Group has established compliance contact points 

and a contact point for whistleblowing in relation to officers 

that can be used by any employee, regardless of company 

affiliation or employment status. The Group has established 

internal and external compliance contact points and arranged 

for Outside Audit & Supervisory Board members to serve as 

the contact point for whistleblowing in relation to officers. In 

this way, we have established a system that not only provides 

early detection of information on compliance violations but 

also prevents violations.

 In addition, we have established Whistleblowing Regulations 

to ensure the thorough implementation of fair and appropriate 

management of the whistleblowing system, including the 

protection of whistleblowers, while ensuring the effectiveness 

of the system by making the contact information for contact 

points known to all Group employees.

PDCA cycle 
in each 

Group company 
and department

Group company presidents and 
department general managers 
formulate the �scal year plan

Group company presidents and 
department general managers 
implement measures in 
accordance with the plan

• Incorporating policies
 for overcoming
 issues into the
 next �scal
 year’s plan

• Preparing a schedule  
 that allows for  
 progress management
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Group company presidents 
and department general 
managers decide policies 
for addressing issues

Group company presidents 
and department general 
managers prepare an 
annual report

Presenting �scal year policies 
(overall direction and themes)

Keikyu Group Compliance Policy

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/en/ir/policy/compliance.html

Basic Approach to ComplianceCategory Risk Reasons for identification as an important risk Progress of main countermeasures and initiatives going forward

Other 
Important 
Risks

Climate change

This was identified as an important risk because the various 
risks associated with climate change—which include physical 
effects, such as an increase in severe natural disasters and 
rising sea levels; stricter government policies, laws, and 
regulations aimed at realizing a carbon-neutral society;  
and a decline in social reputation due to delayed initiatives  
or insufficient disclosure—could significantly affect the  
financial position and business activities of the Group.

In June 2022, we implemented information disclosure based 
on the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures, identified risks and opportunities in 
railway operations and Real Estate operations, and formulated 
policies on related measures. We will continue increasing and 
enhancing analysis and disclosure. In addition, to help realize 
a carbon-neutral society, we have established a long-term 
environmental target: make Keikyu Group carbon neutral  
by 2050. Also, in each of our businesses we are promoting 
energy-saving measures, examining energy generation 
initiatives, and utilizing renewable energy.
For details of Climate Change Countermeasure

Mount Fuji eruption

This was identified as an important risk because, while 
eruptions are likely to be infrequent, widespread ashfall from 
an eruption could significantly disrupt economic activities in 
the Tokyo metropolitan area and seriously affect the realiza-
tion of the Group’s management plans.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures to 
mitigate the impact of an eruption, such as increasing efforts 
to inspect, clean, and protectively cover equipment at critical 
facilities; utilizing the Cabinet Office’s scenarios to identify 
areas where disasters are likely to occur; and avoiding 
ashfall-related problems in marina operations through drills 
aimed at stopping vessels from leaving port.

Infectious diseases

This was identified as an important risk because the outbreak 
or spread of disease due to COVID-19 or another virus may 
lead to major changes in the business environment or to the 
infection of customers and employees, which could cause a 
crisis in business continuity and thereby significantly affect the 
Group’s financial position and business performance.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures befitting 
a corporate group that is responsible for supporting the 
infrastructure of daily life. Based on requests and guidelines 
received from the authorities, our current measures to prevent 
the spread of COVID-19 include the Groupwide distribution of 
a manual on dealing with outbreaks of COVID-19, the imple-
mentation of photocatalytic antibacterial treatment, and the 
measurement of temperature and hand sterilization of those 
entering facilities. Also, for employees, we are ensuring health 
management and safety and preventing the spread of infec-
tion by measuring body temperatures and encouraging the 
utilization of online meetings and telecommuting.

Difficulties in 
securing human 
resources

This was identified as an important risk because shortages  
of human resources, which are due to the declining birthrate 
and an aging and decreasing population, may lead to a 
deterioration in services and discontinuation of certain busi-
ness activities in the future.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures, such  
as building a collaborative recruitment system among Group 
companies that leverages the Group’s overall visibility and 
credibility and which facilitates joint efforts to recruit students. 
Also, we are revamping our human resource system and 
benefits package to offer flexible workstyles.

Misconduct of 
business partners

This was identified as an important risk as other companies  
in the real estate industry have experienced cases of serious 
building defects caused by the misconduct or negligence of 
designers, construction companies, and other business 
partners. Given the heightened social awareness of compli-
ance, the discovery of a similar case in the Group may lead  
to reputational damage and other negative factors that could 
hinder the subsequent continuation of businesses.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures, includ-
ing strengthening monitoring by commissioning multiple 
contractors to conduct construction management as neces-
sary, carefully examining the results of interim and completion 
inspections based on the Building Standards Act, and increas-
ing the stringency of the business partner selection process by 
ensuring rigorous compliance with internal regulations.

Economic 
fluctuations

This was identified as an important risk because major 
economic fluctuations have occurred at intervals of 10 or 20 
years, such as the bursting of Japan’s economic bubble in 
the early 1990s and the global recession triggered by the 
collapse of Lehman Brothers in the late 2000s. The Group, 
which has made strengthening Real Estate operations a pillar 
of its management plan, could be significantly affected by 
lackluster home sales or declining land prices.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures, such  
as forecasting future demand and revising sales strategies in 
light of these forecasts, strengthening ancillary businesses 
that do not specialize in particular business areas and can 
therefore secure stable earnings, and attracting new custom-
ers and enhancing the proportion of repeat customers by 
differentiating the Group from industry peers.

Misconduct in 
construction 
ordering or contrac-
tor selection 
processes

This was identified as an important risk because, in addition 
to such direct effects as higher construction costs and 
weaker construction management, the occurrence of the 
aforementioned types of misconduct when construction work 
is commissioned by government agencies or when subsidies 
and other public funds have been invested could damage the 
corporate brand and have a long-term negative impact on 
corporate value.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures, which 
include ensuring rigorous compliance with internal regulations 
to increase the stringency of the business partner selection 
process and prohibiting the exchange of gifts and other items 
between business partners and individual executives and 
employees.

Cyberattacks

This was identified as an important risk because damage to 
the Group’s facilities, computer systems, or other equipment 
due to a cyberattack may hinder the continuation of busi-
nesses, which could significantly affect the Group’s financial 
position and business performance.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures, such  
as positioning security devices at connection points between 
website operation environments and external environments, 
constantly monitoring security devices and countermeasure 
software and maintaining incident response capabilities in 
readiness mode for the detection of abnormalities, and 
purchasing cyberattack insurance that covers incident 
response costs as well as the cost of claims for damages 
arising from the corruption of electronic data or information 
leaks caused by cyberattacks.

Interest rate 
fluctuations

This was identified as an important risk because railway 
operations, development projects around Shinagawa Station, 
and the Group’s other businesses and projects require large 
capital investments, which are financed by bond issuance 
and borrowings from financial institutions. Dramatic changes 
in market interest rates or the lowering of the ratings of the 
Group’s bonds by credit rating agencies could increase the 
Group’s interest expenses or change the interest rates of 
financing, which could have a significant effect on the Group.

The Group is implementing various countermeasures, such  
as examining diversification of funding methods and taking 
advantage of the current low interest rate market environment 
to increase the use of long-term fixed interest rates when 
raising funds.

Compliance

P.40



 

Reference:  List of calculation methods and emission factors in calculations, reports, and 

publication systems, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Calculation and Reporting 

Manual, Ministry of the Environment
Note: As of August 2022
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FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021*3

Business Performance

 Revenue from operations 295,405 306,977 314,045 317,710 313,217 309,829 315,685 339,268 312,751 234,964 265,237 

 Operating profit (loss) 18,989 19,077 25,589 26,783 14,809 37,761 29,474 40,147 29,489 (18,420) 3,510

 Ordinary profit (loss) 12,880 13,578 20,319 22,005 11,790 35,393 27,289 37,774 26,834 (20,156) 5,065

 Profit (loss) attributable to owners of parent 4,119 8,492 9,257 10,775 (3,011) 22,514 16,155 20,714 15,650 (27,211) 12,529

 Depreciation 34,394 33,275 31,462 30,977 30,620 29,670 29,525 29,999 32,150 31,712 29,567 

 EBITDA 55,057 56,467 59,369 64,315 67,000 70,074 66,991 72,079 62,206 14,079 33,588

Financial Position

 Total net assets 187,187 195,767 207,454 252,344 221,721 239,639 253,365 269,839 267,655 249,051 256,884 

 Total assets 964,303 994,374 1,018,406 1,069,923 1,022,518 826,935 876,679 891,844 888,412 929,053 912,385 

 Net interest-bearing debt 470,263 469,937 466,556 443,754 429,871 369,275 394,714 384,106 409,179 457,747 428,284 

Management Indicators

 ROA (%) 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.1 1.1 3.8 3.2 4.3 3.0 (2.2) 0.6

 ROE (%) 2.2 4.4 4.6 4.7 (1.3) 9.7 6.6 7.9 5.8 (10.6) 5.0

 Net interest-bearing debt/EBITDA ratio (times) 8.5 8.3 7.9 6.9 6.4 5.3 5.9 5.3 6.6 32.5 12.8 

 Equity ratio (%) 19.4 19.6 20.3 23.5 21.6 28.9 28.8 30.1 30.0 26.6 27.9 

Cash Flows

 Cash flows from operating activities 41,395 38,250 41,159 58,732 51,844 59,393 54,388 55,875 49,343 (7,219) 58,230

 Cash flows from investing activities (33,344) (36,416) (32,238) (32,510) (34,422) 5,799 (75,715) (41,297) (69,871) (39,920) (26,045)

 Cash flows from financing activities (32,956) 13,098 (12,628) (24,482) (18,728) (64,882) 21,018 (12,696) 10,338 69,190 (28,422)

Investment-Related Indicators

 Total annual dividends per share (nonconsolidated) (¥) 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 15.0 16.0 16.0 5.0 10.0 

 Earnings (loss) per share*1 (¥) 14.94 30.81 33.59 39.10 (10.93) 81.75 58.66 75.22 56.83 (98.83) 45.52

 Dividend payout ratio (nonconsolidated) (%) 83.1 156.1 96.6 77.9 – 19.7 43.5 26.9 39.0 – 19.7 

Other Indicators

 Consolidated employees 9,205 9,035 9,045 8,885 9,035 8,692 8,891 9,010 9,034 9,055 8,938 

 Of whom are female 1,075 1,101 1,086 1,070 1,176 1,181 1,249 1,319 1,366 1,422 1,389

 Nonconsolidated employees*2 1,484 1,504 1,490 1,485 1,781 1,785 2,753 2,793 2,815 2,859 2,926 

 Of whom are female 77 83 78 83 98 100 196 215 226 231 238 

*1 Figures reflect the stock consolidation of October 1, 2017.

*2  Figures reflect the Company’s absorption-type mergers with Keikyu Tetsudo Shisetsu Co., Ltd., and the Inspection Department of Keikyu Fine-tec CO., LTD., on April 1, 2015, and with  

Keikyu Station Service Co., Ltd., on October 16, 2017, as well as the Company’s acquisition of the Periodic Inspection Department of Keikyu Fine-tec CO., LTD., on March 16, 2018.

Percentage of Male Employees Taking Childcare Leave 
(Nonconsolidated)

(%) 
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Energy and Resource Consumption

Category FY2019 FY2020 FY2021

Total volume of thermal 
energy

4,287,423 GJ 3,262,455 GJ 2,426,288 GJ

 Electricity 1,436,788 GJ  1,297,042 GJ 1,251,715 GJ

(Volume of which was 
electricity generated 
from renewable energy)

– – 47,042 GJ

 Light oil 958,957 GJ 731,204 GJ 683,015 GJ

 Gasoline 476,402 GJ 240,531 GJ 29,488 GJ

 Type A heavy oil 19,048 GJ 11,352 GJ 14,703 GJ

 LPG 165,022 GJ 115,049 GJ 277,859 GJ

 LNG 1,634 GJ 314 GJ –

 City gas 1,207,868 GJ 845,372 GJ 146,485 GJ

 Kerosene 15,758 GJ 8,879 GJ 11,787 GJ

  Steam, hot water,  
cold water

5,946 GJ 12,707GJ 11,230 GJ

Water usage 3,167,085 t 2,370,651 t 1,736,634 t

Copy paper purchased 
by offices

217 t 166 t 129 t

Emissions

Category FY2019 FY2020 FY2021

GHG emissions 351,032 t-CO2 281,182 t-CO2 230,155 t-CO2

 Scope 1 178,034 t-CO2 121,609 t-CO2 79,896 t-CO2

 Scope 2 172,998 t-CO2 159,574 t-CO2 150,258 t-CO2

Waste

 Industrial 80,040 t 14,248 t 29,744 t

 General 15,097 t 9,640 t 9,021 t

  (Volume of which was 
recycled)

6,179 t 4,792 t 4,437 t

 Percentage recycled 40.9% 49.7% 49.1%

Data on Consolidated Environmental Impact

Percentage and Number of Female Managers 
(Nonconsolidated)

(%) (Female managers)
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Note: Includes secondees

*3 The Company applied the “Accounting Standard for Revenue Recognition, etc.” in fiscal 2021.

Consolidated Management Indicators

Financial and Corporate Information
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Company name: Keikyu Corporation

Founding:  February 25, 1898 (Predecessor:  

Daishi Electric Railway Co., Ltd.)

Establishment: June 1, 1948

Head office:  1-2-8 Takashima, Nishi-ku, Yokohama, 

Kanagawa, 220-8625 Japan

Employees: 2,926

Capital:  ¥43.7 billion

Total number of shares authorized: 900,000,000

Total number of issued shares: 275,760,547

Number of shareholders:  48,958

Securities code:   9006

Stock exchange listings:   Tokyo Stock Exchange 

(Prime Market)

Stock Price Range and Trading Volume

 Financial institutions
43.1%

 Other institutions
2.4%

  Business  
entities 
14.2%

  Foreign  
shareholders 
10.0%

  Securities companies 
0.4%

 Individuals
29.9%

Status of Major Shareholders

Name of shareholder 
Shareholding 

ratio

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust Account) 11.76%

Custody Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust Account) 3.67%

Nippon Life Insurance Company 3.66%

Mizuho Bank, Ltd. 3.02%

The Bank of Yokohama, Ltd. 2.92%

Custody Bank of Japan, Ltd.
(Retirement Benefit Trust Account for  
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank, Limited) 

1.99%

SEIBU RAILWAY Co., Ltd. 1.95%

Meiji Yasuda Life Insurance Company 1.82%

Custody Bank of Japan, Ltd.
(Retirement Benefit Trust, Mizuho Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.) 

1.71%

JP MORGAN CHASE BANK 385781 1.22%

Note: The shareholding ratio is calculated after deducting treasury shares.

Transportation
Company Name Principal Lines of Business

Keihin Kyuko Bus Co., Ltd. Local bus and charter bus businesses

Keikyu Bus Real Estate Co., Ltd. Real estate leasing business

Toyo Kankou Co., Ltd. Charter bus business

Kawasaki Tsurumi Rinko Bus Co., Ltd. Local bus and charter bus businesses

Keikyu-Kotsu Co., Ltd. Taxi business

Keikyu Yokohama Jidosha Co., Ltd. Taxi business

Keikyu Bunko Taxi Co., Ltd. Taxi business

Keikyu Hayama Kotsu Co., Ltd. Taxi business

Keikyu Chuo Kotsu Co., Ltd. Taxi business

Keikyu Misaki Taxi Co., Ltd. Taxi business

Leisure Services
Company Name Principal Lines of Business

Keikyu EX Inn Co., Ltd. Operating and managing business hotels

Misaki Kanko Co., Ltd.
Management of hotels and operation of 
marina, restaurant, parking lot, and 
leasing businesses

Hayama Marina Co., Ltd.
Management of yacht harbors and  
retail stores

KEIKYUKAIHATSU Co., Ltd.
Boat racing, real estate leasing, and 
leisure-related businesses

Keikyu Izu Kaihatsu Co., Ltd. Management of hotels and inns

Keikyu Royal Foods Co., Ltd. Management of restaurants, etc.

Heiwajima Seibi Co., Ltd.
Leasing and management of boats and 
motors for boat racing

Keikyu Builtech Co., Ltd. Integrated management of buildings

Ichihara Keikyu Country Club Co., Ltd. Management of golf courses

Nagano Keikyu Country Club Co., Ltd. Management of golf courses

Keikyu AD Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Advertising, travel, and construction work 
and interior finishing businesses

Keikyu AD Kotsu Media Work Co., Ltd.
Installation of advertisements on railcars 
and in train stations

Rinko Community Co., Ltd.
Real estate, travel, and sales and service 
businesses

Keikyu Aburatsubo Marine Park Co., Ltd. Operation of aquariums*1

Kannonzaki Keikyu Hotel Co., Ltd.
Management of hotels and hot spring and 
glamping facilities*2

Real Estate
Company Name Principal Lines of Business

KEIKYU REALESTATE Co., Ltd.
Land, detached housing, condominium, etc., 
sales business, and brokerage, leasing, and 
leasing and management businesses

Rinko Estate Co., Ltd. Real estate leasing business

R-BANK CO., LTD.
Renovation management, real estate leasing, 
consulting, and shared housing businesses

PT Keikyu Itomas Indonesia
Acquisition, sale, operation, and leasing of real 
estate for commercial purposes, and real estate 
management services in Indonesia

Retailing
Company Name Principal Lines of Business

Keikyu Department Store Co., Ltd. Department stores and shopping centers

Keikyu Tomonokai Co., Ltd. Department store Tomonokai

Keikyu Store Co., Ltd. Stores

Other
Company Name Principal Lines of Business

Keikyu Construction Co., Ltd.
Subcontracting for civil engineering and 
construction work, etc.

Keikyu Electric Engineering  
Co., Ltd.

Electrical, telecommunications,  
and plumbing work

Keikyu Fine-tec CO., LTD.
Repair, upgrade, and retrofit of railcars and 
general maintenance and repair of buses,  
large trucks, and passenger cars

Keikyu Fine Service Co., Ltd.
Cleaning and painting of transportation equip-
ment, including railcars and automobiles

Keikyu Livco Co., Ltd.
Condominium management, remodeling, and 
everyday living support businesses

Keikyu Service Co., Ltd.
Comprehensive building management,  
lifestyle support, flower arrangement, and 
nursery school operation businesses

Keikyu Memorial Co., Ltd. Funeral business

Keikyu System Co., Ltd.
Design, development, sale, and maintenance of 
computer software

Keikyu Driving School Co., Ltd. Management of driving schools

Kamoi Driving School Co., Ltd. Management of driving schools

KEIKYU HOKEN SERVICE  
Co., Ltd.

Life insurance and non-life insurance agency 
services and contracted insurance administra-
tion services

Keikyu Building Management  
Co., Ltd.

Ownership, management, and leasing of land 
and buildings, and civil engineering and 
construction 
Planning and design of construction work

Keikyu Business Co., Ltd.
Contracted accounting and human  
resources services

Keikyu With Co., Ltd. Station cleaning and other cleaning services, etc.

Shareholder Composition

Company Overview and Share Information Group Companies at a Glance

Credit Ratings
Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd. (JCR) A+ (Stable)

Rating and Investment Information, Inc. (R&I) A (Stable)

Inclusion in ESG Indices
 •  FTSE Blossom Japan Sector Relative Index

• SOMPO Sustainability Index

• S&P/JPX Carbon Efficient Index

Sompo Sustainability Index

2022

Investor Relations Information

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/en/ir/

Sustainability Initiatives

https://www.keikyu.co.jp/en/ir/policy/csr/
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Note: Figures for stock price and trading volume have been adjusted to reflect the stock consolidation of October 1, 2017.

*1 Keikyu Aburatsubo Marine Park ceased operations on September 30, 2021.

*2 Kannonzaki Keikyu Hotel ceased operations on September 30, 2022.

Note: As of September 30, 2022, with the exception of employee numbers

Keikyu Corporation’s website was ranked No. 1 in the land transportation sector for 

the second consecutive year and received the Silver Award in the overall ranking in 

Gomez IR Site Rankings 2021, announced by BroadBand Security, Inc.

Financial and Corporate Information




